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TWO-SENTENCE SUMMARY 
Large-scale comparative analysis of Big Data from next generation sequencing provides powerful 
means to exploit the potential of nature in context of plant breeding and biotechnology. In this 
thesis, we combine various computational methods for genome-wide identification of gene families 
involved in (a) plant innate immunity and (a) biosynthesis of defense-related plant secondary 
metabolites across 21 species, assess dynamics that affected evolution of underlying traits during 
250 Million Years of flowering plant radiation and provide data on more than 4500 loci that can 
underpin crop improvement for future food and live quality. 
 
GENERAL ABSTRACT 
As sessile organisms, plants are permanently exposed to a plethora of potentially harmful microbes 
and other pests. The surprising resilience to infections observed in successful lineages is due to a 
complex defense network fighting off invading pathogens. Within this network, a sophisticated plant 
innate immune system is accompanied by a multitude of specialized biosynthetic pathways that 
generate more than 200,000 secondary metabolites with ecological, agricultural, energy and 
medicinal importance. The rapid diversification of associated genes was accompanied by a series of 
duplication events in virtually all plant species, including local duplication of short sequences as well 
as multiplication of all chromosomes due to meiotic errors (plant polyploidy). In a comparative 
genomics approach, we combined several bioinformatics techniques for large-scale identification of 
multi-domain and multi-gene families that are involved in plant innate immunity or defense-related 
secondary metabolite pathways across 21 representative flowering plant genomes. We introduced a 
framework to trace back duplicate gene copies to distinct ancient duplication events, thereby 
unravelling a differential impact of gene and genome duplication to molecular evolution of target 
genes. Comparing the genomic context among homologs within and between species in a 
phylogenomics perspective, we discovered orthologs conserved within genomic regions that 
remained structurally immobile during flowering plant radiation. In summary, we described a 
complex interplay of gene and genome duplication that increased genetic versatility of disease 
resistance and secondary metabolite pathways, thereby expanding the playground for functional 
diversification and thus plant trait innovation and success. Our findings give fascinating insights to 
evolution across lineages and can underpin crop improvement for food, fiber and biofuels 
production. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
From the Neolithic to the Genomics revolution: 12,000 years of plant biology 
The understanding of plant biology has facilitated the origin of modern civilization and greatly 
contributed to human life quality ever since. The history of modern civilization began with a first 
agricultural (“Neolithic”) evolution, starting around 12,000 years ago in the Holocene with 
domestication of various types of plants [1]. In this context, specialized food-crop cultivation led to 
increased yields and triggered a gradual transformation of small and mobile groups of hunter-
gatherers to larger non-nomadic societies based in build-up settlements [2].  
A second agricultural revolution rationalized crop production and coincided with the onset of 
industrialization 200 years ago [3]. Yields rose beyond subsistence and facilitated a near-exponential 
growth of the human population [4]. However, the increasing population led to land conversion and 
a decrease of the limited area of arable land [5]. Likewise, the potential of many available crop 
varieties reached its limits and yield overages were shrinking gradually. At the peak of this 
development, many countries came to the brink of food shortage and related famine in the mid of 
the 20th century [6].  
In a third agricultural (“Green”) revolution, a series of research, development and technology 
transfer initiatives were initiated between the late 1940s and the late 1960s with the aim to create 
higher-yield crops [7]. Due to these efforts, the total production of cereals doubled in developing 
nations between the years 1961–1985 [8]. Once again, a detailed understanding of plant biology 
ensured the availability of food and hence better life quality for an estimated billon of people [9]. 
Uncovering the double helix structure of the DNA macromolecule and subsequent development of 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-technology in the 1980s facilitated high-throughput genotyping of 
plants [10]. Before that, crop improvement was still limited to classical forward genetics approaches 
that rely on time-consuming cross-breeding of individuals that carry unusual traits [11]. Research on 
varieties bred during the Green revolution and many others resulted in functional characterization of 
genes associated with increased yields and better food quality [12, 13]. However, information on the 
genetic basis of underlying traits was limited to few model species and domestic crop lineages. 
Furthermore, the lack of whole genome assemblies made it difficult to identify putative orthologous 
loci and encoded functions in distant species. Therefore, insights into evolutionary processes 
contributing to functional gene family dynamics were difficult to obtain in most cases and thus 
incompletely understood [14].  
The release of the first fully sequenced flowering plant genome Arabidopsis thaliana marked the 
onset of a fourth agricultural (or Genomics-) revolution with the begin of the 21st century (Genomics 
4.0) [15, 16]. Within the last 15 years, progress in next generation sequencing technology has 
accelerated with a rate beyond Moore’s law, stating that computer chips of a given price double 
their performance every two years (fig. 1) [17, 18]. This boom resulted in an overwhelming 
abundance of genomics data that to date comprise more than 50 well-assembled flowering plant 
genomes (“Big Data”) [19]. Hand in hand with the increased availability of large biological datasets, 
information technology has become an essential part for better understanding of plant systems [20, 
21]. More and more algorithms are now emerging in the rapidly growing fields of bioinformatics and 
systems biology, capable of inferring non-apparent relationships from the analysis and comparison 
of genes, genomes and other datasets [22]. For example, comparing novel draft genomes to 
genomes with multitudes of characterized loci provides important means for plant breeding [23-26]. 
In this context, various applications facilitate the localization of target genes for genetic modification 
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or migration between lineages with little functional data at hand [27]. Furthermore, it is now 
possible to monitor dynamics that affect functional gene families during flowering plant evolution in 
a phylogenomics framework due to the a better coverage of sequenced genomes in many lineage 
representatives [23]. Together with better understanding the evolution of gene families associated 
with nutritionally and economically important traits, the genomics revolution facilitates genomics-
based plant breeding crop improvement for faster production of better food, fiber and biofuels. In 
this thesis, we designed and employed a novel combination of several bioinformatics tools to 
identify multi-gene families associated with four independent key traits across 21 representative 
flowering plant genomes (fig. 5). We perform large-scale evolutionary analysis of both plant 
secondary metabolism and plant innate immunity and provide data that will underpin genomics-
based crop breeding for better food and life quality. 
 
FIG. 1.— Cost of genome sequencing 
compared to Moore’s law for computers 
(adapted from [28]). 
 
Gene and genome duplication and multi-gene family evolution 
In the 1970s, Ohno postulated a key role of gene duplication for molecular evolution and trait 
innovation [29]. With the genomics revolution, next generation sequencing and bioinformatics tools 
led to a steady increase of functional and structural genomics data [30]. Following Ohno’s hypothesis, 
this now facilitates a large-scale comparison of different duplication modes in many lineages and 
integration of available data on function of gene duplicates. A better understanding of duplication 
history and gene family evolution can underpin efficient curation of functional genes associated with 
specific traits for plant breeding. 
Comparing the genomic distribution of homologous genes within and between plant species 
revealed the important contribution of short sequence duplication events to gene family evolution. 
Such events include tandem duplication of one or few neighboring genes resulting in supergene 
clusters or tandem arrays of neighboring homologs. Tandem duplication can be due to unequal 
crossing-over of chromosomes or errors during DNA repair and affected 15% of all protein-coding 
genes in A. thaliana (fig. 2A) [31]. Likewise, gene transposition duplication leads to homologs 
embedded in distant genomic positions and are due to transposon activity [32]. In A. thaliana, 14% 
of the protein-coding genes transposed at least once during lineage evolution (fig. 2B) [33, 34]. 
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FIG. 2.— Genome-wide distribution of duplicates among all protein-coding genes in A. thaliana according to 
origin of duplication. A. 15% of all protein-coding genes are organized in supergene clusters due to tandem 
duplication. B. 14% of all protein-coding genes comprise copies due to gene transposition duplication. C. 22% 
of all protein-coding genes comprise duplicate gene pairs due to whole genome duplication (ohnologs) and are 
organized in 26 syntenic blocks (marked in color-coding as introduced by). D. 90% of all protein-coding genes 
locate within syntenic blocks but only 25% of genes covered by blocks retain the ohnolog copy. AT1-AT5 
indicates A. thaliana chromosomes 1-5. Scale indicates chromosome length in million base pairs (MB). For 
methods, see Chapter 1. 
Within- and between-species comparison of large genomic regions has established a common 
history of recurring ancient duplication events that affect all genes/chromosomes at once due to 
meiosis errors and are shared by all flowering plant lineages (polyploidy events) [35-38]. Following 
these polyploidy events, a genome-wide fractionation process retained groups of duplicate genes 
that reveal block-like patterns, also known as “syntenic blocks” of genes (ohnologs or paralogs 
created from WGDs) scattered throughout the replicated genome (fig. 3A) [26, 39, 40]. In 
Arabidopsis, 22% of all protein-coding genes comprise ohnologs organized in 26 syntenic blocks 
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retained following the most recent At-α WGD event (fig. 3B, 2C). While At-α blocks cover around 90% 
of the genome, not every gene within syntenic block boundaries is retained after genome 
multiplication. For example, about 25% of genes duplicated during the last WGD event stably 
retained pairwise in Arabidopsis, whereas 75% got lost (fractionated) after duplication during lineage 
evolution (fig. 2D) [35].  
The model plant A. thaliana underwent at least five polyploidy events during lineage evolution, two 
preceding and three following the origin of flowering plants (fig. 5) [37, 41, 42]. The At-α whole 
genome duplication (WGD) event is shared by all other mustard family members, including the 
extant sister clade Aethionemeae [35, 43, 44]. This was predated by the At-β WGD event that 
occurred after the split of the Carica lineage, but is shared by most other lineages in the Brassicales 
[45, 46]. The more ancient polyploidy event detectable in the Arabidopsis genome is a genome 
triplication (WGT) termed At-y, shared by all Asterids and Rosids, grape (Vitales) as well as more 
basal eudicot clades such as Pachysandra terminalis (Buxales) and Gunnera manicata (Gunnerales) 
[47, 48]. Similarly, the Poaceae lineage (grasses) underwent at least three independent polyploidy 
events after flowering plant radiation. The most recent rho (ϱ) WGD event is predated by the sigma 
(σ) WGD event. An even more ancient WGD event was made evident predating monocot radiation 
(monocot tetraploidy) [36, 49, 50]. All aforementioned polyploidy events are shared by larger clades 
with multiple completed genome sequences. In addition more recent, clade-specific genome 
multiplications have been identified in various lineages (fig. 5). The mesopolyploid genome of the 
crop Brassica rapa underwent a triplication (Br-α WGT) [51, 52]. Another clade-specific WGT event 
was discovered in Tarenaya hasslerania (formerly Cleome spinosa, Cleomaceae), family sister to the 
Brassicaceae [45, 53, 54]. Likewise, soybean (Glycine max) and corn (Zea mays) genomes have both 
been subject of recent genome doublings [55-61]. 
Gene identification – homologs, orthologs, paralogs and ohnologs 
Both whole genome- and short sequence duplication create novel genes with sequence homology to 
at least one duplicate copy (homologs). Orthologs refer to homolog genes from different species 
that are due to one ancestral locus and diverged due to speciation [62]. Paralogs refer to homologs 
within one species that are due to short sequence duplication events [63]. In contrast, ohnologs 
refer to paralogs that are due to whole genome multiplication events. By definition, ohnologous 
genes comprise syntenic orthologs (fig. 4). Identification of orthologs involved in desired traits is of 
paramount importance for plant breeding. In a first step, it is necessary to identify all homologs 
present in a genome that belong to a distinct gene family. In a second step, the distinction of 
orthologs, paralogs and ohnologs provides insights into dynamics that affected the evolution of the 
specific trait. In this context, scoring of synteny can provide efficient means to distinguish orthologs 
from paralogs, thereby illustrating both genome structural and functional evolution. 
Increasing evolutionary distance between species presents limitations for homolog (ortholog and/or 
paralog) identification based on DNA sequence homology (such as blastn) due to the degeneration 
of the genetic code on the 3rd codon position as well variable gaps of non-coding sequences [64, 65]. 
Hence, protein sequence identity and profile searches are used to infer homologs of protein-coding 
loci across distant clades with better sensitivity [66, 67]. Notably, proteins are organized in 
functional units termed domains [68]. For example, 37% of the A. thaliana Col-0 TAIR10 
representative proteins contain more than one characterized protein domain [69]. Therefore, robust 
ortholog gene identification based on the encoded protein sequence involves identification of more 
than one pool of homolog genes, each specific for one domain only. This is followed by overlapping 
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all identified pools to detect multi-domain encoding genes sharing a combination of all desired 
protein motifs. 
 
FIG. 3.— Ancient whole genome duplication (polyploidy or WGD) events are followed by gene 
fractionation that retains syntenic patterns of genomic blocks scattered throughout the replicated 
genome. A. Proposed order of events following duplication of the initial diploid set of chromosomes. 
Shown left are two different chromosomes without their diploid copy before and after a WGD event. 
Shown right are cartoon representations of dot-plots that visualize duplicate regions in novel linkage 
groups retained after fractionation and re-diploidisation, revealing syntenic block patterns. B. 
Syntenic dot-plot of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, showing 26 collinear blocks due to the At-α 
WGD event distributed across all five chromosomes. This experiment can be reproduced online 
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following the CoGe link https://genomevolution.org/r/elkt (last accessed on December 13
th
, 2014). 
For methods, see Chapter 3. 
 
 
FIG. 4.— The copy number variation of homolog genes is 
influenced by both short sequence- and whole genome 
duplication. Depending on the harboring linage and the 
origin of duplication, homologs are referred to as 
orthologs, paralogs and ohnologs. 
 
Currently, there are several methods available for homolog detection. Among them, the 
determination of reciprocal best blast hits (RBH) at key phylogenetic nodes is the easiest and hence 
the most common method to infer families of orthologous genes that represent the modern 
descendants of ancestral gene sets (used in, for example, [70]). RBH comprise pairs of genes in two 
different genomes that are more similar to each other than either is to any other gene in the other 
genome. It is now evident that RBH-only approaches miss up to 60% of true orthologs in duplicate-
rich species, which are particularly prevalent among angiosperm plants [71]. Blasting Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM)-generated protein domain consensus sequences against a translated genome 
assembly is a more accurate way (used in, for example, [72]). However, the quality of results 
depends on the accuracy of the input sequences used to generate the consensus as well as the 
exonic structure of the proteins (i.e. some domains can span multiple small exons which can reduce 
the sensitivity of the translated blast). This creates challenges when analyzing highly-diverged gene 
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families in more distant clades. In contrast, OrthoMCL [73] employs a Markov Cluster algorithm to 
group putative orthologs and paralogs in all-vs.-all blast screen within and between given genome 
assemblies. Gene families defined by OrthoMCL therefore represent relatively compact and 
coherent clusters of similar proteins. However, OrthoMCL is unaware of the domain structure found 
in the family members, is computationally intensive and impracticable for application to dozens of 
genome annotations given a limited timeframe.  
None of the similarity-based methods utilize information provided by the genomic context of the 
putative ortholog / paralog gene pairs. This is relevant because two members of the same gene 
family can evolve differently in two lineages to a degree that the ortholog in lineage A produces a 
RBH to the paralogs in lineage B and vice versa [44]. This produces false ortholog assignments but 
can be clarified by scoring and weighting gene synteny evidence [52]. Likewise, synteny evidence can 
lead to novel assignment of highly diverged genes to functional families in cases where sequence 
homology or domain composition is ambiguous [74]. In this thesis, we designed and employed a 
novel, iterative approach by combining blast, HMM modeling and genomic contextual information 
provided by synteny to identify robust multi-domain and multi-gene families. Likewise, we 
investigated specific duplication modes that affected gene copy number, thereby providing in-depth 
information on the evolutionary history of identified gene families. In the first part of this thesis, we 
focused on plant secondary metabolite pathways (fig. 5). In Chapter 1, we identified and analyzed 
the extended biosynthetic inventory of the glucosinolate (GS) pathway within two sister lineages of 
the mustard family. GS comprise a group of sulfurous plant secondary metabolites with important 
roles in ecology, human health and nutrition [75]. In Chapter 2, we identified and analyzed more 
than 1,900 genes involved in modular terpenoid biosynthesis in an Angiosperm-wide perspective. 
Terpenoids comprise plant secondary metabolites with various roles in plant-environmental 
interaction, such as pollinator attraction or pathogen defense [76]. Likewise, terpenoid biosynthetic 
genes are important targets for plant breeding due to their connection to crop smell and scent. In 
the second part of this thesis, we investigated multi-gene families with key roles in plant innate 
immunity (fig. 5). In Chapter 3, we identified and analyzed more than 2,000 Angiosperm resistance 
proteins of the NB-LRR type that convey important roles in pathogen effector recognition and the 
second layer of plant innate immunity [77]. In Chapter 4, we identified and analyzed more than 300 
pattern recognition receptors of the LecRK type that are capable of pathogen detection following 
perception of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) in the first layer of plant innate 
immunity [78]. For all analyzed traits and genomes, we provide data on all identified loci in order to 
contribute to future experiments for generation of more and better crops, ultimately necessary to 
meet the global food production and to maintain life quality for an ever-increasing and demanding 
population. 
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ABSTRACT  
Plants share a common history of successive whole genome duplication (WGD) events retaining 
genomic patterns of duplicate gene copies (ohnologs) organized in conserved syntenic blocks. 
Duplication was often proposed to affect the origin of novel traits during evolution. However, 
genetic evidence linking WGD to pathway diversification is scarce. We show that WGD and Tandem 
Duplication (TD) accelerated genetic versatility of plant secondary metabolism, exemplified with the 
glucosinolate (GS) pathway in the Mustard Family. GS biosynthesis is a well-studied trait, employing 
at least 52 biosynthetic and regulatory genes in the model plant Arabidopsis. In a phylogenomics 
approach, we identified 67 GS loci in Aethionema arabicum of the tribe Aethionemeae, sister group 
to all Mustard Family members. All but one of the Arabidopsis GS gene families evolved orthologs in 
Aethionema and all but one of the orthologous sequence pairs exhibit synteny. The 45% fraction of 
duplicates among all protein-coding genes in Arabidopsis was increased to 95 and 97% for 
Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory, respectively. Compared to the 22% average for 
all protein-coding genes in Arabidopsis, 52 and 56% of Aethionema and Arabidopsis GS loci align to 
ohnolog copies dating back to the last common WGD event. While 15% of all Arabidopsis genes are 
organized in tandem arrays, 45% and 48% of GS loci in Arabidopsis and Aethionema descend from TD, 
respectively. We describe a sequential combination of tandem- and whole genome duplication 
events driving gene family extension, thereby expanding the evolutionary playground for functional 
diversification and thus potential novelty and success. 
KEYWORDS: comparative genomics, glucosinolates, whole genome duplication, functional 
diversification, Arabidopsis, Aethionema, Brassicaceae 
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INTRODUCTION 
Gene duplication has played an important evolutionary role in angiosperm adaptation and success, 
for example by contributing to regulatory and enzymatic pathways involved in generating 
the >200,000 diverse biochemical plant secondary metabolites in the Angiosperm lineage [79]. 
Functional diversification refers to processes of gene duplication followed by sub- or neo-
functionalization of the enzymes encoded by duplicate copies [29, 80, 81], mediating specificities to 
extended classes of substrates or catalysis of novel reactions [82]. Fast expansion of gene copy 
number occurs in various ways. In this study we focus on whole genome duplication (WGD), Tandem 
Duplication (TD) and gene transposition duplication (GTD). For example, nearly 45% of the 
Arabidopsis nuclear protein-coding genes have been affected by such processes [31, 32, 35]. In this 
study, we investigated the impact of gene duplication to the diversification of plant secondary 
metabolites exemplified with glucosinolate (GS) biosynthesis. Glucosinolate biosynthesis is a well-
studied key trait shared by all Brassicales including the Mustard family (Brassicaceae) crown-group 
[83] and its sister lineage Aethionemeae. Comparative genomics analysis unraveled a history of 
successive paleo-polyploidy events commonly shared by almost all Angiosperms [35]. The 
Arabidopsis lineage underwent at least five polyploidy events in the history of life, two preceding 
and three following Angiosperms radiation [35, 37]. The most recent WGD is commonly referred to 
as At-α and occurred approximately 30 million years (MA) ago in the ancestor of all Brassicaceae, 
including the sister group Aethionemeae [84]. As a result, pairwise syntenic regions are scattered 
throughout the genome (genomic blocks), defined as copies of consecutive ohnologs derived from 
At-α [35]. It is known that polyploidy is succeeded by a genome-wide process of biased fractionation, 
preferentially targeting one sub-genome to retain clusters of dosage-sensitive genes organized in 
functional modules [85]. Furthermore, several studies have established a potential link of polyploidy 
to natural variation due to differential expression of ohnolog copies [81], seed and flower origin and 
diversification [37, 86, 87], morphological complexity [88], and survival of plant lineages at the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary extinction event [89]. In this study, we provide solid evidence for the link of 
WGD to pathway expansion of a distinct key trait relevant for herbivore defense and hence highly 
connected to fitness. Interestingly, polyploidy also affects other kinds of duplication, creating 
network of factors with mutual influence. Recent studies have shown an interaction between 
polyploidy and the fractionation rate of tandem duplicate (TD) copies in both Arabidopsis and B. 
rapa (having undergone an additional genome triplication). Hence, we analyzed short-sequence 
duplications to utilize the evolutionary significance of different duplication classes. 
Tandem Duplication (TD) of short sequences can be caused by unequal crossing-over or template 
slippage during DNA repair, producing tandem arrays (TARs) of homologous genes in close genomic 
vicinity [90]. Depending on the number of allowed gene spacers, TAR genes include about 10 – 15 % 
of the A. thaliana genome (0 and 10 spacers, respectively) [31]. Comparison of tandem arrays in 
Arabidopsis and rice revealed enrichment of genes encoding membrane proteins and function in 
biotic and abiotic stress [31]. Notably, the impact of TD to trait evolution has been elucidated in 
multiple taxa, including disease resistance in Solanaceae [91] and Brassicaceae [92]. Likewise, TD 
played a role in the evolution of signal transduction, for example the expansion and functional 
diversification of the F-box type transcriptional activator gene family in Fabaceae [93]. Moreover, TD 
is an important factor for increasing versatility of defense response in Brassicaceae. In GS 
biosynthesis, sub-functionalization of TAR genes is evident for 2-oxoglutarate-dependent 
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dioxygenases (AOP) [94], flavin-monooxygenases (FMOGSOX) [95] and methyl-thioalkylmalate 
synthases (MAM) [96-98]. In this study, we integrate previous findings to dissect the influence of 
polyploidy with tandem- and gene transposition duplication (GTD) in the last ~30 MA of GS pathway 
expansion since Aethionema and Arabidopsis lineage divergence. 
Duplicate gene copies can move to a new genomic location. The observed frequency of gene 
movements explains the observed erosion of synteny between plant genomes during evolution [99], 
defining the limits of synteny-based approaches for ortholog detection. Gene movements are often 
caused by transposition. Gene transposition duplication (GTD) events occur when a single non-
transposon gene relocates to a new position, and segregants contain duplicates [100]. Whereas 
transposable elements (TEs) account for approximately 10% of the Arabidopsis genome [32] and 
show non-random association to syntenic blocks [101], 14% of all protein-coding genes transposed 
at least once during Rosid evolution [33, 34]. Importantly, a novel genomic context of the transposed 
copy potentially influences rates of gene expression [102] and might thereby contribute to the 
phenotypic consequences of the duplication event [103]. Accordingly, TE activity was shown to 
foster variation of NBS-resistance proteins in grape [104] as well as natural growth variation and 
expansion of ERF family transcriptional regulators in Arabidopsis [105, 106]. In contrast, evolutionary 
dynamics of GTD events affecting genetic versatility of plant secondary metabolism has not yet been 
investigated. 
Glucosinolates (GS) comprise a class of secondary plant metabolites derived from amino acids and 
sugars, part of a 2-component chemical defense against herbivory in Brassicales [107-109]. 
Myrosinase enzymes are the other component of the defense system and confer GS hydrolysis 
activity. They are released from the vacuole upon tissue damage, producing a plethora of GS 
degradation products such as nitriles, isothiocyanates, thiocyanates and ephithioalkanes with 
various bioactivities [110, 111]. Glucosinolates are of particular interest for human health because 
they can inhibit carcinogen activation [112, 113] and carcinogenesis by triggering cell cycle arrest 
and stimulating apoptosis [114, 115]. The observed variation in GS biochemistry across Brassicales is 
due to the differences in biochemistry among their amino acid precursors [108, 116] and allows GS 
grouping to 4 distinct classes. Oxidative deamination of phe and tyr initiates biosynthesis of indolic 
GS (I); trp is the substrate for indolic GS production (II); ala, val, leu and Ile are precursors for 
biosynthesis of aliphatic GS (III) [75]. While aromatic and aliphatic GS have been detected in other 
eudicot families including Phytolaccaceae, Euphorbiaceae and Pittosporaceae [116, 117], indolic GS 
are Brassicales-specific. Met-derived GS form a fourth class of GS (IV), referring to a subset of 
aliphatic GS specific to the Brassicales crown group, including the sister group Aethionemeae. The 
utilization of trp- and met-derived amino acids for GS production may be tied to pathway expansion 
caused by ancient WGD events [83]. 
The genus Aethionema of the tribe Aethionemeae is an ideal group for comparative genomics of 
polyploidy and GS pathway evolution. First, it shares the composite GS chemotype observed in the 
larger and more diverse Brassicaceae crown group [84]. Second, phylogenetic analysis highly support 
the tribe Aethionemeae as the earliest diverged clade and extant sister to the crown group 
Brassicaceae [118] with an estimated split of the two lineages approximately 30 MA ago. However, a 
high degree of inter-species synteny is maintained (see Results section). Third, the most recent WGD 
event identified in the lineage of Arabidopsis (referred to as At-α) predated the divergence of 
Arabidopsis and Aethionema. Furthermore, it was not succeeded by an additional species-specific 
genome polyploidization, preventing additional fractionation of synteny [35, 43]. In contrast, B. rapa 
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underwent an additional genome triplication event [51], complicating efforts to analyze the 
potential impact of At-α on the evolution of the GS pathway inventory. 
 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
Ae. arabicum genome assembly and set of annotated genes                                                                                  
Sequence assembly and annotation of the Ae. arabicum genome was obtained from [43].               
RNA isolation and sequencing 
Aethionema arabicum RNA was isolated from fresh apical meristematic tissue or very young leaves 
using an RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA). Samples were kept on liquid 
nitrogen prior to RNA isolation. The optional step of heating the lysis solution to 65°C was used to 
maximize RNA yield. RNA was eluted into a final volume of 100 µL RNase-free water. Total mass of 
RNA and quality was estimated using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, California, 
USA). Samples were deemed acceptable if RIN scores were greater than 8.0. A minimum of 20 µg of 
total RNA was required for library building and sequencing. RNA-seq [119] paired-end libraries with 
average fragment lengths of 250 base pairs (bp) were constructed, and each library was sequenced 
on a single lane of an Illumina GAIIX sequencer flow cell (Illumina, San Diego, California, USA) to 
generate a minimum of 3 gigabases of 75 bp, paired-end sequences. 
Database of A. thaliana genes retaining an ohnologous copy dating back to the At-α WGD event 
First, we generated a spreadsheet with information on all 33,323 A. thaliana nuclear genes 
annotated in the TAIR database v10, including (a) Arabidopsis gene identifiers (AGIs), (b) locus type, 
(c) locus name and (d) short description of encoded function. Second, we integrated optional 
affiliation to (e) syntenic block and (f) ohnolog copy dating back to At-α WGD event as previously 
described [88]. The corresponding authors did not account for every gene in their analysis, and 
inferred the genomic location of ohnolog blocks dating back to At-α using the TIGR Arabidopsis 
genome annotation v5 from 2005. Fourth, we added an additional column (i), to indicate coverage of 
the gene in Feeling’s study (yes / not considered / not present in TIGR5). 
 
Database for glucosinolate biosynthetic gene identification in A. thaliana and Ae. arabicum 
Files containing the coding sequences representing the complete set of glucosinolate biosynthetic 
and regulatory (AtGS) genes in A. thaliana [120] were acquired from the TAIR database v10 
(www.arabidopsis.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). We highlighted the AGIs in the 
spreadsheet covering all nuclear genes in Arabidopsis. 
 
Interpolation of novel putative glucosinolate biosynthetic genes and retained At-α ohnolog pairs 
in A. thaliana 
We utilized similarity among ohnologous gene copies. We employed the spreadsheet containing 
information on genomic location of AtGS genes as well as α-blocks with optional retained duplicates 
therein. We visually screened for all ohnolog copies of AtGS genes not sharing annotation as AtGS 
genes themselves. Differential expression of ohnolog pairs was tested using the botany array 
resource (http://bar.utoronto.ca/welcome.htm, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). We included 
all ohnolog copies for our analysis to create an extended AtGS gene set. For the spreadsheet, see 
(supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Previous analysis of ohnologous gene 
pair identification did not consider every protein-coding gene [35, 85]. To minimize resulting errors 
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for analysis of AtGS loci, we performed a BLASTP screen without a cut-off e-value, querying all AtGS 
genes with non-retained At-α ohnologs against all other Arabidopsis genes with non-retained At-α 
ohnologs. Highest-scoring sequence pairs (HSPs) sharing genomic location within converse copies of 
the same α-block were tested for synteny and positives defined as additional pairs of retained At-α 
ohnolog copies (marked as “our addition / _oa” in table 8 and supplementary table S1, 
Supplementary Material online). 
 
Database of A. thaliana tandem arrayed (TAR) genes 
A database of A. thaliana coding sequences organized in tandem arrays was generated for the TAIR 
annotation v10 as previously described [31], using a low-stringency approach with a number of N=10 
allowed gene pacers. Information was updated to TAIR10 and included to the spreadsheet covering 
all Arabidopsis nuclear genes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). 
Database of A. thaliana GS genes affected by gene transposition duplication (GTD) 
A database of the epoch-independent positional history of all Arabidopsis genes was generated as 
previously described for TAIR9 [34]. We updated all putative gene transposition duplication (GTD) 
copies to TAIR10. Woodhouse et al. scored gene duplicates as transposed based on a function of 
synteny across taxa in the direction A. thaliana -> A .lyrata -> C. papaya -> P. trichocarpa - > V. 
vinifera. For analysis of Brassicaceae genome evolution, methodical restrictions apply due to the low 
resolution within that clade, covered by only two tribes. Thus, we screened the genomic context of 
AtGS genes within a narrow window of 3kb for flanking TE-like sequences, using the GEvo function 
from the CoGe comparative genomics package (http://genomevolution.org/CoGe/GEvo.pl, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014) [26]. Graphical highlights of TE-like sequences have been 
customized by choosing “show other features” in the “results visualization” tab. By that means, we 
confirmed AtGS genes that transposed at least once during lineage evolution as defined by 
Woodhouse et al. and identified further GTDs missed by that approach due to lack of synteny data 
(i.e. GTDs pre-dating Vitis speciation as well as recent GTDs of Brassicaceae-specific genes; marked 
by asterisks in table 3). Information on GTD events was added to an additional column in 
(supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). 
 
Analysis of putative GS genes not affected by TD, GTD or At-α ohnolog retention in Arabidopsis 
We performed additional analysis of AtGS loci beyond the above-mentioned types of duplication by 
considering more ancient WGD events. Information on Arabidopsis genome-wide distribution of 
ohnolog duplicate pairs dating back to the At-ß and At-γ WGD events [35] were added to an 
additional column in (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). GS genes were 
referenced accordingly. Remnants did not show significant similarities to any other locus in 
Arabidopsis by definition and evolutionary stability was confirmed using the Arabidopsis 
transpositional history database (http://geco.iplantcollaborative.org/athaliana/, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014) as well as data on AtGS syntelogs in B. rapa [70]. 
 
Orthologous gene identification of Arabidopsis glucosinolate biosynthetic genes in Ae. arabicum 
We considered multiple lines of evidence for identification of orthologs between A. thaliana GS loci 
and Ae. arabicum. We defined orthologous pairs of A. thaliana and Ae. arabicum GS loci as 
reciprocal best hits (RBH) within a given region of gene collinearity (synteny). First, we screened for 
regions in the Ae. arabicum genome displaying synteny to genomic regions in A. thaliana harboring 
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GS loci, using the “Synfind” function with standard parameters from the CoGe comparative 
genomics package (www.genomeevolution.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [52]. Second, 
we determined reciprocal best hits (RBH) between A. thaliana GS genes and Ae. arabicum genes 
within the syntenic regions from (i), using BLASTP with a minimum query coverage of N=0.5 and a 
cut-off e-value of 1E-10. Third, we queried all putative Ae. arabicum GS loci against the Ae. arabicum 
genome in a BLASTP-screen with a cut-off e-value of 1E-30. We screened for subject sequences not 
sharing the query sequence scaffold and identified syntenic regions in A. thaliana. If GS biosynthetic 
gene was present in syntenic A. thaliana region (BLASTP with a cut-off e-value of 1E-30), we defined 
the aligned Ae. arabicum subject sequence as ortholog to the A. thaliana query sequence. 
 
Tandem arrayed (TAR) gene copy identification of putative glucosinolate biosynthetic genes in Ae. 
arabicum 
We queried all putative Ae. arabicum GS loci against the Ae. arabicum genome in a BLASTP-screen 
with a cut-off e-value of 1E-30. For identification of Tandem Duplications, GS query sequences were 
grouped with the subset of respective subject sequences located within a window of N=10 allowed 
gene spacers to form Ae. arabicum super-families of putative TAR genes. Tandem Duplications were 
visualized using the MAFFT package (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014) [121]. We further confirmed Ae. arabicum GS genes expression by querying 
the RNA-seq data. Transcriptome data were mined for expression of GS genes using TBLASTX with a 
cut-off E-value=1E−10 (data not shown). 
 
Identification of lineage-specific GS gene transposition duplications comparing putative 
glucosinolate biosynthetic genes in Ae. arabicum and A. thaliana 
We queried all putative Ae. arabicum GS loci against the Ae. arabicum genome in a BLASTP-screen 
with a cut-off e-value of 1E-30. For identification of gene transposition duplications following 
divergence of these lineages, we screened for subject sequences not sharing the query sequence 
scaffold and identified syntenic regions in A. thaliana. If GS biosynthetic gene is absent in syntenic A. 
thaliana region (BLASTP with a cut-off e-value of 1E-30), we defined the aligned Ae. arabicum 
subject sequence as lineage-specific GTD copy. 
 
Phylogenetic and Similarity Analysis. 
A number of Arabidopsis flavin-monooxygenases involved in GS biosynthesis (FMO GS-OX) are 
encoded in clusters consisting of retained ohnolog copies as well as both tandem- and gene 
transposition duplicates. To visualize the evolution of FMO-like sequences in Brassicales, Carica 
papaya and Tarenaya hasslerania, FMO orthologs from these species were obtained using the CoGe 
comparative genomics package. A phylogenetic tree was constructed using the maximum-likelihood 
method with PhyML 3.1 software [122], employing the LG model for amino acid substitution. Protein 
sequence similarity analysis were performed using the Needle program from the EMBOSS software 
package (http://emboss.sourceforge.net/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [123]. 
 
Genome Data Visualization and Statistics.                                                                                                                                         
Fisher exact test for count data was performed using the R package for statistical computing (www.r-
project.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). Circular visualization of genome data was 
performed using the circos package (www.circos.ca, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [124] 
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and graphically edited with the GIMP-package (www.gimp.org, last accessed on December 13th, 
2014). 
RESULTS 
The Influence of the At-α WGD Event to GS Pathway Evolution in Arabidopsis 
We first updated the genomic location of all ohnolog blocks dating back to the At-α WGD event (α-
blocks thereafter) in A. thaliana from the TIGR5 to the TAIR10 annotation, leading to minor changes 
in the list published by [85] (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). As a first step 
to understanding the dynamics of GS pathway evolution, we divided the 52 to-date known AtGS 
genes into three groups: first, genes with a retained At-α ohnolog copy (table 1). Second, genes with 
lost At-α ohnolog copy, but a genomic location covered by α-blocks (table 3). Third, genes located 
outside the genomic borders of α-blocks (table 4). For the original set of AtGS genes published by 
[120], we found an increased retention rate of 49% (24/49) for retained ohnolog copies dating back 
to the At-α WGD event (fig. 1), compared with a 22% average observed for all Arabidopsis protein-
coding genes (fig. 2A, B). These 24 canonical AtGS genes group to six ohnolog pairs with annotation 
to GS metabolism and 12 loci lacking annotation of one ohnolog copy to GS biosynthesis (figs. 1, 3). 
Notably, the 12 ohnolog pairs sharing GS annotation and the six ohnolog pairs lacking GS annotation 
of one member (forming 18 AtGS ohnolog copy pairs in total) either display high degrees of pairwise 
similarity and/or show similar tendencies in gene expression following treatment with 
methyljasmonic acid, an organic volatile important for plant defense signaling [125] (tables 5, 6). 
Therefore, we inferred functional redundancy of ohnolog copies due to structural homology. We 
propose a significant contribution to GS metabolism and consistently include all 12 ohnolog copies 
lacking GS annotation to our analysis, forming 12 pairs of two ohnolog copies each. We thereby 
created an extended set of 64 putative AtGS genes (figs. 1, 3). Among genes located within α-block 
boundaries, we found an At-α ohnolog retention rate of 59% (36/61) for the extended AtGS set (fig. 
1), which is more than double of the observed 22% average rate for ohnolog retention among all 
Arabidopsis protein-coding loci harbored within the boundaries of α-blocks (fig. 2B). 
 
Quantification of TD and GTD influence to GS pathway evolution in Arabidopsis 
In the next step, we quantified the impact of TD to GS pathway versatility in Arabidopsis. Minor 
changes were made in the list of Arabidopsis TAR genes by [31] due to the gene updates to TAIR10 
(supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). We mined the 1,497 Arabidopsis TARs 
comprising 4,034 duplicate gene copies for AtGS genes. Forty-five percent (29/64) of AtGS genes are 
members of TARs, compared with a genome-wide average of 15% (figs. 2B, D). Next, we quantified 
the influence of GTD to GS pathway evolution in Arabidopsis. Initially, a list of 4,575 genes with 
putative origin due to a GTD was proposed for TAIR9 [34]. Our update to TAIR10 retained 4,539 loci 
clearly referenced to transposition events (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online), 
illustrating a 14% average for GTD genes among protein-coding loci in Arabidopsis (fig. 2B). Among 
those, we confirmed all 13 references to AtGS loci (table 2), using the GEvo function from the CoGe 
package for comparative genomics (see Materials & Methods section). We thereby discovered that 
four additional AtGS genes (marked by asterisks in table 2) lost all syntenic anchor genes in genomic 
proximity (±1,000 kb) but are surrounded by TE-like sequences. Thus they may have transposed 
following the At-α WGD event. These additional genes may be Brassicaceae specific but lost 
secondarily in A. lyrata. This might explain their absence in the Arabidopsis gene transpositional 
history database (that mainly scores pre-α GTD events due to the lack of further Brassicaceae 
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synteny data necessary for scoring of post-α GTDs). Hence, the total fraction of GTD copies among 
AtGS genes sums up to 27% (18/ 67) (fig. 2D). 
 
 
FIG. 1.— Distribution of GS pathway inventory relative to At-α WGD event. AtGS genes 
are shown before (left) and after (right) interpolation of ohnolog duplicate copies. We 
hypothesize functional redundancy of 12 additional ohnologs to canonical GS 
biosynthetic genes. 
 
Analysis of GS genes not affected by TD, ohnolog retention or transposition 
In addition, we performed a more in-depth analysis of the three AtGS genes lacking TD, retained At-
α ohnolog copy or evidence for transposition during evolution of the Arabidopsis lineage (table 7). 
Among those, MYB34 is the only locus retaining an ohnologous copy dating back to the At-ß WGD 
event, leaving two putative non-duplicate genes in AtGS pathway inventory: GSH1 and IIL1, 
functioning in GS co-substrate pathways and side-chain elongation, respectively (table 3). To confirm 
the observed evolutionary stability of these genes, we identified syntelogs in V. vinifera (IIL1) and B. 
rapa (GSH1), respectively. Syntelogs in Vitis proof that IIL1 did not transpose since the birth of the 
Rosids. Therefore, this gene represents a very ancient unigene. In case of duplication before Vitis 
lineage evolution, all copies were lost subsequently before radiation of the Rosid clade. In contrast, 
GSH1 may be Brassicaceae-specific unigene that likewise lost all duplicates with above-threshold 
similarity. 
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TABLE 1.— Retained At-α ohnolog duplicate gene pairs in Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory 
 
Protein Name
A
 AGI α-Block Evident SSDB AabIDC Syntelog % identity 
Col-0 -> 
Aab
D
 
Core-structure formation             
 
UGT74C1 AT2G31790 A02N051 TD Aab37175 Yes 79.44 6->10 
[UGT-like] AT1G05670 A02N051 TD Aab31930 Yes 81.11 6->10 
FMO-GSOX-2 AT1G62540 A03N117 TD  Aab10869 Yes 76.6 11->8 
[FMO-like] AT1G12130 A03N117 TD Aab13543 Yes 65.09 11->8 
CYP79F2 AT1G16400 A05N062 TD - - - 8->9 
CYP79C1 AT1G79370 A05N062 GTD Aab34143 Yes 76.8 8->9 
SOT16 AT1G74100 A05N186 TD Aab14278 Yes 91.07 3->3 
SOT17 AT1G18590 A05N186 
 
Aab19675 Yes 86.05 3->3 
SUR1 AT2G20610 A10N194 
 
Aab31155 Yes 89.15 3->2 
[SUR-like] AT4G28420 A10N194 TD Aab30136 Yes 57.93 3->2 
CYP79B2 AT4G39950 A10N257 GTD Aab17805 Yes 81.38 8->9 
CYP79B3 AT2G22330 A10N257 GTD Aab19477 Yes 81.4 8->9 
GGP1 AT4G30530 A10N314 TD Aab24374 Yes 87.6 5->5 
[GGP-like] AT2G23960 A10N314 TD  Aab11021 Yes 61.38 5->5 
GSTF11 AT3G03190 A12N102 
 
Aab14996 Yes 77.1 4->4 
[GSTF12] AT5G17220 A12N102 
 
Aab14791 Yes 77.84 4->4 
Co-substrate pathways 
       
[AAO3] AT2G27150 A02NOA1 GTD Aab27016 
 
77.67 2->2 
AAO4 AT1G04580 A02NOA1 
 
Aab24896 Yes 79.58 2->2 
APK1 AT2G14750 A10NOA2 
 
Aab32150 Yes 83.75 2->2 
APK2 AT4G39940 A10NOA2 GTD Aab17804 Yes 86.05 2->2 
Side-chain elongation 
       
BCAT4 AT3G19710 A08N074 
 
Aab21007 Yes 75 6->6 
[BCAT7] AT1G50090 A08N074 TD Aab22548 Yes 76.9 6->6 
IPMI1 AT3G58990 A11N226 
 
Aab13092 Yes 83 3->3 
[IPMI-like] AT2G43090 A11N226 TD Aab19619 Yes 85.99 3->3 
BCAT3 AT3G49680 A19N002 
 
Aab33782 Yes 76.02 6->6 
[BCAT5] AT5G65780 A19N002 TD Aab23605 Yes 75.3 6->6 
BAT5 AT4G12030 A20N095 
 
Aab32285 Yes 76.21 2->2 
[BAT-like] AT4G22840 A20N095 
 
Aab23321 Yes 91.82 2->2 
TF - regulation 
       
OBP2 AT1G07640 A02N142 
 
Aab18330 Yes 80.28 2->2 
[OBP-like] AT2G28810 A02N142 
 
Aab24559 Yes 70.03 2->2 
MYB122 AT1G74080 A05N185 
 
Aab14276 Yes 57.56 6->4 
MYB51 AT1G18570 A05N185 
 
Aab19683 Yes 59.89 6->4 
IQD1 AT3G09710 A14N046 
 
Aab18852 Yes 65.59 2->2 
[IQD2] AT5G03040 A14N046 
 
Aab18368 Yes 77.39 2->2 
MYB28 AT5G61420 A26N034 
 
Aab12163 Yes 67.39 6->4 
MYB29 AT5G07690 A26N034 TD Aab33585 Yes 65.13 6->4 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
36% TD (13/36) 
 
 
31% TD (11/35) 
 
∅ 76.58 
 
 
14% GTD 
(5/36)  
 
14% GTD 
(5/35)    
                
A 
Squared brackets indicate ohnolog copies of GS biosynthetic genes without GO!-annotation to GS biosynthetic process                                                                                                                                                                                            
B 
SSD refers to short sequence duplication, TD refers to members of tandem arrays (TARs) and GTD refers to the history of transposition in Arabidopsis 
C
 Predicted Aethionema CDS 
      D Change of gene family size in Col-0 -> Aab order 
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TABLE 2.— Gene transposition duplicates (GTD) in Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory.   
  
Protein Name AGI
A
 α-Block AabIDB Syntelog % identity Lineage specific 
Col-0 -> 
Aab
C
 
GS genes with retained α-ohnolog 
      
[AAO3] AT2G27150 A02NOA1 Aab27016 Yes 77.67 both 2->2 
CYP79C1 AT1G79370 A05N062 Aab34143 Yes 76.8 both 8->9 
APK2 AT4G39940 A10NOA2 Aab17804 Yes 86.05 both 2->2 
CYP79B2 AT4G39950 A10N257 Aab17805 Yes 81.38 both 8->9 
CYP79B3 AT2G22330 A10N257 Aab19477 Yes 81.4 both 8->9 
GS genes with tandem duplicate copy 
    
AOP1 AT4G03070 A01 Aab37231 Yes 70.03 both 2->1 
AOP3 AT4G03050 A01 - - - Arabidopsis 2->1 
CYP79C2 AT1G58260 A03 Aab17711 Yes 71.85 Aethionema 8->9 
  
A11 Aab22600 No 61.8 Aethionema 8->9 
CYP83A1 AT4G13770 A15 Aab32506 Yes 69.67 both 2->3 
  
- Aab30975 No 82.8 Aethionema 2->3 
CYP81F2 AT5G57220 A22 - - - Arabidopsis 2->1 
GS genes without α-ohnolog or tandem duplicate copy 
    
UGT74B1 AT1G24100* A05 Aab07827 Yes 80.65 both 6->10 
  
A05 Aab07826 Yes 70.35 none 6->10 
FMO-GSOX-1 AT1G65860* A25 Aab30109 Yes (minimum) 58.45 both 11->8 
CYP79A2 AT5G05260* A14 Aab36760 Yes 73.37 both 8->9 
CHY1 AT5G65940* A19 Aab05851 Yes 80.75 both 2->2 
IMD1 AT5G14200 A12 Aab14760 Yes 89.5 both 2->1 
IMD3 AT1G31180 A06 - - - Arabidopsis 2->1 
CYP83B1 AT4G31500 A10 Aab12019 No  92.73 both 2->3 
GSL-OH AT2G25450 A10 - - - Arabidopsis 1->0 
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
 
24% TD (4 / 17) 
 
13% TD (2 / 16) 
 
Ø 76.78% 
  
 
29%  retained 
α-ohnolog 
(5/17) 
 31% retained α-
ohnolog (5/16) 
 
 
  
      
                
A
Asteriks mark
 
GTDs infered by flanking TE-like sequences using GEvo 
B
Change of gene family size in Col-0 -> Aab order 
C
Predicted Aethionema CDS 
       
Glucosinolate biosynthetic gene identification from draft Ae. arabicum genome 
On the basis of the Ae. arabicum genome v1.0 and 37,839 annotated genes [43], we identified 
homologs of A. thaliana GS biosynthetic and regulatory genes. Combining reciprocal best BLASTP 
hits with LAST screens for large scale gene collinearity/synteny (100 kb–1.2 Mb) (employed by the 
Synfind algorithm, see Materials & Methods section), we found putative Ae. arabicum orthologs 
covering 57 of the 64 proposed AtGS genes with an observed nucleotide sequence identity of 45–94% 
(tables 1, 3-4). Among those, seven loci gave rise to 10 further paralogs due to TD and GTD in 
Aethionema, thereby extending the copy number of six multigene families to a total of 67 putative 
AabGS genes. The mRNA sequencing data for Ae. arabicum supported the evidence that all 67 
putative AabGS genes were expressed (data not shown). 
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FIG. 2.— Duplicate distribution among (A, B) Arabidopsis protein-coding genes 
compared with (C, D) AtGS and (E, F) Aethionema GS loci. Shown are retained 
ohnologs (green), tandem duplicates (blue), and gene transposition duplicates 
(orange). GS metabolic versatility resulted from a combination of increased ohnolog 
retention and TD rates. 
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TABLE 4.— Genes not covered by α-blocks in Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory. 
 
Protein Name AGI α-Block Evident SSDA AabIDB Syntelog % identity 
Col-0 -> 
Aab
C
 
Side-chain elongation 
      MAM1 AT5G23010 - TD  Aab12229 Yes 72.31 2 -> 4 
    
Aab12230 Yes 71.5 2 -> 4 
MAM-L AT5G23020 - TD  Aab12225 Yes 70.67 2 -> 4 
    
Aab12226 Yes 68.36 2 -> 4 
TF - regulation 
      MYB34 AT5G60890 - N/A - - - 6 -> 4 
 
  
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
66% TD (2/3) 
 
 
100% TD (4/4) Ø 70.71% 
 
  0% GTD     0% GTD       
        Note.-NA, not applicable 
      
A
 SSD refers to short sequence duplication and TD (tandem duplicates) refers to members of TARs (tandem arrays)                                                                                                                                                                        
B 
Predicted Aethionema CDS 
      
C
 Change of gene family size in Col-0 -> Aab order 
 
T A B LE 3. - Genes with non-retained  At-α ohnolog duplicate gene copy in Arabidopsis and Aethionema  GS pathway inventory
Protein Name AGI α-B lock Evident SSDA AabIDB Syntelog % identity Col-0 -> AabC
Core-structure formation
AOP1 AT4G03070 A01 TD / GTD Aab37231 Yes 70.03 2->1
AOP3 AT4G03050 A01 TD / GTD - - - 2->1
UGT74-like Aab specific A02 TD Aab37178 Yes 82.05 6->10
UGT74-like Aab specific A02 TD Aab37179 Yes 77.63 6->10
UGT74-like Aab specific A02 TD Aab37180 Yes 78.33 6->10
GSTF10 AT2G30870 A02 TD Aab28612 Yes 91.59 4->4
FM O-GSOX-3 AT1G62560 A03 TD Aab10867 Yes 71.9 11->8
FM O-GSOX-4 AT1G62570 A03 TD Aab10866 Yes 55.2 11->8
FM O-GSOX-5 AT1G12140 A03 TD Aab13546 Yes 71.9 11->8
CYP79C2 AT1G58260 A03 TD Aab17711 Yes 71.85 8->9
Aab specific A11 Aab22600 No 61.8 8->9
CYP79F1 AT1G16410 A05 TD Aab27579 Yes 72.79 8->9
SOT18 AT1G74090 A05 TD Aab14277 Yes 83.9 3->3
GSTU20 AT1G78370 A05 TD Aab06999 Yes 67.29 5->6
Aab specific Aab6995 Yes 48.86 5->6
UGT74B1 AT1G24100 A05 GTD Aab07826 Yes 70.35 6->10
Aab specific Aab07827 Yes 80.65 6->10
CYP83B1 AT4G31500 A10 GTD Aab12019 No 92.73 2->3
GSL-OH AT2G25450 A10 GTD - - - 1->0
CYP79A2 AT5G05260 A14 GTD Aab36760 Yes 73.37 8->9
CYP83A1 AT4G13770 A15 GTD Aab32506 Yes 69.67 2->3
Aab specific Aab30975 No 82.8 2->3
CYP81F2 AT5G57220 A22 TD  / GTD - - - 2->1
FM O-GSOX-1 AT1G65860 A25 GTD Aab30109 Yes 58.45 11->8
Co-substrate pathways
CHY1 AT5G65940 A19 GTD Aab05851 Yes 80.75 2->2
GSH1 AT4G23100 A20 N/A Aab22781 Yes 91.81 2->2
BZO1 AT1G65880 A25 TD Aab31601 Yes 70.04 2->4
TD Aab31602 Yes 69.4 2->4
Side-chain elongation
IM D1 AT5G14200 A12 GTD Aab14760 Yes 89.5 2->1
IM D3 AT1G31180 A06 GTD - - - 2->1
IPM I2 AT2G43100 A11 TD Aab19630 Yes 78.71 3->3
IIL1 AT4G13430 A15 N/A Aab18132 Yes 93.9 1->1
TF-regulation
M YB76 AT5G07700 A26 TD - - - 6->4
60% TD (15 / 25) 57% TD (16 / 28) Ø 76.46%
48% GTD (12 / 25) 39% GTD (11 / 28)
Note.-NA, not applicable; SSD, short sequence duplication
B  P redic ted A ethio nem a CDS
A TD (tandem duplica tes )  re fe rs  to  members  o f TARs  and GTD (gene  trans po s itio n duplica tes ) re fe rs  to  the  his to ry o f trans po s itio n in A rabido ps is
C Change  o f gene  family s ize   in Co l-0 -> Aab o rder
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Glucosinolate gene families with expanded copy number in Aethionema 
Among the 10 novel paralogs, eight were identified as descendants from TD events. Intriguingly, the 
Arabidopsis methyl-thiomalate synthase array MAM1/MAM-L underwent a further duplication in 
Aethionema, retaining four MAM-like loci (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). 
Likewise, we observed a further TD of the Arabidopsis benzoate-CoA ligase array BZO1/BZO-like in 
Aethionema, adding two paralogs to the set of putative AabGS genes (table 8). Notably, both 
clusters encode functions in GS side-chain elongation (MAM) or co-substrate pathways (BZO), 
indicating the connection of TD to metabolic versatility in both Arabidopsis and Aethionema. 
Furthermore, TD extended the gene inventory of GS core-structure modification in two cases. First, 
we detected one additional duplicate of the Arabidopsis tau-type gluthation-s-transferase array 
GSTU19-GSTU23 in Aethionema (table 8). Second, we identified extension of the UGT-like 
superfamily that is present with five members in Arabidopsis and organized in two TARs of distant 
genomic location (fig. 3B). Intriguingly, both regions represent the sister copies of α-block a02 (fig. 
3F). Furthermore, both UGT-like TARs comprise neighboring pairs of the At-α ohnologs duplicates 
A02N051 (UGT74C1 or AT2G31790/ UGT-like or AT1G05670) and A02N053 (UGT74D1 or 
AT2G31750/UGT74E2 or AT1G05680) (fig. 3B, table 8), indicating a pre-At-α TD event generating 
both precursors of the above-mentioned UGT-like ohnolog pairs. In Aethionema, we found a further 
TD-driven extension of this superfamily, adding three more copies to reach a total number of 8 UGT-
like sequences (table 8). Therefore, the diversity of UGT-like sequences in Brassicaceae is expanded 
by the combination of WGD with pre- and post-At-α TD events. In contrast, GTD accounts for the 
copy number expansions of two putative AabGS loci. Both cases involve CYP-like genes that play a 
role in GS core-structure formation [120]. In Aethionema, the TAR formed by (1) CYP79C2 
(At1G85260) and (2) the CYP-like locus AT1G58265 transposed an additional copy of the TAR to a 
different genomic location (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). Likewise, we 
identified an additional GTD of CYP83A1 in Aethionema (table 3). CYP83A1 metabolizes oximes in GS 
α-Block Protein Name GO!A AGI Similarity in Col-0 AabIDB Similarity in Aab (%) Expression changeC
Both ohnologs with annotated to GS biosynthesis Time -> 0.5 1 3
CYP79C1 Yes AT1G79370 Aab34143 0 0.3 0.5
CYP79F2 Yes AT1G164002 - 0.8 0.3 1.1
M YB122 Yes AT1G74080 Aab14276 0.6 3.1 0.7
M YB51 Yes AT1G18570 Aab19683 -0.8 -0.6 0
SOT17 Yes AT1G18590 Aab19675 1 1.1 0.8
SOT16 Yes AT1G74100 Aab14278 0.8 1.2 1.4
APK1 Yes AT2G14750 Aab32150 0.7 1.4 1.6
APK2 Yes AT4G39940 Aab17804 1.3 1.9 1.6
CYP79B3 Yes AT2G22330 Aab19477 0.9 2 2.6
CYP79B2 Yes AT4G39950 Aab17805 0.5 1.4 2.2
M YB29 Yes AT5G07690 Aab33585 0.1 0.2 -0.6
M YB28 Yes AT5G61420 Aab12163 -0.2 -0.3 -0.7
Ø 74.18% Ø 60.46%
Note.-NA, not applicable; M eJa, M ethyl-jasmonic acid
A GO!-column indicates if genes is annotated to canonical GS pathway inventory as defined by (Sonderby, et al. 2010)
B  P redic ted A ethio nem a CDS
C Whole wild-type plant averages of log-transferred expression change according to ATH1 microarray data
A10N257 92.10% 29.50%
A26N034 72.30% 66.00%
A05N186 83.50% 83.20%
A10NOA1 67.50% 62.10%
T A B LE 5 .- Intraspecies  protein similarities for At-α ohnolog pairs sharing GS annotation, shown with differential expression in Arabidopsis  fo llowing 
M eJA treatment.
A05N062 60.90% N/A
A05N185 68.80% 61.50%
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biosynthesis, is not redundant to CYP83B1, and interestingly also possesses a history of GTD events 
in Arabidopsis [126]. 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 7. - Putative single-copy gene 
in Aethionema and Arabidopsis GS 
biosynthetic inventory 
   
AGI Name α-Block 
Retained                    
At-ß / -γ 
ohnolog 
Most ancient 
syntelog 
Closest 
paralog 
BLASTP                    
E-value 
Name α-Block 
Retained                    
At-ß / -γ 
ohnolog 
  
    
    
    
AT4G23100 GSH1 A20 No B. rapa AT1G19220
B
 0.19 ARF11  A05 
No 
AT4G13430 IIL1 A15 No V. vinifera AT4G26970 1.00E-16 ACO2 A22N121 No 
AT5G60890
A
 
MYB34 - B20N001 V. vinifera AT1G74080 4.00E-62 MYB122 A05N185 B20N004 
        
  
  
  
      
A 
Absent in Aethionema 
B 
gene transposition duplicate copy 
 
α-B lock Protein NameA GO!B AGI Similarity in Col-0AabIDC Similarity in Aab Expression changeD
One hnologs with out annottation to  GS biosynthesis Time -> 0.5 1 3
AAO4 Yes AT1G04580 Aab24896 1.7 -0.2 -0.4
[AAO3] No AT2G27150 Aab27016 0.8 -0.2 -0.1
UGT74C1 Yes AT2G31790 Aab37175 0.4 0.4 0.3
[UGT-like] No AT1G05670 Aab31930 0.3 0.1 0
OBP2 Yes AT1G07640 Aab18330 -0.1 0.1 -0.2
[OBP-like] No AT2G28810 Aab24559 -0.1 -0.4 -0.2
FM O-GSOX-2 Yes AT1G62540 Aab10869 -0.3 0.3 0.4
[FM O-like] No AT1G12130 Aab13543 -0.8 -0.6 2.1
BCAT4 Yes AT3G19710 Aab21007 0.1 0.2 0.5
[BCAT7] No AT1G50090 Aab22550 0.4 0 0.7
SUR1 Yes AT2G20610 Aab31155 0.6 1 0.8
[SUR-like] No AT4G28420 Aab30136 0.9 0.6 -2.5
GGP1 Yes AT4G30530 Aab24374 0.8 1 1.4
[GGP-like] No AT2G23960 Aab11021 -0.2 -0.7 -0.7
IPM I1 Yes AT3G58990 Aab13092 0.2 0.6 0.9
[IPM I-like] No AT2G43090 Aab19619 0 0.1 0.2
GSTF11 Yes AT3G03190 Aab14996 1.4 1.7 1.4
[GSTF12] No AT5G17220 Aab14791 -0.5 0.2 1.1
IQD1 Yes AT3G09710 Aab18852 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1
[IQD2] No AT5G03040 Aab18368 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4
BCAT3 Yes AT3G49680 Aab33782 0 -0.1 0
[BCAT5] No AT5G65780 Aab23605 -0.1 -0.2 0
BAT5 Yes AT4G12030 Aab32285 0.4 -0.1 0.4
[BAT-like] No AT4G22840 Aab23321 0 0 0.6
Ø 67.52% Ø 62.1%
Note.-NA, not applicable; M eJa, M ethyl-jasmonic acid
A Squared bracke ts  indica te  o hno lo g co pies  o f GS bio s ynthe tic  genes  witho ut GO!-anno ta tio n to  GS bio s ynthe tic  pro ces s                                                                                                                                                                                            
B GO!-co lumn indicates if genes is annotated to  canonical GS pathway inventory as defined by (Sonderby, et al. 2010)
C  P redic ted A ethio nem a CDS
D Whole wild-type plant averages of log-transferred expression change according to  ATH1 microarray data
A19N002 8.20% 79.90%
A20N095 78.90% 63.30%
A12N102 83.60% 41.80%
A14N046 67.10% 52.60%
A10N314 84.90% 83.40%
A11N226 80.60% 73.20%
A08N074 72.20% 76.80%
A10N194 84.00% 69.90%
A02N142 68.50% 34.30%
A03N117 75.90% 70.60%
T A B LE 6.-   Intras-pecies  protein similarities for At-α ohnolog pairs not sharing GS annotation, shown with differential expression in Arabidopsis  fo llowing M eJA 
treatment.
A02NOA2 84.10% 79.90%
A02N051 22.30% 19.50%
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FIG. 3.— Ideogram of Arabidopsis thaliana chromosomes with GS biosynthetic genes. Circos plot visualizing 
the evolutionary contribution of different duplication types to GS pathway inventory in Arabidopsis and 
Aethionema. A. Inner chromosome scale (Mb). B. Arabidopsis thaliana GS biosynthetic genes. Gray text 
indicates genomic location outside ohnolog blocks. Black text indicates genomic location within ohnolog blocks 
but non-retained ohnolog copy. Green text indicates retained pairs of ohnolog copies with missing GO 
annotation to GS biosynthetic process shown in edged brackets. Orange text indicates single copy genes 
without clear paralogs in both species. C. Blue circles indicate genes organized in TARs (i). Red circles indicate 
genes with transpositional history (ii). Purple circles indicate loci sharing (i) and (ii). D. Number of rectangles 
indicates number of homologs present in the Aethionema arabicum draft genome (0–4). Color of rectangles 
indicates presence (black) or absence (red) of synteny between A. thaliana and Ae. arabicum in the genomic 
context of the target gene. E. Arabidopsis thaliana chromosomes with labels showing GS biosynthetic genes. 
Bands for genes retained in ohnolog pairs are connected with colors of corresponding ohnolog blocks, as 
defined by [35]. F. Genomic location of ohnolog block copies harboring GS biosynthetic genes in A. thaliana, 
connected by gray bands. All ranges are in scale. 
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Arabidopsis Glucosinolate loci without orthologs in Aethionema 
In seven cases, RBH- and synteny-based evidence was not sufficient to clearly assign orthologs to 
AtGS loci in the Ae. arabicum draft genome (tables 1, 3-4), leading to the contraction of six 
multigene families and loss of one single-copy gene. Four of those loci, namely AOP3, CYP79F2, 
IMD3, and MYB76, are likewise absent in the B. rapa genome and may therefore be specific to A. 
thaliana and more closely related species [70]. AOP1/AOP3 and CYP79F1/2 represent two 
neighboring TARs with evident sub-functionalization in Arabidopsis [94, 127]. While AOP3 functions 
in GS side-chain elongation in Arabidopsis [94], CYP79F2 encodes an enzyme involved in core 
structure formation of long-chain aliphatic GS. Furthermore, over-expression of the MYB76 
transcription factor correlates with increased levels of both long-chained and short-chained aliphatic 
GS in Arabidopsis [128]. However, experiments with Arabidopsis myb76 T-DNA insertion lines to date 
did not show any significant change in GS chemotype, making a strict requirement of MYB76 for GS 
biosynthesis unlikely [128]. Moreover, IMD3 encodes a predicted enzyme with proposed functional 
redundancy to (as well as strong co-expression with) IMD1, encoding a protein that was shown to be 
involved in GS accumulation in Arabidopsis [129-132]. Therefore, absence of IMD1 (IMD3) in B. rapa 
(Ae. arabicum) supports the hypothesized capability of mutual phenotype rescue among IMD1/3 
double knock-outs in Brassicaceae, eventually preventing significant alterations of GS chemotype 
due to fractionation of IMD-like genes in Aethionema. 
The other three of the seven AtGS loci that lack a clear ortholog in Aethionema are not found in the 
B. rapa genome: MYB34, CYP81F2, and GSL-OH (tables 3, 4). Therefore, they represent Aethionema 
lineage-specific gene losses. MYB34 was shown to control indolic GS biosynthesis in Arabidopsis 
[133]. Interestingly, over-expression of MYB34 in Arabidopsis partially rescued the altered GS 
chemotype caused by MYB51 knockout [134]. Because of functional redundancy of MYB51/34, the 
loss of MYB34 likely does not cause significant changes in GS chemotype in Aethionema. In contrast, 
CYP81F2 and GSL-OH encode functions associated with secondary modification of the GS core 
structures [120]. CYP81F2 has been shown to control a quantitative trait loci for indole GS 
modification in Arabidopsis, catalyzing the conversion of indole-3-yl-methyl GS to 4-hydroxy-indole-
3-yl-methyl GS [135]. Notably, these metabolites play a significant ant role in MAMP-triggered 
immunity in Arabidopsis [136]. Among various known cytochrome p450s active in indolic GS 
biosynthesis, CYP81F2 is the only locus impairing callose deposition after detection of the non-self 
infection in Arabidopsis [137]. On the basis of these findings, we concluded a CYP81F2-specific onset 
of sub/neofunctionalization from GS biosynthesis toward plant innate immunity after divergence of 
the Arabidopsis and Aethionema lineages, thereby mitigating fatal consequences of the absent 
ortholog in Aethionema. Moreover, we determined the absence of the 2-oxoacid-dependend 
oxygenase activity GSL-OH in Aethionema (table 3). GSL-OH is necessary for biosynthesis of 2-
hydroxy-but-3-enyl GS in Arabidopsis [130, 138] and present in the B. rapa genome [70]. Noteworthy, 
GSL-OH was the only multigene family member within the extended AtGS set whose loss in 
Aethionema was not accompanied by copy number expansion of one or more paralogs (table 3). 
Accordingly, we concluded an Aethionema-specific loss of this locus after divergence from the 
Arabidopsis lineage, creating measurable differences in GS chemotype among Arabidopsis and 
Aethionema. Consistently, we could not detect traces of 2-hydroxybut-3-enyl GSs in Ae. arabicum 
root-, leaf-, and seed extract using uHPLC (data not shown). 
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TABLE 8.-Tandem duplicate genes in Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory. Underlined Duplicates are pre-α. 
 
Protein Name
A,B
 AGI α-BlockC AabIDD Syntelog % identityE Lineage specific  Col-0 -> AabF 
GS genes with  retained  α-ohnolog 
  
UGT74C1 AT2G31790 A02N051 Aab37175 Yes 79.44 No 6->10 
UGT74D1_oa AT2G31750 A02N053 Aab37181 Yes 78.95 not considered 6->10 
   Aab37178 Yes 82.05 Aethionema 6->10 
   Aab37179 Yes 77.63 Aethionema 6->10 
   Aab37180 Yes 78.33 Aethionema 6->10 
[UGT-like] 
AT1G05670 A02N051 Aab31930 Yes 81.11 
No 
6->10 
UGT-like_oa AT1G05675 A02 Aab31932 Yes 71.4 not considered 6->10 
UGT74E2_oa AT1G05680 A02N053 Aab31933 Yes 59.8 not considered 6->10 
FMO-GSOX-2 AT1G62540 A03N117 Aab10869 Yes 76.6 
No 
11->8 
FMO-GSOX-3 AT1G62560 A03 Aab10867 Yes 71.9 
No 
11->8 
FMO-GSOX-4 AT1G62570 A03 Aab10866  Yes 55.2 
No 
11->8 
FMO-like_oa AT1G62580 A03 - - - not considered 
10->7 
FMO-like_oa AT1G62600 A03 - - - not considered 
10->7 
FMO-like_oa AT1G62620 A03 - - - not considered 
10->7 
[FMO-like] 
AT1G12130 A03N117 Aab13543 Yes 65.09 
No 
11->8 
FMO-GSOX-5 AT1G12140 A03 Aab13546 Yes 71.9 
No 
11->8 
FMO-like_oa AT1G12200 A03 Aab13549 Yes 66.66 not considered 
10->7 
CYP79F2 AT1G16400 A05N062 - - - Arabidopsis 8->9 
CYP79F1 AT1G16410 A05 Aab27579 Yes 72.79 Arabidopsis 8->9 
SOT16 AT1G74100 A05N186 Aab14278 Yes 91.07 
No 
3->3 
SOT18 AT1G74090 A05 Aab14277 Yes 83.9 
No 
3->3 
GSTU20 AT1G78370 A05 Aab06999 Yes 67.29 
No 
5->6 
GSTU23_oa AT1G78320 A05 Aab06994 Yes 81.74 not considered 
5->6 
GSTU22_oa AT1G78340 A05 Aab06997 Yes 71.1 not considered 
5->6 
GSTU21_oa AT1G78360 A05 Aab06998 Yes 76.71 not considered 
5->6 
   Aab06995 Yes 48.86 Aethionema 5->6 
GSTU19_oa AT1G78380 A05N104 Aab07000 Yes 83.41 not considered 5->6 
[BCAT7] 
AT1G50090 A08N074 Aab22550 Yes 69 
No 
6->6 
BCAT-like_oa AT1G50110 A08 Aab22548 Yes 78.12 not considered 6->6 
[SUR-like] 
AT4G28420 A10N194 Aab31154 Yes 47.42 
No 
3->2 
SUR-like_oa AT4G28410 A10 Aab31155 Yes 63.96 not considered 3->2 
GGP1 AT4G30530 A10N314 Aab24374  Yes 87.6 
No 
5->5 
GGP-like_oa AT4G30540 A10 Aab24373  Yes 75 not considered 5->5 
GGP3_oa AT4G30550 A10 Aab24372  Yes 82 not considered 5->5 
[GGP-like] 
AT2G23960 A10N314 Aab11018 Yes 69.67 
No 
5->5 
GGP-like _oa AT2G23970 A10 Aab11021 Yes 83.6 not considered 5->5 
[IPMI-like] 
AT2G43090 A11N226 Aab19619 Yes 85.99 
No 
3->3 
IPMI2 AT2G43100 A11 Aab19630 Yes 78.71 
No 
3->3 
[BCAT5] 
AT5G65780 A19N002 Aab23605 Yes 75.3 
No 
6->6 
LINC4_oa AT5G65770 A19 Aab23607 Yes 70.08 not considered 6->6 
MYB29 AT5G07690 A26N034 Aab33585 Yes 65.13 Arabidopsis 6->4 
MYB76 AT5G07700 A26 - - - Arabidopsis 6->4 
GS genes with non-retained   α-ohnolog 
   
 
 
AOP1 AT4G03070 A01 Aab37231 Yes 70.03 Arabidopsis 2->1 
AOP3 AT4G03050 A01 - - - Arabidopsis 2->1 
GSTF10 AT2G30870 A02 Aab28612 Yes 91.59 
No 
4->4 
GSTF9_oa AT2G30860 A02 Aab28613 Yes 89.76 not considered 4->4 
UGT74B1 AT1G24100 A05 Aab07827 Yes 80.65 Aethionema 6->10 
  
A05 Aab07826 Yes 70.35 Aethionema 6->10 
CYP79C2 AT1G58260 A03 Aab17711 Yes 71.85 
No 
8->9 
CYP-like_oa AT1G58265 A03 Aab17712 Yes 60.71 not considered 8->9 
CYP81F2 AT5G57220 A22 - - - Arabidopsis 2->1 
CYP71B10 _oa AT5G57260 A22 Aab25774 Yes 73.21 not considered 2->1 
BZO1 AT1G65880 A25 Aab31601 Yes 70.04 
No 
2->4 
 
 
 Aab31602 Yes 69.4 Aethionema 2->4 
BZO-like_oa AT1G65890 A25 Aab31603 Yes 68.85 not considered 2->4 
      Aab31604 Yes 67.83 not considered 2->4 
       
(continued) 
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TABLE 8.— Continued    
   
Protein Name
A,B
 AGI α-BlockC AabIDD Syntelog % identityE Lineage specific  Col-0 -> AabF 
GS genes outside   α-blocks 
    
 
 
MAM1 AT5G23010 - Aab12229 Yes 72.31 
No 
2->4 
 
 
 Aab12230 Yes 71.5 Aethionema 2->4 
MAM-L AT5G23020 - Aab12225 Yes 70.67 
No 
2->4 
 
 
 Aab12226 Yes 68.36 Aethionema 2->4 
 
  
 
  
 
  
  
 AtGS genes:                   
45% TD (29/64)  
 AabGS genes:                
46% TD (31/67) 
 
Ø  73.43% 
  
            
A 
Square brackets indicate ohnolog copies of GS biosynthetic genes without GO-annotation to GS biosynthetic process.   
B The “_oa” suffix indicates tandem duplicate copies of GS biosynthetic genes without GO!-annotation to GS biosynthetic process. 
C 
Underlined line-items refer to offspring of one pre- α tandem duplication event.    
D 
Predicted Aethionema CDS       
E 
In case of Aethionema-specific TAR expansion, the corresponding Arabidopsis sequence for identity comparison was determined based on both 
genomic location and homology criteria 
homology criteria. 
 
 
F
 Change of gene family size in Col-0 -> Aab order 
 
Glucosinolate gene families with lower copy number in Aethionema 
Considering the Aethionema-specific loss of GSL-OH, six putative GS-annotated multigene families 
display a lower copy number in Aethionema (AOPx, CYP79x, CYP81x, GSLx, IMDx, and MYBx) (tables 
1-4, 8). In sum, their total gene count increased from 20 genes in Aethionema to 27 observed in 
Arabidopsis, thereby mediating a 35% increase. Although IMD3 and GSL-OH possess GTD copies in 
Arabidopsis, these loci are absent in Aethionema. In contrast, AOP1/2, IMD1/3, MYB29/76, and 
CYP81F2 with its CYP-like neighbor AT1G58265 comprise TARs in Arabidopsis but are likewise absent 
in Aethionema (table 8) and B. rapa [70]. Therefore, the underlying TD events may be Arabidopsis-
specific. Thus, TD facilitated GS pathway expansion in the Arabidopsis lineage after split from the 
tribe Aethionemeae. Furthermore, we found evidence for Arabidopsis-specific TD of three 
neighboring FMO-like loci (FMO GS-OX2-4) (figs. 3-4), leading to lower copy number in Aethionema. 
These genes were lost in B. rapa[70], illustrating a degree of gene and genome plasticity across 
Brassicaceae. FMO-like loci comprise a multigene family with five members annotated to GS 
biosynthesis in Arabidopsis mapping to three distant genomic locations (fig. 3B). Among those, two 
regions are embedded in ohnolog copies of α-block A02 (fig. 3E) and contain the retained α-pair of 
AT1G62540 (FMO GS-OX2) and AT1G12130 (FMO-like) (fig. 3B). The latter is not annotated to GS 
biosynthesis in Arabidopsis. However, AT1G12130 is member of a FMO-like four-gene TAR with its 
3’-neighbor FMO GS-OX5 involved in aliphatic GS biosynthesis [95]. The third genomic region in 
Arabidopsis harboring a FMO-like sequence with encoded function in GS metabolism is defined by 
AT1G65860 (FMO GS-OX1), representing a transposed duplicate gene copy (fig. 4). Interestingly, 
FMO GS-OX1-4 share broad substrate specificity and catalyze the conversion from methyl-thioalkyl GS 
to the related methyl-sulfinyl GS independent of chain length. In contrast, FMO GS-OX5 shows 
substrate specificity for 8-methyl-thiooctyl GS [95, 139]. This example is similar to the case of UGT-
like loci (see above) and again illustrates the combination of ohnolog retention with tandem- and 
GTD leading to increased GS pathway versatility in Brassicaceae (fig. 4). 
Deduction of total duplicate frequencies in Aethionema and Arabidopsis GS pathway inventory 
and comparison to Arabidopsis genome-wide average 
We found the fraction of retained ohnolog duplicate gene pairs among Arabidopsis (56%) and 
Aethionema (52%) GS biosynthetic and regulatory genes significantly increased compared with the 
genome-wide average in Arabidopsis (22%) (fig. 2, table 9). Moreover, 46% (31/67) of AabGS genes 
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are organized in TARs (fig. 2F), compared with a 22% average for all protein-coding genes in 
Arabidopsis, thereby significantly surpassing the TAR coverage rate of 45% (29/64) observed for 
AtGS loci (fig. 2, table 9). For duplication by gene transposition, we detected 27% (17/67) of affected 
AabGS loci (fig. 2). In summary, we found no significant enrichment of GTD events among GS 
pathway inventory in both species (table 9).  
 
FIG. 4.— Phylogenetic relationships among FMO proteins. Col-0, Aab, and papaya refer to Arabidopsis thaliana 
(circles), Aethionema arabicum (triangles), and Carica papaya (colorless), respectively. Boxes indicate 
annotation to GS metabolic activity in Arabidopsis. Tarenaya hasslerania (diamonds) represents the closest-
related outgroup of Brassicaceae, including the sister clade Aethionemeae. Stars: At-α WGD event. Blue: 
proteins encoded by members of TARs. Red: protein encoded by GTD locus. The At-α WGD leads to duplication 
of a FMO locus, resulting in two clades comprising all FMO-like sequences of both Aethionema and Arabidopsis. 
Thus, FMO versatility has been promoted by a combination of an increased degree of ohnolog retention and 
TD events. 
 
TABLE 9.— Statistical testA on duplicate fractions in Arabidopsis and Aethionema GS pathway inventory compared to 
genome-wide average in Arbidopsis. 
  Arabidopsis genome Arabidopsis GS genes
B
 Aethionema GS genes 
    Protein-coding genes 27206 64 67 
Tandem Duplicates 4022 / 15% 29 / 45% 32/ 48% 
P-value -> 5.71E-09 1.77E-10 
Gene Transposition 
Duplicates 
3879 / 14% 17 / 27% 16 / 24% 
P-value -> 0.04384 0.03407 
Retained At-α ohnologs 6038 / 22% 36 / 56% 35 / 52% 
P-value -> 3.87E-09 1.26E-07 
Sum duplicates 12132 / 45% 61 / 95% 65  / 97%  
P-value -> 2.20E-16 2.20E-16 
        
A 
Fisher's exact test on count data 
  
B 
extended set (see fig. 1) 
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DISCUSSION 
The Aethionemeae/Brassicaceae crown-group/sister-group lineages split about 30–60 MA shortly 
after the last common WGD event and independently evolved ever since [75, 83, 118]. Notably, the 
radiation process evident for the Brassicaceae lineage created about 3,700 species [118]. In contrast, 
the species-poor Aethionema lineage [84] is well established as most ancient Brassicaceae extant 
sister and may therefore possess a more “ancient” genome organization when compared with 
Arabidopsis. This facilitates the recognition and quantification of common factors underlying rapid 
innovation of complex traits shared by both species. We exploit novel genomics resources for 
evolutionary analysis of the complete GS pathway inventory in both A. thaliana and Ae. arabicum to 
utilize the impact of different kinds of duplication classes to diversification of plant secondary 
metabolites. In a comparative genomics approach, we employ the phylogenetic relationship of Ae. 
arabicum and A. thaliana to identify key factors driving GS pathway divergence. In this context, we 
establish GS genetics/genomics as a scaffold to incorporate further phenotypic data for better 
understanding the impact of duplication to rapid evolution of novel key traits. In Arabidopsis, several 
GS genes retained duplicate gene copies dating back to the last WGD event but lacking annotation to 
GS metabolic processes (fig. 1). Illustrating high degrees of protein similarities among these ohnolog 
copy pairs and/or similar responses in gene regulation following GS pathway induction (tables 5, 6), 
we identified 12 novel putative Arabidopsis genes associated to GS biosynthesis (figs. 1, 3). Given the 
fact that these loci remained unknown despite their putative relevance for an experimentally very 
well-studied trait-like GS biosynthesis, we highlight the importance of considering ohnolog copies 
when analyzing a plethora of other highly diverged multigene pathways (i.e., terpenoid biosynthesis). 
We thereby provided an easy-to-follow framework on how to use existing data on WGD in 
Arabidopsis to better understand the networks of functional redundancy, especially involving genes 
that are targeted for knock-out experiments in functional studies. Evolutionary analysis of 
homologous GS loci in Arabidopsis and Aethionema found a majority (all but two) comprising 
duplicate groups organized in multigene families (figs. 2, 3). This underlined the dominant role of 
duplication for creation and expansion of biochemical diversity in plant (secondary) metabolism. 
Clear orthologs of seven Arabidopsis GS genes are absent in the Aethionema draft genome (due to 
three Aethionema-specific GS gene losses and four Arabidopsis-specific TDs). Evolution of 10 
additional Aethionema paralogs (two due to gene transposition and eight due to TD events, fig. 3) 
lead to an almost 100% conserved GS pathway inventory across the crown group/sister group 
system.. This sheds light upon the relevance of genome plasticity for key trait maintenance despite 
of scattered gene losses. To test this hypothesis, we indicate the requirement of further research on 
additional multigene pathways in a deeper phylogenetic resolution. Identification of Aethionema GS 
gene homologs allowed confirming the increased frequency of duplicates in lineages that diverged 
more than 30–60 MA. The absence of lineage-specific polyploidy events in either species facilitated 
the comparative analysis of genes duplicated due to the common ancient WGD events (particularly 
At-α) as well as lineage-specific gene tandem and transposition duplications. Partitioning the 
duplicate genes set in GS pathway inventory revealed significant enrichments of retained At-α 
ohnologs and tandem duplicates (but not GTD events) in both species compared to the average 
observed for protein-coding genes in Arabidopsis (table 2). We therefore conclude that WGD and TD 
facilitated the early and continued evolution of GS biosynthesis in the mustard family. To our 
knowledge, this is the first study providing distinct indications on a genetics level for the connection 
of WGD to the emergence of key traits in planta. 
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Various duplicates of different GS gene families code for proteins encoding functions in consecutive 
steps of GS biosynthesis [94, 139]. Among GS biosynthetic and regulatory genes, pairs of retained At-
α ohnolog duplicates in distant genomic location further expand to TARs (fig. 3). In Arabidopsis, the 
S-oxygenase activity FMO is provided by a pair of retained ohnologs on distant arms on chromosome 
1 (figs. 3, 4). Both copies evolved further tandem duplicates with different substrate specificities [95]. 
Different groups of substrates are products of SOT-type sulfotransferases provided by another 
retained ohnolog pair on At1 with additional TD copies sharing annotation to GS production [35, 140] 
(fig. 3). The reaction delivering substrates for GS SOT-type sulfotransferases is catalyzed by UGT-type 
proteins, likewise encoded by a pair of retained ohnologs that evolved multiple tandem and gene 
transposition duplicates in both Aethionema and Arabidopsis (fig. 3). It is thus inferred that 
subfunctionalization of both TD and retained At-α ohnolog pairs caused functional diversification of 
GS biosynthetic and regulatory elements. Showing mutual influence of ohnolog retention and TD 
rate across a crown group–sister group system, we describe a complex network of gene duplication 
fostering the expansion of a composite trait, thereby contributing to the means of mutation and 
selection to create evolutionary innovation in a limited time-frame. Evidence for the model of 
evolution by gene duplication can be found in comparative GS pathway analysis. Thus, GS may 
provide a framework for investigating the expansion of complex traits. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
Supplementary figures S1, S2 and supplementary table S1 are available at Genome Biology and 
Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). 
 
Supplementary Fig. S1.— MAFFT-Dot plot visualizing synteny of Arabidopsis and Aethionema MAM-
regions (marked in red / blue) including Tandem Duplication of the Arabidopsis MAM1/MAM-L array 
(green arrows) in Aethionema (black arrows).  
Supplementary Fig. S2.— GEvo graphic of a BLASTZ five-way multiple alignement including a gene 
transposition duplicate copy of CYP79C2 and the neighboring CYP-like element AT1G58265 (marked 
in red). At and Aab refer to A. thaliana and Ae. arabicum. F and R indicate forward and reverse 
strand. Depending on sequence pairs, synteny is highlighted in blue, black and dark green. 3rd lane: A. 
thaliana sequences on chromosome 1 marked in red. Orange regions indicate transposon-like 
sequences. 2nd lane: Ae. arabicum scaffold 4412, harboring one of 2 RBH (marked in bright green) to 
GS CYP query sequence (marked in red). Top lane: Genomic region on A. thaliana chromosome 2 
displying synteny to A. arabuicum scaffold 4412. Lanes 4 and 5: neighboring Aethionema scaffolds 
displaying synteny to genomic context of AtCYP79C2. Two copies are present in Aethionema and 
tranposed in Arabidopsis after divergence of the lineages. This experiment can be reproduced 
following the GEvo link http://genomevolution.org/r/8rnv, last accessed on December 13th, 2014. 
Supplementary Table S1.— Overview on doifferent uplication modes affecting all protein-coding 
genes in A.thaliana
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ABSTRACT  
An important component of plant evolution is the plethora of pathways producing more than 
200,000 biochemically diverse specialized metabolites with pharmacological, nutritional and 
ecological significance. To unravel dynamics underlying metabolic diversification, it is of 
paramount importance to determine lineage-specific gene family expansion in a phylogenomics 
framework. However, robust functional annotation is often only available for core enzymes 
catalyzing committed reaction steps within few model systems. In a genome informatics approach, 
we extracted information from early-draft gene-space assemblies and non-redundant 
transcriptomes to identify protein families involved in isoprenoid biosynthesis. Isoprenoids 
comprise terpenoids with various roles in plant-environment interaction, such as pollinator 
attraction or pathogen defense. Combining lines of evidence provided by synteny, sequence 
homology and Hidden-Markov-Modelling, we screened 17 genomes including 12 major crops and 
found evidence for 1,904 proteins associated with terpenoid biosynthesis. Our terpenoid genes set 
contains evidence for 840 core terpene-synthases and 338 triterpene-specific synthases. We 
further identified 190 prenyltransferases, 39 isopentenyl-diphosphate isomerases as well as 278 
and 219 proteins involved in mevalonate and methylerithrol pathways, respectively. Assessing the 
impact of gene and genome duplication to lineage-specific terpenoid pathway expansion, we 
illustrated key events underlying terpenoid metabolic diversification within 250 million years of 
flowering plant radiation. By quantifying Angiosperm-wide versatility and phylogenetic 
relationships of pleiotropic gene families in terpenoid modular pathways, our analysis offers 
significant insight into evolutionary dynamics underlying diversification of plant secondary 
metabolism. Furthermore, our data provide a blueprint for future efforts to identify and more 
rapidly clone terpenoid biosynthetic genes from any plant species. 
KEYWORDS: systems biology, genome informatics, big data, comparative genomics, terpenoids, 
trichomes, functional diversification 
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INTRODUCTION 
To elucidate the dynamics underlying metabolic diversification across multiple lineages, it is critical 
to identify and distinguish the complete set of orthologous and paralogous loci present within 
multiple genome annotations in a phylogenetic framework [1]. Two homologous genes are referred 
to as orthologs if they descend from one locus present in the common ancestor lineage and split due 
to speciation [2,3]. By definition, orthologous genes are embedded in chromosomal segments 
derived from the same ancestral genomic locus, thus sharing high inter-species synteny between 
closely related lineages [4]. In contrast, paralogous loci refer to homologs within one lineage and are 
due to, for example, tandem-, transposition- or whole genome duplications (WGDs) [5,6]. Large-
scale synteny is not observed for paralogs derived from small-scale events like tandem- and 
transposition duplication. In contrast, paralogs derived from WGDs are located within intra-species 
syntenic genomic blocks, and can be referred to as ohnologs or syntelogs [7,8]. Supergene loci refer 
to clusters of genes in close genomic proximity, often causing linkage disequilibrium [9,10]. Tandem 
duplicates comprise arrays of paralog supergenes that are due to, for example, errors in meiosis like 
unequal crossing over and have been connected to metabolic diversification in plants [11-13]. 
Together with the continuous progress and use of next generation sequencing techniques, genome-
wide analysis of syntelog distribution provided evidence for a history of ancient (shared and/or 
lineage-specific), successive polyploidy events for all flowering plant lineages. [4]. For example, the 
lineage of the model plant Arabidopsis underwent at least five polyploidy events during evolution, 
two preceding and three following angiosperm evolution [14]. Among those, the most recent WGD 
event is commonly referred to as “At-α” and is shared by all other mustard family members, 
including the extant sister clade of the Aethionemeae [15,16]. The more ancient At-β WGD event is 
in turn shared by core species in the order Brassicales and excepting early-branching lineages such 
as papaya [17,18] and therefore occurred after split of the Carica lineage. At-y refers to an older 
whole genome triplication (WGT) event with evidence in all Asterids (including tomato) and Rosids, 
grape (Vitales) and basal clades such as Pachysandra terminalis (Buxales) and Gunnera manicata 
(Gunnerales) [19,20]. Crops like Brassica rapa (Br-α WGT), Solanum lycopersicum and Solanum 
tuberosum (Sol-α WGD/WGT) also show evidence of ancient genome multiplications [21,22]. As a 
consequence, the level of “genome multiplicity” expected from successive WGDs/WGTs in B. rapa 
(defined as “syntenic depth”) is 36x when compared to the 1x eudicot ancestor (3x due to At- y, 2x 
due to At-β, another 2x due to At-α as well as 3x due to Br- α, see above). 
Evidence is now accumulating for significant impact of ancient and recent gene and genome 
duplication events to birth and diversification of key biological traits. Duplication was proposed to be 
a key factor in expansion of regulatory and enzymatic pathways involved in generation of >200,000 
diverse biochemical secondary metabolites in the flowering plant lineage [23-25]. For example, a 
differential impact of various duplication modes has been revealed for plant resistance proteins [26]. 
Likewise, the last three polyploidy events of the Arabidopsis-lineage (see above) likely contributed to 
shaping the genetic versatility of the glucosinolate pathway, a class of plant secondary metabolites 
with beneficial effects to human health and nutrition [25]. Similarly, polyploidy has been brought in 
connection to the origin of C4-photosynthesis in Cleomaceae [27]. 
Little is known about the impact of genome duplication to diversification of isoprenoid pathways. 
Isoprenoids form a highly diverse class of metabolites commonly found in all Angiosperm lineages 
[28]. For example, phytol side-chain substitutes of chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments as well as 
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phytohormones like gibberellin or brassinosteroids are well-characterized isoprenoids involved in 
basic metabolic processes that are essential for plant growth and development [29]. The most 
abundant group of plant isoprenoid derivatives comprises compounds of the terpenoid class [30]. 
Similar to glucosinolates, terpenoids are defined as specialized or secondary metabolites that play 
major roles in plant-insect interactions like, for example, attraction of beneficial organisms or 
defense against herbivores [30,31]. Boutanaev et al. investigated core terpene synthase (TPS) genes 
(which generate terpene scaffold diversity) and identified micro-syntenic clusters that have arisen 
within recent evolutionary history by gene duplication, acquisition of new function and genome 
reorganization [32]. Note that in concert with TPS genes, terpenoid biosynthesis depends on various 
independent pathways (referred to as modules hereafter). Here, we performed further extended 
comparative analysis of various independent terpenoid biosynthetic modules in context of gene- and 
genome duplication.  
Briefly, a sequential combination of six distinct reaction modules acts in concert to convert primary 
metabolites to longer-chain compounds mediating designated biological function. Therefore, plant 
terpenoid biosynthesis displays “modular” organization, including (1) TPS genes, (2) IPP isomerases 
(IDI), (3) prenyltransferases (PTF), (4) genes from MVA and (5) MEP pathways as well as (6) 
triterpene-specific synthases (see fig. 1 for a comprehensive overview). Notably, genes involved in 
the latter three modules share a common evolutionary origin (i.e. genes are homologous) as 
previously described based on analysis of Solanaceae [33]. All terpenoids are synthesized from two 
universal C5-isoprenoid building blocks (a) isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and (b) its isomer 
dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP). In plants, IPP is synthesized independently by the mevalonate 
(MVA, shown in black in fig. 1) and methylerythritol phosphate (MEP, Shown in purple in fig. 1) 
pathways. In contrast, DMAPP is synthesized by enzymes of the MEP pathway only [34]. Both 
DMAPP and IPP compounds can be isomerized by enzymes of the IPP isomerase type (IDI, shown in 
turquois in fig. 1) [35]. Due to the economic relevance of enzymes involved in MEP and MVA 
pathways as well as IPP isomerases, the underlying biochemistry has been thoroughly investigated. 
Note that both MVA and MEP pathways comprise sequential arrangements of consecutive reaction 
steps leading to formation of intermediate products [36]. Analysis of stoichiometry indicated 
dosage-dependent effects regarding both pathways in yeast [37]. Going beyond yeast, comparative 
network analysis of MVA and MEP pathways in prokaryotes and the model plant A. thaliana 
characterized dosage-dependent effects of enzymes in both pathways and elevations of 
corresponding metabolite concentrations in plants and humans. This indicates that enzymes 
involved in MVA and MEP pathways operate concentration-dependent across all kingdoms of life 
[36,38]. Similarly, genetic engineering of Escherichia coli in context of industrial terpenoid 
production revealed that enzymes of the IDI group function in a dosage-dependent manner [39]. 
This was confirmed by mechanistic investigations of IDI enzymes in Thermus thermophiles due to 
their relevance for a wide range of biotechnological applications [40]. Likewise, dosage-dependent 
effects have been revealed for plant-derived IDI enzymes. For example, the economic potential of in 
vitro production of caoutchouc led to cloning, heterologous expression and functional 
characterization (i.e. determination of biochemical function) of IDI loci from the rubber tree Hevea 
brasiliensis [41]. 
Enzymes of the prenyltransferase class (PTF, shown in green in fig. 1) subsequently catalyze 
formation of C10-prenyl diphosphate molecules. Moreover, they can mediate the (optional) 
elongation of the C10-backbone by the addition of further C5-isopentenyl diphosphate units 
necessary for formation of di- and sesquiterpenes including longer-chain (C25-C55) tetra- and 
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polyterpenes [42-44]. Terpene synthases (encoded by TPS genes, shown in red in fig. 1) catalyze 
conversion of specific C10-, C15 or C20 isoprenoid precursors to specialized monoterpenes (C10), 
sesquiterpenes (C15) and diterpenes (C20), building a module further downstream within terpenoid 
biosynthesis, respectively [29,45]. Specialized triterpene synthases catalyze formation of pentacyclic 
triterpenes (such as lupane and squalene) (C30, shown in blue in fig. 1) [46-48]. Note that those 
compounds can be further modified in distant branches of plant secondary metabolism, for example 
to triterpene alcohols (such as lanosterol and cycloarthenol) with various bioactivities [49,50]. Entry 
to the aforementioned MEP pathway was previously proposed to be catalyzed by two divergent 1-
deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase isoforms in S. lycopersicum (SlDXS1 / SlDXS2) and A. thaliana 
(AtDXS1 / AtDXS2) [51-54]. In tomato, DXS1 is ubiquitously expressed whereas DXS2 transcripts are 
abundant in a few tissue types including glandular trichomes. Trichomes are hair-like structures 
present in the aerial parts of many plant species. They exhibit tremendous diversity but are of 
general interest to plant breeders since they are often responsible for the production of plant 
secondary metabolites with various bioactivities, including terpenoids [55-57]. Interestingly, knock-
down of DXS2 led to a differential distribution of mono- and sesquiterpenes within tomato glandular 
trichomes as well as to a significant increase of trichome density, giving rise to economic and 
ecological potential to this small gene family [51].  
The core-TPS gene family has been most intensively studied in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. 
The ecotype Col-0 contains 32 full-length functional and 8 pseudogenes of the terpene synthase type, 
of which about a third have been annotated to a designated biochemical function by functional 
characterization [29,58-64]. Most of the Col-0 core-TPS genes are constitutively expressed in roots, 
flowers or leaves for production of mono-, di- or sesquiterpenes whereas some are up-regulated 
under presence of specific stress-related stimuli [58,64,65]. Notably, 27 of the 32 Col-0 core-TPS 
genes comprise supergene clusters organized in 16 tandem arrays [11], whereas two of them 
constitute an ohnolog duplicate gene pair due to the most recent At-α ancient whole genome 
duplication event (see above) [8]. Beyond A. thaliana, efforts to identify core-TPS genes have been 
published for tomato (S. lycopersicum) [66], orange (C. sinensis) [67], eucalyptus (E. grandis) [68], 
grape (V. vinifera) [69], millet (S. bicolor), apple (M. domesticus) [70] and the basal Angiosperm 
Amborella (A. trichopoda) [71]. However, functional characterization (i.e. distinct biochemical 
function) of all TPS genes present within a species are currently available for tomato and the model 
plant Arabidopsis only. The complete set of biosynthetic elements involved in both MEP and MVA 
pathways as well as other terpenoid-associated prenyltransferases including triterpene-specific 
synthases has to-date only been described in Arabidopsis with a total of 34 genes [34]. Among those, 
15 possess prenyltransferase activity, whereas nine and eight belong to the MVA and MEP pathway, 
respectively. Furthermore, the A. thaliana genome contains two genes encoding proteins of the IPP 
isomerase (IDI) type with similar bioactivities [34,35]. In total, the gene count of all modules within 
the complete terpenoid biosynthetic pathway therefore rises to 66 including 32 functional core-TPS 
genes in Arabidopsis, with a 64% (42 / 66) fraction of tandem duplicate supergenes and 21% (14 / 66) 
comprising ohnolog duplicate gene pairs dating back to the At-α, At-γ or At-β ancient whole genome 
multiplication events (see above) [8,11,72]. 
In this study, we employed a meta-method by combining evidence provided by sequence homology 
(BLAST), HMM Modelling (interpro scan) and genomic context (SynMap) for robust annotation of 
genes involved in all modules of terpenoid biosynthesis on a uniquely broad phylogenomics 
framework. First, we infer novel annotation for loci previously not brought in connection to 
terpenoid biosynthesis within 17 genome assembly including twelve major crops, thereby providing 
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insights to diversification of plant secondary metabolism during 250 MA of flowering plant evolution. 
Second, we assessed and compared key factors contributing to copy number variation across all 
terpenoid biosynthetic modules, thereby providing evidence for the impact of gene- and genome 
duplication to metabolic diversification in plants. Third, we established a novel clade of duplicate 
genes with pleiotropic effects in control of trichome density and terpenoid biosynthesis, thereby 
providing data that support the concept of functional divergence following gene and genome 
duplication. In summary, our data offer significant insight into evolutionary dynamics underlying 
diversification of plant secondary metabolism. Furthermore, we provide a blueprint for future 
efforts to identify and more rapidly modify terpenoid biosynthetic genes across all modules in any 
flowering plant species. 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
 
Software prerequisites 
All employed Perl and Python scripts required perl (strawberry v5.18) and Python (v2.7) libraries 
including Bioperl (v1.6.910) and Biopython (v1.63) modules, respectively. The iprscan_urllib.py-script 
for HMM-based domain annotation (see below) required SOAPy, NumPy and urllib Python modules. 
For BLAST screens, we employed the stand-alone command line version of NCBI BLAST 2.2.27+ 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/LATEST/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[73]. Fisher’s exact test for count data was performed using the R package for statistical computing 
(www.r-project.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). 
 
Genome annotations 
In total, we analyzed 15 draft genomes as well as two gene-space assemblies represented by non-
redundant transcriptomes. The Complete sets of representative genes and proteins for 12 of these 
17 datasets were downloaded using www.phytozome.net, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[74] and the CoGe package for comparative genomics [4]. We included Amborella trichopoda EVM27 
[71], Arabidopsis thaliana TAIR10 [75], Brassica rapa v1.1 [76], Carica papaya v0.5 [18], Citrus 
sinensis v1 [77], Eucalyptus grandis v1.1 [78], Glycine max Wm82.a2.v1 [79], Sorghum bicolor v1.4 
[80], Solanum tuberosum v3.2.10 [81], Solanum lycopersicum v2.40 (Potato Genome Consortium 
2012), Vitis vinifera Genoscope.12X [20] and Zea mays 5a.59 [82]. Tarenaya hasslerania v5 [83] 
(Weber, Schranz et al, unpublished data), Cleome gynandra v2 (Weber, Schranz et al. 2014, 
unpublished data) and Nicotiana benthamiana v0.42 [84] genome annotations were made available 
by the authors. Non-redundant transcriptomes of Cannabis sativa ChemDawg (marijuana) [85] and 
Lactuca sativa (Mitchelmoore et al, unpublished data) early-draft gene-space assembly of were 
extracted from Genbank [86].  
 
De novo protein annotation of early-draft gene-space assemblies 
Non-redundant transcriptome data of Cannabis sativa ChemDawg (marijuana) and Lactuca sativa 
derive from unpublished early-draft gene-space assembly (see above) and therefore contain 
significant parts of non-coding sequences as well as putative sequencing errors. We therefore 
subjected both datasets to the translatedna.py script v1.75 
(https://github.com/jenhantao/HiSeq/blob/master/translatedna.py, last accessed on December 
13th, 2014). First, single mRNA sequences were translated in all six frames. Second, the peptide 
fragment encoded by the largest open reading frame was printed. All other parts were discarded. 
The output comprises an approximation on the non-redundant set of proteins for both species. 
 
Confirmation and expansion of multi-gene families associated with the terpenoid biosynthetic 
module in Arabidopsis thaliana (“run 1”) 
Functional annotation of target genes across all organisms was an interlaced approach consisting of 
3 independent BLAST screens (run 1 – 3). For run 1 in A. thaliana, we obtained 32 core-TPS genes 
from [29] as well as 34 genes acting in modules further up- and downstream in terpenoid 
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biosynthesis [34]. We queried all 66 sequences against the TAIR10 A. thaliana genome annotation in 
a BLAST screen without e-value threshold (forward run). We extracted all target sequences and 
queried them back against the A. thaliana TAIR10 genome annotation with an applied target 
sequence maximum threshold of 2 (under consideration of self-hits produced by Col-0 genes within 
this pool) (reverse run). After removal of self-hits, we scored loci as associated with the A. thaliana 
terpenoid specialized metabolism if they were part of the target sequence pool in the forward run, 
and aligned to a terpenoid biosynthetic gene as defined by [29,34] in the reverse run. We thereby 
created an extended set of A. thaliana TP-associated loci (85 genes). 
 
Species-wise determination of putative homologous gene anchors (“run 2”) 
In the next step for large-scale specialized terpenoid biosynthetic gene identification, run 2 
determined unidirectional best BLAST hits for both (a) protein and (b) coding DNA sequences 
between A. thaliana Col-0 and all other 14 genome annotations in a screen without e-value 
thresholds (for early-draft gene-space assemblies, only protein data were used). Since terpenoid 
biosynthetic loci can comprise multiple domain types connected by partially conserved linkers, the 
BLAST approach can result in false positives due to short but highly conserved highest-scoring 
sequence pairs (HSPs) in functionally non-relevant (i.e. structural) parts of the protein. Therefore, we 
developed a python script to discard target sequences with a query/target sequence length ratio 
below 0.5 and above 2.0 as previously described to avoid false positive BLAST results due to short 
but highly conserved highest-scoring sequence pairs (HSPs) in functionally non-relevant (i.e. 
structural) parts of the protein [26]. We determined (c) additional, length-filtered HSP pairs (based 
on both CDS and proteins) for these loci within the aforementioned length ratio scope to form a 2nd 
line of evidence for homolog gene detection as previously described [26]. 
 
Syntelog / ohnolog determination 
Calculation of pairwise syntenic blocks within and between genomes is based on integer 
programming [87] but implemented to an easy-to-use web interface termed CoGe package for 
comparative genomics (www.genomevolution.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [4,88]. 
Within all genome assemblies, we determined genes sharing the same genomic context to 
counterparts in the A. thaliana Col-0 genome annotation (defined as syntelogs) using the 
DAGchainer [89] and Quota-Align [87] algorithms implemented to the “SynMap” function within 
CoGe. To mask noise generated by successive duplication(s) of ohnolog blocks including segmental 
duplications, we applied Quota-Align ratios for the “coverage depth”-parameter that are consistent 
with the syntenic depth (defined as the level of “genome multiplicity” expected from the 
multiplication of successive WGDs/WGTs) calculated for each genome annotation. For merging of 
adjacent syntenic blocks, we applied a threshold of n=350 gene spacers. For within-species ohnolog 
counterparts of target genes, we applied the “Synfind” function within the CoGe package 
(https://genomeevolution.org/CoGe/SynFind.pl, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). To 
decrease false-positive scoring of recent segmental duplications, we set maximum threshold values 
of 1.5 for the Ks-value averages between duplicate gene copies. This facilitates selective scoring of 
ohnolog duplicate pairs within genomic blocks that are due to polyploidy as previously described [4]. 
Please note that we appended URLs to regenerate genome-wide ohnolog identification for 13 out of 
17 genomes subjected to this analysis (see Results section). 
 
Determination of tandem duplicate gene copies 
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Following a widely-used method for tandem duplicate identification, we queried the complete set of 
proteins encoded in the whole genome assembly against itself in a BLAST screen without any e-value 
threshold (this ensures the identification of most homologs including highly diverged ones) and 
filtered our final set of target sequences from above outside a window of n=10 allowed gene spacers 
in both directions from the query sequences (this ensures the identification of adjacent duplicates 
organized in arrays among all homologs scored above) as previously described for the identification 
of tandem duplicates [11]. We acknowledged that determination of genome-wide tandem duplicate 
frequencies following this approach decreases in accuracy with increased degrees of assembly 
fragmentation (i.e. total number of scaffolds/contigs). This means that false-negatives singletons are 
more likely scored in genomes with many short scaffolds (“gene-space assemblies”) compared to 
annotations with few scaffolds in the size-range of chromosome pseudo-molecules which is due to 
the lack of information on the relative order of scaffolds. Similarly, it is not possible to score tandem 
duplicates based on non-redundant transcriptomes because those represent collections of single 
transcripts without information of the genomic context. As a result, our analysis of tandem duplicate 
fractions was restricted to 13 genome assemblies. 
Scoring of putative gene transposition duplicate pairs among Arabidopsis DXS-like genes 
Scoring of gene transposition duplicate pairs among DXS genes involved three steps. First, we 
obtained all tandem- and ohnolog duplicates present within the gene family as described above. 
Second, we queried CDS sequences of non-tandem/non-ohnolog duplicate target genes against the 
Arabidopsis genome in a BLAST screen without e-value threshold. Third, we generated (B)LastZ two-
way alignments of the genomic regions that harbor (a) query as well as (b) highest-scoring non-self 
target sequence within a 40 kb window (20 kb on each side). This was accomplished using the GEvo 
function from the CoGe comparative genomics package (http://genomevolution.org/CoGe/GEvo.pl, 
last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [4]. Graphical highlights of transposon-like sequences have 
been customized by choosing “show other features” in the “results visualization” tab. We scored 
DXS-like gene pairs as gene transposition duplicates if they comprise highest-scoring sequence pairs 
embedded in otherwise non-syntenic regions, while both loci showing evidence for adjacent 
fragments of transposable elements as previously described [25]. 
Determination of anchor paralogs and generation of extended multi-gene family pools across all 
analyzed species (“run 3”) 
Since ortholog detection based on unidirectional or reciprocal best BLAST hits can miss many “real” 
orthologs in duplicate-rich species like animals or plants [90], a separate run was necessary to 
increase accuracy. For run 3, we defined the initial homologous genes set as the merged set 
consisting of five HSP partner groups (first group: based on length-filtered protein pairs; second 
group: based on non-length-filtered protein pairs; third group: based on non-length-filtered CDS 
pairs; fourth group: based on length-filtered CDS pairs; fifth group: based on syntelogs, see above for 
length filter criteria). We thereby created a set of putative homologous loci anchoring all A. thaliana 
gene families in all other analyzed genome annotations (“anchor pool”). In a next step, we 
performed a BLAST search without e-value thresholds to query all homologous anchor genes against 
all 17 genomes in a species-wise manner to determine putative paralogs of the anchor gene set 
(“run 3 forward”). We extracted all target sequences and queried them against the A. thaliana Col-0 
TAIR10 genome annotation with a target sequence maximum threshold of 2 (“run 3 reverse”). After 
removal of self-hits, we scored loci as associated with terpenoid biosynthesis within their species if 
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they align to any member of the extended terpenoid biosynthetic loci in A. thaliana (see above). We 
defined all members of this pool as homologous to the anchor pool if they were not present within 
the set of homologous anchor genes (see above). 
 
 
Hidden Markov Modeling and prediction of protein domains 
Since we included highest-scoring sequence partners based on BLAST as well as syntelogs, the 
above-mentioned extended multi-gene family pool of terpenoid biosynthetic genes is based on both 
sequence homology and genomic location of its members. However, we observed an erosion of 
synteny across lineages relative to their phylogenetic distance. Furthermore, DNA sequence 
homology decreases with phylogenetic distance due to wobble rules for the 3rd codon position. 
Likewise, the protein sequence homology between distant multi-gene family members can decrease 
due to synonymous substitutions of amino acids belonging to the same chemical class (i.e. aliphatic, 
aromatic, basic, cyclic). Therefore, we applied a final filtering step to remove false-positive loci from 
the extended terpenoid biosynthetic genes pool across all genomes (including the extended 
terpenoid biosynthetic genes pool in Arabidopsis, see above). Using the iprscan_urllib.py script 
provided by the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany) 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/download_clients/python/urllib/iprscan_urllib2.py, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014), we queried every member of the terpenoid biosynthetic genes 
pool (including the extended set determined for A. thaliana, see above) to 14 algorithms that apply 
Hidden Markov Models for (protein domain) signature recognition (BlastProDom, FPrintScan, 
HMMPIR, HMMPfam, HMMSmart, HMMTigr, ProfileScan, HAMAP, PatternScan, SuperFamily, 
SignalPHMM, TMHMM, HMMPanther and Gene3D) [91]. We overcame the one-sequence-at-a-time 
limitation of the EMBL server by writing batch wrappers for 25x-fold parallelization. As a result, we 
mapped all protein domains present in the putative multi-gene family pool onto their genes in less 
than a day, and discarded all false positive genes from the whole set (i.e. genes not encoding at least 
one domain common to at least one reaction module). Referencing of all identified genes to distinct 
terpenoid biosynthetic modules was based on presence of module-specific protein domains. 
 
Multiple protein alignments 
To generate multiple alignments of protein sequences, the stand-alone 64-bit version of MAFFT v7 
was employed (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[92]. First, all terpenoid biosynthetic proteins were aligned species-wise using the command line 
mafft.bat --anysymbol --thread 4 --threadit 0 --reorder --auto input > output. Mesquite v2.75 
(http://mesquiteproject.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) was used with multi-core 
preferences to trim MAFFT multiple alignments down to gap-free sites. Trimmed blocks were re-
aligned using MAFFT with the command line mafft.bat --anysymbol --thread 4 --threadit 0 --reorder -
-maxiterate 1000 --retree 1 –localpair input > output.  
 
Microarray-based gene expression analysis in Arabidopsis 
To test differential and trichome-specific expression of DXS-like genes in Arabidopsis, we have used a 
Col-0 wild type trichome-specific transcriptome dataset (available at the TrichOME database, 
http://www.planttrichome.org/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [93]. Normalized values of 
three independent experiments performed with the ATH1 microarray were generated and averaged 
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as described [94]. For calculation of relative gene expression, we referenced the bHLH-motif 
containing house-keeping gene AT4G34720 [95]. 
 
Quantitative PCR-based gene expression analysis in tomato (S. lycopersicum) 
Leaves, stems and roots were collected in triplicate from 4-week-old Solanum lycopersicum cultivar 
Moneymaker plants. Part of the stems were left intact and part were used for trichome isolation by 
shaking the stems in liquid nitrogen. Frozen isolated trichomes, stems that remained after trichome 
removal, intact stems, leaves and roots were ground to a fine powder and subjected to RNA isolation 
with Tri Reagent (Sigma) and DNase treatment (TURBO DNase, Ambion) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized from 1 μg of total RNA using the RevertAid kit 
(Fermentas). RT-qPCR was used to study the expression of 1-deoxy-d-xylulose 5-phosphate synthase 
isoforms 1, 2 and 3 (DXS1, DXS2, and DXS3) in cDNA derived from different tissues. Gene specific 
primers were designed using Primer3Plus (DXS1-F: 5’-ATTGGGATATGGCTCAGCAG-3’; DXS1-R: 5’-
CAGTGGTTTGCAGAAACGTG-3’; DXS2-F: 5’-TTTACCGACCGCAACCTTAG-3’; DXS2-R: 5’-
GTGCTTGAGGTCCAATTTGC-3’; DXS3-F: 5’- AATGGAGCCTTCACTTCACC-3’; DXS3-R: 5’-
ACCCAGCTGCAAATGTTACC-3’). Tomato RUB1 conjugating enzyme-encoding (RCE1) gene (Gen-Bank 
accession no. AY004247) (RCE-F: 5’- GATTCTCTCTCATCAATCAATTCG-3’ and RCE-R ‘5-
GAACGTAAATGTGCCACCCATA-3’) was used for normalization. PCR reactions were prepared in 
duplicate by mixing cDNA equivalents of 10 ng RNA with the SYBR Green Real-Time PCR master mix 
(Invitrogen) and 300 nM of each primer. Quantification of the transcript level was performed in an 
ABI 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) with the following cycling program: 2 min, 
50 °C, 15 min 95 °C, 45 cycles of 15 sec at 95 °C and 1 min at 60 °C followed by a melting curve 
analysis. At the end of each run, amplified products were sequenced to verify their identity. Relative 
expression values were calculated using the efficiency δCt method as previously described [96]. All 
wet-lab expression analysis were performed in four independent biological and three technical 
replicates. 
 
Phylogenetic and similarity/identity analysis 
We performed Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis using MrBayes version 3.2.2 
(http://mrbayes.sourceforge.net/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [97] with the following 
parameters: Dirichlet model; uniform gamma shape parameter variation 0.00-200.00; 50 million 
generations; 2 independent runs, 4 chains each; temperature heating 0.2; sample taking every 5000 
generations; burn-in time at 12500000 samples. Bayesian inference trees were constructed using the 
CIPRES package (http://www.phylo.org/sub_sections/portal/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[98]. Model convergence was checked in Tracer version 1.5 
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [99]. FigTree 
v1.3.1 was used to generate and edit phylogenetic trees (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/, 
last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [100]. Results were scored reliable once the effective 
sampling size of all parameters was above 100. Tree branches supported with posterior probabilities 
(PP) below 0.7 were considered weak and above 0.9 as strong. Protein sequence similarity analysis 
were performed using the Needle program from the EMBOSS software package 
(http://emboss.sourceforge.net/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [101]. 
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RESULTS 
(Re)annotation of the Arabidopsis terpenoid biosynthetic inventory and expansion of genes 
associated with all reaction modules 
As an initial step for identification of genes involved in all terpenoid biosynthetic modules, we 
reviewed current literature to pool all published Arabidopsis core-TPS genes with biosynthetic 
elements acting further up- and downstream in the pathway (fig. 1) [29,34,61]. As a result, we 
generated a list of 66 biosynthetic elements previously identified in the model plant (table 1A). This 
compilation represents a patchwork of information containing both genes found by functional 
studies as well as genes with computationally inferred association to terpenoid metabolism. Hence, 
uniform standards of gene identification have not been applied for curation of this initial list.  
 
 
FIG. 1.—Overview of all plant specialized terpenoid biosynthetic modules. Proteins involved in the mevalonic 
(MVA, shown in black) and methylerythritol phosphate (MEP, shown in purple) pathways synthesize the 
universal C5-isoprenoid building blocks isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and its isomer dimethylallyl diphosphate 
(DMAPP). Those compounds can be isomerized using enzymes of the IPP isomerase class (IDI, shown in 
turquois). Subsequently, the C5- blocks are transferred by enzymes of the prenyltransferase (PTF, shown in 
green) group to the isoprenoid intermediates with variable carbon backbone chain lengths (i.e. C10 for geranyl 
pyrophosphate; C15 for farnesyl pyrophosphate; C20 for geranylgeranyl phosphate and nerolidol diphosphate). 
Terpene synthase (core-TPS) gene products (shown in red) further catalyze biosynthesis of C10 (mono-), C15 
(sesqui-) or C20 (di-) terpenes (end products, shown in yellow). C30 (shown in blue) refers to enzymes 
catalyzing biosynthesis of specific triterpenes (end products, shown in yellow). Likewise, prenyltransferases are 
involved in biosynthesis of longer-branched tetra- and polyterpenes (shown in green). 
 
 
In a next step, we therefore screened for additional members of all involved gene families within the 
Col-0 genome that may have been missed in previous studies in an interlaced bioinformatics 
approach (see Materials & Methods section). Briefly, we combined layers of information based on 
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sequence similarity, gene synteny and Hidden Markov Modelling. First, we queried all 66 genes 
against the Col-0 genome in a very sensitive BLAST screen (no e-value cutoff). After removing self 
hits, we included every target sequence for further analysis if it formed a highest-scoring sequence 
pair with a distant member of the initial list. This included identification of ohnologs as well as 
annotation and mapping of protein domains. Interestingly, this led to evidence for 19 additional 
genes that produce highest-scoring sequence pairs (HSPs) with genes mentioned in table 1A. In 
essence, these genes comprise tandem-, transposition- as well as ohnolog duplicate copies of genes 
previously known to be associated with terpenoid metabolism (table 1B). Note that segmental 
duplications are excluded from this analysis due to technical reasons (see below). Interestingly, 18 of 
those 19 genes are annotated as triterpene-specific synthases. Thirteen of those have been 
functionally characterized in previous efforts [46-48,102]. Five further ones lack functional data but 
have been assigned to three-letter codes in the Arabidopsis information resource based on 
computational inferences (i.e. sequence homology). Interestingly, all those loci encode an 
oxysqualene synthase domain (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). In contrast, 
one is a DXS-like gene with its closest homolog involved in the MEP pathway (table 1B). Note that 
the initial set of query genes applied to our first, above-mentioned BLAST analysis did not contain 
triterpene-specific synthases (table 1A). Therefore, our results indicate sequence homology of 
triterpene-specific synthases to genes of the core-TPS as well as the prenyltransferase class. Based 
on these findings, we hypothesize that all three groups go back to one common ancestral gene 
family with subsequent rounds of duplication going hand in hand with functional diversification as 
previously described in many cases including proline-rich proteins [103]. 
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Tandem duplicate Reference
C
- Campbell et al., 1998 
- Campbell et al., 1998 
Yes Benveniste et al., 2002
Yes Caelles et al., 1989
- Caelles et al., 1989
- Cordier et al., 1999
- Benveniste et al., 2002
- Montamat et al., 1995
- Riou et al., 1994
Yes Ahumada et al., 2008
Yes Ahumada et al., 2008
- Hsieh and Goodman, 2006
- Rohdich et al., 2000
- Hsieh et al., 2008
- Lange et al., 2003
- Hsieh and Goodman, 2005
- Lange et al., 2003
- Rodrı́guez-Concepción et al., 2002
- Schwender et al., 1999
Yes Zhu et al., 1997a
Yes Wang and Dixon, 2009
Yes Okada et al., 2000
Yes Zhu et al., 1997b
- Bouvier et al., 2000
Yes Finkelstein et al., 2002
Yes Wang and Dixon, 2009
Yes Okada et al., 2000
- Zhu et al., 1997a
Yes Finkelstein et al., 2002
Yes Finkelstein et al., 2002
Yes Cunillera et al., 2000
- Okada et al., 2000
- Oh et al., 2002
Yes Delourme et al., 1994
(continued)
Gene ID Annotation Bowers pair
B
TABLE 1A.- The published terpenoid biosynthetic module in Arabidopsis . Gene abbreviations are adapted from the Arabidopsis 
Information Resource
A
.
Isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) isomerases
AT3G02780 IDI1 A12N076
AT5G16440 IDI2 A12N076
Mevalonic acid (MVA) pathway
AT1G31910 HMG1 -
AT1G76490 PMK C2N120
AT2G17370 HMG2 C2N120
AT2G38700 MVD1 A11N067
AT3G54250 MVD2 A11N067
AT4G11820 HMGS -
AT5G27450 MK -
AT5G47720 ACT1 -
AT5G48230 ACT2 -
Methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway 
AT1G63970 MDS -
AT2G02500 MCT -
AT2G26930 CMK -
AT4G15560 DXS1 A15N013
AT4G34350 HDR -
AT5G11380
D DXS3 -
AT5G60600 HDS -
AT5G62790 DXR -
Prenyltransferases (PTF)
AT1G49530 GGPS1 -
AT2G18620 GGPS2 A10N118
AT2G18640 GGPS3 -
AT2G23800 GGPS4 A10N309
AT2G34630 GPS1 -
AT3G14510 GGPS5 -
AT3G14530 GGPS6 -
AT3G14550 GGPS7 -
AT3G20160 GGPS8 -
AT3G29430 GGPS9 -
AT3G32040 GGPS10 -
AT4G17190 FPS1 A21N001
AT4G36810 GGPS11 A10N118
AT4G38460 GGR -
AT5G47770 FPS2 A21N001
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Tandem duplicate Reference
C
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
- Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Herde et al., 2008 
Yes Chen et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Yamaguchi et al., 1998 
Yes Dal Bosco et al., 2003 
- Bohlmann et al., 2000 
Yes Dal Bosco et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Chen et al., 2003 
Yes Chen et al., 2004 
Yes Chen et al., 2004 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Dal Bosco et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
- Mann et al., 2010 
Yes Ro et al., 2006 
Yes Ro et al., 2006 
Yes Aubourg et al., 1997
Yes Huang et al., 2010 
Yes Fäldt et al., 2003 
Yes Lange et al., 2003 
Yes Tholl and Lee, 2011 
Yes Dal Bosco et al., 2003 
- Chen et al., 2003 
- Tholl et al., 2005 
Yes Dal Bosco et al., 2003 
C
 for a comprehensive review, see Tholl and Lee, 2011 and Phillips et al., 2008)
AT5G48110 TPS20 -
A 
TAIR10, www.arabidopsis.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014
B
 Ohnolog pair according to Bowers et al., 2003 [8]
D
assosciation of AtDXS3  to MEP pathway is subject of scientific debate (see Phillips et al., 2008)
AT5G23960 TPS21 -
AT5G44630 TPS11 A21N124
AT4G20210 TPS8 A21N124
AT4G20230 TPS9 -
AT4G16740 TPS3 -
AT4G20200 TPS7 -
AT4G15870 TPS1 -
AT4G16730 TPS2 -
AT4G13280 TPS12 -
AT4G13300 TPS13 -
AT3G32030 TPS30 -
AT4G02780 TPS31 -
AT3G29190 TPS15 -
AT3G29410 TPS25 -
AT3G25830 TPS23 -
AT3G29110 TPS16 -
AT3G25810 TPS24 -
AT3G25820 TPS27 -
AT3G14520 TPS18 -
AT3G14540 TPS19 -
AT2G24210 TPS10 -
AT3G14490 TPS17 -
AT1G79460 TPS32 -
AT2G23230 TPS05 -
AT1G66020 TPS26 -
AT1G70080 TPS6 -
AT1G61120 TPS4 -
AT1G61680 TPS14 -
AT1G33750 TPS22 -
AT1G48800 TPS28 -
TABLE 1A (continued) .- The published terpenoid biosynthetic module in Arabidopsis . Gene abbreviations are 
adapted from the Arabidopsis  Information Resource
A
.
Gene ID Annotation Bowers pair
B
Core terpene synthases
AT1G31950 TPS29 -
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To account for the whole range of sequence diversity found among Arabidopsis terpenoid 
biosynthetic genes, we merged tables 1A and B and obtained pool of 85 genes putatively involved in 
all Col-0 terpenoid biosynthetic modules (“extended set”) (sum of all Col-0 gene entries in 
supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). Initially, we dissected all members into 
three groups based on putative affiliation with a certain module (fig. 1): (a) prenyltransferases and 
triterpene-specific synthases, (b) core terpene synthases and (c) genes involved in MEP and MVA 
pathways including IPP isomerases, respectively. Visual comparison of duplicate fractions revealed 
striking differences between the subsets but also when comparing to the fraction of duplicates 
among all protein-coding genes (fig. 2). For the whole set of 85 genes, we found a 68%-fraction of 
tandem duplicate supergene clusters and a 15%-fraction of ohnolog duplicate pairs (fig. 2A, table 2 
and table 3). For subgroup (a), we report a 70%-fraction of tandem duplicate supergenes and a 13%-
fraction of ohnolog duplicate copies (fig. 2B). In contrast, 94% of subgroup (b) comprise members of 
tandem arrays, while the ohnologs fraction drops to 6% (fig. 2C, table 2 and table 3). Interestingly, 
subgroup (c) contains only 16% of tandem duplicate genes but a 27% fraction of genes retained after 
ancient polyploidy events (fig. 2D). 
In summary, we reported a connection to biosynthesis of mono-, di- and sesquiterpenes for 19 
additional genes in Arabidopsis that are homologous to but absent from the published set of 
terpenoid biosynthetic genes. Likewise, we showed an asymmetric distribution of duplicates among 
genes involved in different modules of terpenoid biosynthesis in Arabidopsis. 
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 FIG. 2.—Circos ideogram showing 5 Arabidopsis chromosomes with the extended set of genes associated with 
major terpenoid biosynthetic modules. A. Gene inventory of the complete terpenoid biosynthetic pathway 
after initial expansion of published modules. Tandem duplicate supergenes are marked in red. Singletons are 
marked in green. Ohnolog duplicate gene pairs are marked in blue. Central pie chart shows a 68% tandem 
duplicate supergenes fraction. B. Subset of prenyltransferases and specific triterpene synthases marked in 
yellow. Central pie chart shows a 70% tandem duplicate supergenes fraction. C. Subset of core terpene 
synthase (TPS) genes marked in bright green. Central pie chart shows an 84% tandem duplicate supergenes 
fraction. D. Subset of genes associated with MEP and MVA pathways, including IPP isomerases, marked in blue. 
Central pie chart shows a 16% tandem duplicate supergenes fraction.  
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Gene ID Annotation Description
A Tandem duplicate Bowers pair
B
Reference
C
AT4G15560 DXPS2 Desoxy-xylulosephosphate synthase 2 Yes A15N013
Triterpene-specific synthases
AT1G6273
0
- N/A; Squalene/phytoene synthase No -
AT1G66960 LUP5 Lupeol synthase 5 Yes -
AT1G78480 - N/A; Prenyltransferase/squalene oxidase Yes -
AT1G78500 PEN6 Pentacyclic triterpene synthase 6 Yes -
AT1G78950 LUP4 Lupeol synthase 4 Yes -
AT1G78955 CAMS1 Camelliol synthase 1 Yes -
AT1G78960 LUP2 Lupeol synthase 2 Yes -
AT1G78970 LUP1 Lupeol synthase 1 Yes -
AT3G29255 - N/A; Squalene cyclase (InterPro:IPR018333)Yes -
AT2G07050 CAS1 Cycloartenol synthase 1 - -
AT3G45130 LAS1 Lanosterol synthase 1 - -
AT4G15340 PEN1 Pentacyclic triterpene synthase 1 Yes -
AT4G15370 PEN2 Pentacyclic triterpene synthase 2 Yes -
AT5G36150 PEN3 Pentacyclic triterpene synthase 3 - -
AT5G42600 MRN1 Marernal Synthase 1 - -
AT5G48010 THAS1 Thalianol Synthase 1 Yes -
Function not clear
AT1G48820 - N/A; tandem duplicate of TPS28 Yes -
AT2G37140 - N/A; best BLAST hit is TPS1 - -
TABLE 1B.- The extended terpenoid phenotypic module in Arabidopsis, including triterpene- specific (C30) 
synthases. Three letter gene abbreviations are adapted from the Arabidopsis  Information Resource
a
.
B 
Ohnolog pair according to Bowers et al., 2003 [8]
C
 for a comprehensive review, see Tholl and Lee, 2011 [30]
A 
TAIR10, www.arabidopsis.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014
Lange et al., 2003
Lange et al., 2003
Benveniste et al., 2002
Benveniste et al., 2002
Husselstein-Muller et al., 2001
Husselstein-Muller et al., 2001
Husselstein-Muller et al., 2001
this manuscript
Lange et al., 2003
Benveniste et al., 2002
Kushiro et al., 1998
Herrera et al., 1998
Herrera et al., 1998 
Hanada et al., 2010
Husselstein-Muller et al., 2001
Benveniste et al., 2002
Wang et al., 2008
Herrera et al., 1998
Methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway 
Lange et al., 2003
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TABLE 2.- Tandem Duplicates fractions among terpenoid specialized biosynthetic module in 13A genomes. Red indicates absence of tandem 
duplicates. Green indicates signif icant enrichment compared to genome-w ide tandem duplicate fraction based on fisher's exact test on count 
data (p-value threshold: 0.01). For absolute gene numbers and p-values, see Supplementary Table 5. 
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A. thaliana 15% 94% 0% 33% 0% 73% 68% 68%
B. rapa 20% 51% 0% 7% 0% 42% 40% 33%
T. hasslerania 17% 62% 18% 7% 0% 53% 20% 37%
C. papaya 17% 52% 0% 0% 0% 0% 54% 32%
C. sinensis 44% 37% 50% 56% 100% 25% 37% 39%
E. grandis 33% 73% 18% 19% 0% 60% 75% 63%
G. max 73% 42% 12% 0% 50% 7% 33% 20%
V. vinifera 32% 91% 21% 35% 0% 0% 96% 78%
S. lycopersicum 28% 80% 0% 13% 50% 55% 55% 56%
S. tuberosum 51% 51% 0% 21% 0% 0% 25% 36%
S. bicolor 35% 68% 20% 0% 0% 14% 76% 52%
Z. mays 44% 42% 31% 40% 33% 10% 58% 40%
A. trichopoda 24% 57% 18% 0% 0% 0% 67% 34%
AverageB 32% 59% 13% 17% 17% 25% 53% 46%
AC. Sativa, L. sativa and N. benthamiana and C. gynandra are excluded from this analysis due to technical reasons
 (see Materials & Methods section)
BAverages based on numbers of tandem and singleton genes, not on pentages values since gene counts in  subsets are not equal
Table 3.- Ohnolog duplicates fractions among the terpenoid specialized biosynthetic module in 13A genomes. Red indicates absence 
of ohnolog duplicates. Green indicates above-average fraction of ohnolog duplicates compared to the genome-wide background. 
For absolute values, see Supplementary Table 5. 
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A. thaliana 22% bit.ly/1t7DH7A 6% 13% 22% 100% 33% 5% 15%
B. rapa 53% bit.ly/1uVTlHt 26% 54% 73% 100% 74% 33% 49%
T. hasslerania 48% bit.ly/1r0khkj 26% 27% 60% 100% 47% 45% 40%
C. papaya 7% bit.ly/1yt11Ap 0% 0% 0% 0% 17% 0% 2%
C. sinensis 6% bit.ly/1xRKTJh 3% 0% 22% 0% 0% 0% 3%
E. grandis 18% bit.ly/1p2oGrm 10% 0% 50% 0% 0% 0% 11%
G. max 62% bit.ly/1yt2QNw 48% 56% 85% 100% 53% 27% 57%
V. vinifera 22% bit.ly/1uefADr 2% 0% 15% 0% 40% 0% 4%
S. lycopersicum 19% bit.ly/1xsTXoT 14% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 12%
S. tuberosum 11% bit.ly/1yWDKGZ 4% 0% 17% 0% 0% 0% 6%
S. bicolor 23% bit.ly/1xRLLxE 0% 0% 27% 0% 29% 20% 11%
Z. mays 27% bit.ly/11xv3rs 8% 23% 55% 66% 60% 16% 28%
A. trichopoda 7% bit.ly/1x3SpxM 0% 1% 17% 0% 33% 0% 8%
AverageB 28% 10% 19% 42% 48% 33% 10% 18%
AC. sativa  and L. sativa , N. benthamiana  and C. gynandra  are excluded from this analysis due to technical restrictions
BAverages based on numbers of tandem and singleton genes, not on percentages values since gene count in  subsets is not equal
Cl ink to the CoGe platform for comparative genomics for online-regeneration of the analysis for ohnolog identification
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Protein domain annotation of extended genes set associated with all terpenoid biosynthetic 
modules in Arabidopsis 
Increasing phylogenetic distance of plant species can lead to increased sequence diversity in 
homologs while the broad class of biological function remains unchanged [1,104]. For example, 
amino acid substitutions within the same chemical group (i.e. aliphatic, aromatic) may have little or 
no effects on protein function, but may result in decreased accuracy in orthologous and paralogous 
gene detection by sequence homology (such as BLAST) [90,105,106]. We therefore performed 
Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM)-driven protein motif searches and annotation among all subsets 
of genes involved in the extended set of Col-0 terpenoid biosynthetic genes in order to screen for 
additional homologs (see Materials & Methods section). Briefly, we submitted all 85 target 
sequences to the “Interpro5” algorithm that performs parallelized prediction of protein domains 
(see Materials & Methods section) [91,107-109]. This is based on machine learning for pattern 
recognition rather than direct sequence comparisons. As the “training” dataset for domain 
modelling for the submitted protein sequences, Interpro5 uses the HMM-generated profiles of all 
protein motif entries and associated sequences present within the pfam and various other databases 
[110]. Notably, benchmarking of profile HMMs and the BLAST algorithm previously revealed a higher 
sensitivity of HMM-based methods that is mirrored by an increased alignment quality [111]. 
As a result of HMM-driven protein domain annotation, we obtained a collection of all motifs 
encoded by all genes present in the initial set (table 4). First, we pooled all terpenoid pathway-
associated genes from the extended set into (a) core-TPS proteins, (b) IPP isomerases, (c) genes 
involved in the MEP pathway, (d) MVA pathway-associated proteins, (e) prenyltransferases as well 
as (f) triterpene-specific synthases and subjected all six sets to the Interpro5 algorithm [91], thereby 
querying a total of 14 protein motif databases. Five among those recognized motifs shared by every 
single member of at least 2 pools and were selected for further analysis: Interpro, Pfam, Panther, 
Gene3D as well as Superfamily [107,110,112-114] (table 4). In a next step, we screened for protein 
motif entries within these 5 databases that are specific for any of the 6 aforementioned subsets of 
genes associated with all Col-0 terpenoid biosynthetic modules (supplementary table 1, 
Supplementary Material online). Interestingly, our approach identified 38 domains associated with 
more than one subgroup due to accurate modelling of protein domain signatures (table 4). Those 
were found either for both core-TPS proteins and prenyltransferases, or for both core-TPS genes and 
triterpene-specific synthases. Together with the sequence homology determined in the initial BLAST 
screen that formed the extended set of Col-0 target genes, this illustrates that those gene families 
are similar in terms of both sequence and domain structure as described above and hence might 
share a common evolutionary origin and function (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material 
online). As a result, it is not possible to affiliate one distinct homologous genes to one of these three 
subsets based on domain composition in every case without functional data at hand, also when 
utilizing specific combinations of two or more domains. In summary, we performed in-depth 
investigation of protein domains among all enzymes involved in every Arabidopsis terpenoid 
biosynthetic module, thereby curating a set of all detectable domains involved in the terpenoid 
biosynthetic pathway within the Arabidopsis model plant. 
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Annotation of genes in all terpenoid biosynthetic modules across 17 target species based on both 
sequence homology and protein domain composition
 
We obtained a list of 1,904 protein-coding genes with putative annotation to a terpenoid 
biosynthetic module. To cross-reference every member to one of the six designated functional 
modules (fig. 1), we mapped all aforementioned protein motifs onto all target genes. For genes with 
ambiguous domain composition (i.e. presence of 38 domains without clear referencing to one 
functional module within the terpenoid biosynthesis, see above), we used the annotation of its 
highest-scoring target sequence alignment in Arabidopsis. Depending on sequence homology as well 
as on presence/absence of the aforementioned module-specific protein domains (supplementary 
table 1, Supplementary Material online), we describe a total of 840 core terpene synthase genes 
(shown red in fig. 1), 190 prenyltransferases (shown in green in fig. 1), 338 triterpene-specific 
synthases (shown in blue in fig. 1) as well as 219 and 278 genes associated with the MEP (shown in 
purple in fig. 1) and MVA pathways (shown in black in fig. 1), respectively. Likewise, we found a total 
of 39 IPP isomerases (shown in turquois in fig. 1), summing up to 1,904 target genes in total (fig. 3). 
Please note that all sequence identifiers are appended in (supplementary table 2, Supplementary 
Material online).  
 
Database Predicted domains
Predicted  domains specific 
for functional module
Genes with predicted 
domains
Genes with module-
specific domains
Interpro 64 49 85 48
Panther 20 18 85 59
Pfam 25 17 85 43
Superfamily 16 10 84 11
Gene3D 16 9 83 10
Total 141 (100%) 103 of 141 (73%) 85 of 85 (100%) 59 of 85 (69%)
A 85 target genes in the extended set of Arabidopsis  terpenoid biosynthetic genes
TABLE 4.- Overview  of protein domain annotation for the extended set of  Arabidopsis  terpenoid biosynthetic genesA
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FIG. 3.—Illustration showing the complete set of genes associated with all terpenoid biosynthetic modules 
identified in this study across 17 genome assemblies, based on the HMM-generated profiles of table 4. For 
core-TPS genes, numbers of previously published full-length target genes is included if available. Asterisks 
indicate number of previously identified full-length TPS open reading frames and hence putative number of 
functional terpene synthase enzymes. Incomplete protein fragments are not included. 
Compared to the total number of protein-coding genes present in the genome, V. vinifera (grapevine) 
possesses the most expanded inventory of terpenoid biosynthetic genes including all modules, but 
also for individual modules like core terpene synthases, triterpene-specific synthases and both MEP 
and MVA pathways. In contrast, the highest number of prenyltransferases relative to the total 
number of protein-coding genes is encoded by the C4-species C. gynandra. The small gene family of 
IPP isomerases is most abundant (i.e. target gene count compared to number of all genes per 
genome) in B. rapa. Note that the B. rapa genome possesses the highest syntenic depth level among 
all species analyzed in this study (supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online).  
In contrast, the basal Angiosperm A. trichopoda possesses the leanest inventory relative to the 
number of all protein-coding genes when looking at all terpenoid biosynthetic modules. Same counts 
for triterpene-specific synthases and for genes associated with the MVA pathway. For core-TPS 
genes, the G. max (soybean) genome encodes the smaller relative number of proteins. For 
prenyltransferases, we found that the L. sativa genome encodes the smallest relative number. In 
contrast, the MEP pathway in S. tuberosum (potato) recruits the lowest number of genes compared 
to all of its protein-coding genes. Finally, we found the lowest relative number of IPP isomerases 
within the C. papaya genome (supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online). In summary, 
we provide evidence for annotation of 1,904 genes to every major module of terpenoid biosynthesis 
within 17 target genomes, many of which have not been connected to this trait so far. Similar to 
functional annotation of the Arabidopsis genome, computational inferences of gene function 
comprise an important step for the future collection of functional data in wet-lab experiments [75]. 
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General and subset-specific cross-referencing of supergene clusters and ohnolog duplicates to 
terpenoid biosynthetic elements among all species 
After curating a set of 1,904 target genes across 17 species, we first scored supergenes organized in 
tandem arrays as well as ohnolog duplicates due to polyploidy events. Second, we compared the 
obtained duplicate fractions between all six modules of terpenoid biosynthesis. For detection of 
potential enrichment or depletion of duplicate frequencies within these subsets, a species-wise 
comparison to the genome-wide average of tandem/ohnolog duplicates fraction was necessary. Due 
to technical reasons, these genome-wide fractions can’t be accurately determined for C. gynandra, N. 
benthamiana, C. sativa and L. sativa (for Cannabis and Lactuca, non-redundant RNAseq data are 
available only whereas the C. gynandra and N. benthamiana assemblies are highly fragmented, 
leading to a highly error-prone determination of genome-wide duplicates fractions, see Materials & 
Methods section). Therefore, our genome-wide analysis of duplicates fractions was restricted to 13 
genome assemblies.  
On average, 46% of all curated genes associated with terpenoid biosynthesis comprise supergenes 
with duplicates organized in tandem arrays. Compared to the 32% average observed for the 
genome-wide tandem duplicate fraction determined across the 13 genome assemblies subjected to 
this part of our analysis, our results highlight a significant enrichment of supergene clusters for 
terpenoid biosynthetic genes according to statistical analysis based on Fisher’s exact test on count 
data (table 2, supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online). Next, we investigated the 
species-wise fractions of tandem duplicates among all identified terpenoid biosynthetic genes for 
comparison to the respective genome-wide background. Similar to our findings for genome-wide 
tandem duplicate fractions across all analyzed genomes, the significant enrichment for supergene 
clusters holds up for all organisms except C. sinensis, G. max, Z. mays and A. trichopoda (table 2). 
However, comparison of duplicate frequencies within different functional modules of terpenoid 
biosynthesis across the 13 genomes subjected to tandem duplicate analysis did reveal certain 
subsets that are enriched for duplicates (five genomes were not applicable to this analysis due to 
technical reasons, see above). For example, triterpene-specific synthases are significantly enriched 
for tandem arrayed supergenes compared to the genome-wide background in G. max. Similarly, 
core-TPS genes are enriched for tandem duplicates compared to genome-wide average in the basal 
angiosperm A. trichopoda (table 2). We have found that only Citrus and maize lack significant 
enrichment for tandem duplicates among all subsets of genes involved in terpenoid biosynthesis. 
Based on the enriched fraction of tandem duplicates specific for certain terpenoid biosynthetic 
modules, we deducted a general pattern. Both core-TPS genes and triterpene-specific synthases 
were found to be significantly more enriched for tandem duplicates across most of the analyzed 
species, whereas MEP and MVA pathways as well as IPP isomerase functions retained few or no 
supergene clusters within most analyzed species (table 2, supplementary table 4, Supplementary 
Material online).  
In a next step, we determined the cumulative fraction of duplicate genes retained after ancient 
polyploidy events (ohnologs). Similar to the analysis of tandem duplicates, ohnolog identification 
relies on gene contextual information and is hence not applicable to highly fragmented gene-space 
assemblies or translated transcriptome datasets (see above) [4,89]. Please note that we appended 
URLs for online-regeneration of ohnolog identification in 13 genomes out of 17 genomes (table 3). 
We again measured genome-wide averages wherever possible and compared them to the fractions 
among all subsets as described above for tandem duplicate supergenes (table 3). On average, 18% of 
all genes associated with all modules of terpenoid biosynthesis comprise ohnolog duplicate gene 
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copies. Compared to the 28% fraction of genome-wide ohnolog merged across all analyzed species, 
Fisher’s exact test on count data indicates absence of significant ohnolog enrichment for this set 
(supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). In contrast, species-wise analysis revealed 
a significant enrichment of ohnologs among all terpenoid biosynthetic genes identified in Z. mays 
(table 3). Moreover, analysis of species-specific ohnolog distributions among different terpenoid 
biosynthetic modules highlighted differential trends. In essence, we revealed patterns of above-
average ohnolog retention opposite to those described for tandem duplicates. For example, dosage-
independent modules like core-TPS synthases and triterpene-specific synthases contain below-
average ohnolog fractions in all analyzed species (table 3), while recruiting highest fractions of 
supergene clusters as shown above (table 2).Strikingly, genes associated with dosage-dependent 
modules like the MVA pathway and IPP isomerases show the highest fractions of ohnolog duplicates 
merged across all genomes (table 3). In contrast, both subsets include low fractions of tandem 
duplicates compared to other subsets (table 2).  
However, ohnolog fractions of dosage-dependent modules vary greatly between different species in 
many cases. The small gene family of IPP isomerases, for example, consists of 100% ohnolog 
duplicates within Arabidopsis, Brassica, Tarenaya as well as Glycine. In contrast, we did not detect 
retained ohnologs within this gene families within Carica, Citrus, Eucalyptus, Vitis, all analyzed 
Solanaceae as well as Sorghum based on the applied preferences. This is likely due to technical 
reasons (see Materials & Methods section). Briefly, the scoring method of SynMap depends on 
presence of long colinear regions and hence the N50 value indicating the “fragmentation” of the 
assembly. This means that false-negatives are more likely scored in genomes with many short 
scaffolds compared to few in the size-range of chromosome pseudo-molecules, due to the lack of 
information on the relative order of scaffolds.  
In summary, we showed above-average fractions of ohnologs combined with below-average 
fractions of supergene clusters recruited by two dosage-dependent terpenoid biosynthetic modules 
(IPP isomerases and genes involved in the MVA pathway) (table 2, table 3). In addition, we revealed 
a below-average rate of ohnolog retention combined with a significantly increased rate of tandem 
duplicates for stoichiometrically insensitive genes (i.e. genes that are not acting in a dosage-
dependent way) like core-terpene synthases as well as triterpene-specific synthases.  
Identification and phylogenetic analysis of key genes controlling isoprenoid profiles and trichome 
density 
The aforementioned biosynthetic inventory of all plant terpenoid biosynthetic modules is necessary 
and sufficient for production of related compounds with designated biochemical function. However, 
some terpenoids are autotoxic and can only be produced in high amounts in specialized hair-like 
aerial structures termed glandular trichomes [56,115] where they are stored or secreted to the 
surface in order to facilitate ecological interactions (i.e. repelling herbivores or attracting beneficial 
organisms). Biogenesis and distribution of trichomes is controlled by various biosynthetic and 
regulatory processes, often mediated by pleiotropic genes [116,117]. In this context, it has recently 
become evident that trichome density on the leaf surface is amongst other factors influenced by a 
class of pleiotropic genes that also catalyzes the entry step to the MEP pathway [34]. In tomato, two 
deoxy-xylulosephosphate synthase genes (DXS) have previously been identified. Interestingly, 
differential and tissue-specific expression was observed: While DXS1 is ubiquitously expressed, DXS2 
was found to be abundant in only a few tissues including trichomes. Reduction of DXS2 expression in 
cultivated tomato led to an increase in glandular trichome density [51]. To identify additional DXS-
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like homologs, we screened our curated genes set and found evidence for 79 encoded proteins 
within all genomes subjected to our analysis (fig. 4, supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material 
online). In addition, we included four DXS-like genes that were previously identified in the moss 
Physcomitrella patens to reconstruct the evolutionary history of all 83 target genes during 
Angiosperm radiation [52,118]. 
 
 
FIG. 4.—Phylogenetic relationships among 83 DXS-like proteins. Brassicaceae and Cleomaceae are marked in 
blue. Solanaceae are marked in red. Proteins encoded in the basal Angiosperm Amborella are marked in green. 
The moss Physcomitrella comprises the outgroup and is marked in yellow. DXS-like genes group in three 
distinct clades since the origin of Angiosperms. Notably, all analyzed Brassicaceae have lost DXS2-like genes. 
However, the model plant Arabidopsis contains one highly diverged member of clade two that groups closer to 
clade one than to any other clade two homologs (marked by black arrow). 
As previously reported, the Physcomitrella DXS-like genes form a monophyletic clade that groups 
distant to all other analyzed Angiosperm target genes. Strikingly, we have identified multiple gene 
family members that remained un-characterized within all other analyzed annotations except maize. 
Within the Angiosperm clades, we found that DXS-like genes always group in three distinct clades 
that form monophyletic groups rooted by basal members present in the Amborella genome (fig. 4), 
which is commonly placed at or near the base of the flowering plant lineage [71,119]. Within those 
clades, we observed grouping of closely related species consistent with the evident phylogenetic 
relationships of these species as a whole (fig. 4). However, our analysis also revealed clade-specific 
differences. First, we did not detect any proteins grouping to clade three within the non-redundant 
Cannabis transcriptome (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). Second, whereas 
most organisms encode at least one member of every clade, Brassicaceae and Cleomaceae have lost 
DXS-like genes belonging to clade two (fig. 4, supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material 
online). Interestingly, the model plant Arabidopsis forms the only exception, because it possesses 
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one DXS2 locus (AtDXS2/AtDXL1 or AT3G21500) that is highly diverged from any other members 
present in that clade (marked by black arrow in fig. 4). Our analysis revealed that AtDXS2 forms a 
basal sister to all other clade two members and groups closer to its clade one ortholog present in the 
basal Angiosperm Amborella compared to any other clade two members. Note that first evidence 
supports functional specialization at both the expression and biochemical level within the plant DXS 
family in Arabidopsis (see introduction section) [52]. In this context, the authors reveal the 
occurrence and putative relevance of lineage-speciﬁc gene duplications. Therefore, the plant DXS 
family emerges as an interesting model to examine the molecular evolutionary basis of plant 
secondary metabolism diversiﬁcation, giving rise to further investigation of this gene family in a 
broader phylogenomics framework, as we presented in this study. 
Next, we assessed the contribution of gene and genome duplication to DXS-like gene family 
composition among four further genome annotations with most accurate determination of ohnolog 
blocks (table 5). To our knowledge, the contribution of genome duplication to DXS-like family 
evolution has previously not been assessed to that extend. For A. thaliana, B. rapa, T. hasslerania 
and G. max, we found 24 DXS-like genes in total, organized in eight duplicate groups (defined as set 
of genes comprising descendants from one distinct ancestral singleton due to one or more rounds of 
duplication) and distributed across all three DXS-like clades (fig. 4, supplementary table 5, 
Supplementary Material online). Strikingly, 100% of those are due to ancient polyploidy events, 
either directly when forming pairs (WGD) or triplets (WGT) of ohnolog copies or indirectly when 
forming tandem- or transposition duplicates (GTD) of ohnolog group members (table 5). In A. 
thaliana, for example, DXS1 (AT4G15560) and DXS2 (AT3G21500) form the ohnolog duplicate gene 
pair A15N013, dating back to the At-α WGD event [8,72] (tables 1A, B). The encoded proteins share 
78.8% of protein sequence similarity (table 5). Likewise, the corresponding genes are differentially 
expressed and pleiotropic (see introduction section; i.e. involved in terpenoid biosynthesis, plastid 
development and trichome formation [34,52,53,120,121]). Further analysis of DXS3 (AT5G11380) 
indicated its putative origin due to gene transposition duplication of DXS1. First, both genes form a 
highest-scoring sequence pair based on our BLAST analysis after removal of self-hits in Arabidopsis 
(see Materials & Methods section). Second, both genes are embedded in a non-syntenic genomic 
regions that contain remnants of transposon-like sequences (fig. 5). Considering the increased 
phylogenetic distance between this pair of genes and its reduced degree of protein sequence 
similarity (table 5) compared to the pair of DXS1/DXS2 (fig. 4), this illustrates that genetic versatility 
within the Arabidopsis DXS family was further leveraged by a gene transposition duplication (GTD). 
Taken together, these results give rise to the onset of functional diversification of the A15N013 
ohnolog pair following the At-α WGD event in Brassicaceae (see Discussion section). Similarly, short 
sequence duplication may have contributed to functional diversification of DXS-like genes. Based on 
those results, we further assessed the impact of various duplication modes to all other identified 
DXS-like genes in all analyzed genome assemblies including analysis of expression and sequence 
diversity. 
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Initially, we assessed divergence levels among both pairs of DXS-like protein sequences and 
compared those following various modes of duplication by testing for differential and tissue-specific 
expression of all three DXS-like genes in Arabidopsis. Please note that glandular trichomes are 
absent in the model plant [122]. Notably, DXS1 is the only member of its gene family that is 
annotated to “trichome specific up-regulation” in the plant ontology database (PO:0000282) [123-
125]. However, we confirmed expression of all three loci in Arabidopsis non-glandular trichomes 
(and various other tissue types) based on publically available microarray data [94]. Furthermore, we 
uncovered consistent patterns of differential expression across several tissue types. Compared to 
housekeeping gene expression, DXS1 transcript are most abundant in all analyzed tissues. The 
ohnolog duplicate DXS2 shows lowest expression levels, whereas the transposed duplicate DXS3 
forms an intermediate across all analyzed tissues (fig. 6). 
To assess and compare DXS-like gene family divergence in further species, we have performed two 
separate approaches. First, we performed DXS-like gene expression analysis. Second, we assessed 
Species Gene Identifier Clade
Origin of 
Duplication
Duplicate 
Group
SimilarityB to 
Duplicate copy
IdentityB to 
Duplicate copy
A. thaliana AT3G21500 1 At-α WGD (A15N013) 1
A. thaliana AT4G15560 1 At-α WGD (A15N013) 1
A. thaliana AT5G11380 3 GTD (AT4G15560)C 1 68.6% 53.3%
B. rapa Bra001832 1 Br-α WGTD 2 77.9% - 81.8% 73.4% - 77.3%
B. rapa Bra012779 1 Br-α WGT 2
B. rapa Bra033495 1 Br-α WGT 2
B. rapa Bra008967 3 GTD (Bra033495)C 2 67.0% 52.6%
T. hasslerania Th2v17645 3 Tandem (Th2v17646)E 3
T. hasslerania Th2v17646 3 Tandem (Th2v17645)E 3
T. hasslerania Th2v18234 1 Th-α WGTD 4 92.4% - 93.3% 88.8% - 89.5%
T. hasslerania Th2v26234 1 Th-α WGT 4
T. hasslerania Th2v25487 1 Th-α WGT 4
G. max Glyma07g38260 1 Glycine  WGD (I) 5
G. max Glyma17g02480 1 Glycine  WGD (I) 5
G. max Glyma15g10610 1 Glycine  WGD (I) 5
G. max Glyma13g28470 1 Glycine  WGD (I) 5
G. max Glyma04g07400 3 Glycine  WGD (II) 6
G. max Glyma06g07491 3 Glycine  WGD (II) 6
G. max Glyma17g07400 2 Glycine  WGD (III) 7
G. max Glyma13g01280 2 Glycine  WGD (III) 7
G. max Glyma18g28830 2 Glycine  WGD (IV) 8
G. max Glyma08g37670 2 Glycine  WGD (IV) 8
G. max Glyma08g37680 2 Tandem (Glyma08g37670) 8 97.6% 96.1%
G. max Glyma09g33320 2 Segmental (Glyma08g37670)F 8 92.2% 86.5%
- - - - average 77.6% 73.4%
B Based on encoded protein sequence
E Note significant length difference of both genes in this array; low similarity and identity scores indicate annotation error dividing one 
ORF  into two neighbouring genes.  Both values are exluded for calculation of average.
 sufficient  to cover the synthenic depth of this genome (i.e. no WGT evident).
TABLE 5.- Overview of gene and genome duplication responsible for DXS -like cluster extension; shown are all target genes for four 
genomesA
78.8% 72.5%
92.0% 93.7%
4.3% 6.5%
87.6% 83.9%
94.4% 91.7%
51.7% 48.9%
A Analysis restricted to Genomes with most accurate identification of ohnologs due to technical limitation
C Origin of GTD Duplicate based on lowest blastp e-value for alignment to other family members
D Embedded in most fractionated subgenome; similarity and identity scores shown relative to ohnologs in both other subgenomes
F Gene scored as Segmental Duplicate due to high synteny score of harbouring region while other members of duplicate group are 
97.0% 94.3%
45.4% 44.8%
96.8% 94.1%
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and compared the protein sequence identities of DXS-like duplicate groups due to different 
duplication events. 
Gene duplication can result in transposition of the novel duplicate copy to a distant genomic location, 
leading to the presence of other cis-acting elements including promotors or enhancers that influence 
gene expression [126,127]. This results in sub-functionalization of segregants on the expression level. 
To extend the aforementioned findings concerning sub-functionalization of DXS genes in A. thaliana, 
we have tested expression of S. lycopersicum target genes in every clade. In addition to increased 
expression of DXS2 in trichomes and global expression of DXS1 that was previously made evident [51] 
(fig. 7), we have uncovered that transcript levels of DXS3 are almost 2-fold higher in trichomes 
compared to any other analyzed tissue type (fig. 8).  
In addition to frequent changes in gene expression, recent analysis revealed an accelerated rate of 
amino acid changes when comparing ohnolog duplicates to their paralogs [128]. High rates of amino 
acid substitutions lead to decreased levels of protein sequence identities when comparing gene 
copies due to different duplication modes. For example, polyploidy facilitated rapid diversification of 
protein sequences and sub-functionalization on a biochemical level in several cases, including 
glucosinolate biosynthesis, resistance proteins of the NB-LRR type as well as L-type lectin receptor-
like kinases [25,26,129]. In all three cases, functional diversification among certain duplicate pairs 
correlates with differentially decreased protein sequence identities when comparing “novel” gene 
copies due to certain duplication events. Therefore, we assessed protein sequence similarity/identity 
among all other seven DXS-like duplicate groups (i.e. sets of genes due to duplication of one distinct 
ancestral singleton), thereby screening for indications of putative sub- or neo-functionalization 
(table 5). Values for protein sequence similarity (identity) range from 45.4% (44.8%) (G. max, 
duplicate group 7) to 96.8% (94.1%) (G. max, duplicate group 8). In summary, DXS-like proteins share 
an average of 77.6% (73.4%) for sequence similarity (identity) among all groups, thereby reaching a 
cumulative divergence level similar to that observed in A. thaliana, for which data on differential 
target gene expression following gene and genome duplication are available (see above).  
In summary, we have analyzed three clades of DXS-like genes present in every analyzed genome 
annotation. We have assessed differential and tissue-specific expression for two distant lineages, 
thereby collecting indications for putative sub-functionalization following gene and genome 
duplication within this group of target genes. To further support this hypothesis, more sequence and 
expression data are necessary from basal angiosperms in order to facilitate comparison of the 
observed profiles in a more ancestral state. 
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FIG. 5.—(B)LastZ two-way multiple alignment of 40kb-windows harboring the putative Arabidopsis gene 
transposition duplicate gene pair DXS3 (AT5G11380) (upper lane, marked in purple) and DXS1 (AT4G15560) 
(lower lane, marked in purple). Non-syntenic coding sequences are marked in green. Both duplicate copies 
form a highest-scoring sequence pair (marked in turquoise). Transposon-like sequences are marked in orange. 
Pseudogenes are marked in blue. Analysis can be regenerated online following the CoGe link 
https://genomevolution.org/r/eooq (last accessed on December 13
th
, 2014). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 6.—Comparative tissue-specific expression of all Arabidopsis DXS-like genes relative to the bHLH 
housekeeping gene. Values comprise averages of four independent ATH1 microarray experiments (Experiment 
ID: E-MEXP-2008, see Materials & Methods section). Notably, DXS1 is the only member with annotation to 
“trichome” plant ontology (PO:0000282). The error bars represent the standard error.  
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FIG. 7.—Transcript levels of S. lycopersicum DXS-like genes in different parts of the plant (leaves, 
roots, stems, stems without (W/O) trichomes, and isolated stem trichomes) relative to those of the 
reference gene RCE1 (Solyc10g039370.1.1). Transcript levels were determined by real-time qPCR 
with four biological and three technical replicates for each biological sample. The error bars 
represent the standard error.  
 
 
 
 
FIG. 8.—Transcript levels of the S. lycopersicum DXS3 gene in different parts of the plant (leaves, 
roots, stems, stems without (W/O) trichomes, and isolated stem trichomes) relative to those of the 
reference gene RCE1 (Solyc10g039370.1.1). Transcript levels were determined by real-time qPCR with 
four biological replicates and three technical replicates for each biological sample. The error bars 
represent the standard error. 
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DISCUSSION 
A combination of synteny, sequence similarity and protein domain modelling facilitates large-scale 
gene identification and novel annotations in all modules of terpenoid biosynthesis  
In a genome informatics approach, we combined a novel and easy-to-follow meta-method for gene 
and supergene cluster identification with a custom pipeline for de novo protein annotation for large-
scale identification of biosynthetic elements associated with plant secondary metabolism. The 
method provided in this article is novel because it integrates information provided by the genomic 
location of target genes to information on sequence homology and to the information on encoded 
protein domain composition. Our method can be applied to a collection of final stage genome 
annotations, early-stage gene-space assemblies as well as non-redundant transcriptomes, thereby 
facilitating uniform standards for gene identification. In this context, we analyzed various datasets of 
different quality for a flowering-plant wide comparative survey of genes building up a major 
pathway of plant specialized metabolism. In summary, we curated a set of genes associated with all 
modules of terpenoid biosynthesis and determined key factors shaping metabolic diversification in 
an Angiosperm-wide scale. 
First, we investigated 17 species including twelve major crops. During this initial part of our analysis, 
we discovered previously uncharacterized genes of the (a) TERPENE SYNTHASE- as well as the (b) 
DXS-like types in all species except Arabidopsis and Eucalyptus. These gene families have often been 
subjected to species-specific analysis in the past because they are involved in (a) generating a 
diverse set of terpenoid compounds and (b) in control of trichome density on the leaf surface, 
thereby providing significant economic and ecologic potential. The provided data on novel 
annotations of target genes in most species elucidated the power of our approach in a proof-of-
concept and may act as a blueprint for future efforts to more rapidly find and clone functional core-
TPS and DXS-like genes from any flowering plant in context of plant breeding and biotechnology.  
Second, we identified various genes that have previously not been associated with a distinct function 
and established computational inferences to encoded prenyltransferases and triterpene-specific 
synthases across all lineages. These enzymes are commonly associated with the biosynthesis of di-, 
sesqui-, tri- , tetra- and polyterpenes. Assessing similarities to core-TPS genes in both coding 
sequence on the DNA level and protein domain composition, we provided indications for the 
common evolutionary origin shared among all three gene families. Furthermore, we monitored the 
underlying variation of gene copy number in a phylogenomics framework and thereby described a 
framework that increased genetic versatility to create the necessary basis for metabolic 
diversification within a timeframe of 250 MA corresponding to flowering plant radiation. 
Third, our approach identified homologs of all genes currently annotated to MVA and MEP pathways 
including DXS-like genes in Arabidopsis across all analyzed genomes. Large-scale annotation of genes 
employed by those pathways has to date not yet been made available for every analyzed species 
except Arabidopsis, tomato and potato. In this context, our study provides and important 
prerequisite for future efforts aiming at metabolic engineering within any of the analyzed crop 
lineages.  
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Both gene- and genome duplication mediated a dramatic increase of genetic versatility underlying 
modular terpenoid biosynthesis in all species 
In the next part of our analysis, we screened for gene and genome duplication events that affected 
copy number of all loci involved in distant modules of terpenoid biosynthesis across all investigated 
species. In this context, genetic versatility is defined as the number of homologs within one gene 
family. Including novel annotations of previously un-identified genes to all six modules (see above), 
we described a 376%-increase of terpenoid biosynthetic gene copy number (“genetic versatility”) 
ranging from the leanest state found in the basal Angiosperm Amborella (50 genes) up to most 
versatile genotypes found for Vitis that has been subjected to extensive human domestication (188 
genes). Merging the genetic inventory associated with all six modules, we revealed that this increase 
is driven by a combination of gene and genome duplication across 250 MA corresponding with the 
radiation time of flowering plants. However, individual differences apply when considering single 
terpenoid biosynthetic modules separately. To our knowledge, this is the to-date most intensive and 
systematic study of plant gene family expansion that influenced metabolic diversification in a 
phylogenomics framework. 
Please note that segmental duplications are excluded from our analysis. In this context, we 
acknowledged an error rate due to false-positive scoring as ohnolog duplicates affecting ancient 
segmental duplications of large genomic regions. Briefly: It is currently not possible to accurately 
distinguish large segmental duplications from fractionated blocks due to genome multiplications in 
all cases. Likewise, very short segmental duplications with high degree of fractionation may be 
accidentally scored as a series of distant gene transposition duplication. This is mainly due to 
technical reasons, because the SynMap algorithm controls scoring of synteny merely based on a 
function of collinear genes in a certain density as previously described [4,87,88]. However, most 
segmental duplications that did not emerge roughly at the same time than any of the investigated 
genome duplications will display significantly different averages for ka/ks values, and are therefore 
excluded from synteny analysis due to the cut-offs thresholds applied in the SynMap preferences 
(see Materials & Methods section). 
 
Enzymes catalyzing the committed step of end product biosynthesis are more often encoded by 
supergene clusters due to tandem duplication 
We highlighted a consistently asymmetric distribution of supergene clusters across all terpenoid 
biosynthetic modules. Generally, core terpene synthases as well as triterpene-specific synthases 
comprise enzymes catalyzing the committed step for biosynthesis of designated end products 
(mono-, di-, sesqui-, and triterpenes). We revealed that those are most enriched for tandem 
duplicate copies across all analyzed genomes. Please note that in alignment with this these findings, 
the role of syntenic core-TPS supergene clusters that include adjacent loci involved in different 
modules was recently made evident for diversification of terpenoid pathway assembly during 
radiation of various Angiosperm clades (see below) [32]. Moreover, it has become evident that 
single-featured polymorphisms affecting those genes are sufficient to alter, amongst others, 
herbivore behavior in otherwise isogenic lines [130-132]. In the opinion of the authors, such 
processes may have correlated with human efforts of plant domestication and crop breeding in 
multiple cases. It seems possible that sub-functionalization following tandem duplication of target 
genes influenced key traits (i.e. scent, taste), making the plant more suitable for further selection. 
This hypothesis is supported by the high target gene count for highly domesticated species with high 
content of terpenoids (like Vitis, Cannabis and Lactuca). Although Eucalyptus possesses the highest 
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terpenoid biosynthetic gene count among all species analyzed in this study, it did not undergo major 
processes of human domestication [78]. However, several herbivores are known to respond 
differently to Eucalyptus inter- and intraspecific variation of secondary metabolite profiles with 
potential effects on target gene evolution [133]. Please also note that intensive domestication may 
also lead to a low TPS gene count in some cases, for example as a result of selection towards 
different key traits negatively influenced by genes in linkage disequilibrium to TPS genes [134].  
Dosage-dependent enzymes in modules mediating intermediate reaction steps are more often 
encoded by ohnolog duplicates – Introducing a two-step model for rapid plant pathway 
diversification 
Compared to the above-mentioned asymmetric distribution of tandem duplicate copies across all 
subsets of genes involved in terpenoid biosynthesis, we reported opposite tendencies for retained 
ohnologs. We made evident that multi-gene family members involved in the MVA pathway as well 
as IPP isomerases more often tend to originate from whole genome multiplication events. For the 
MVA pathway, ohnolog fractions greatly outreach genome-wide averages for all genome 
annotations except papaya. IPP isomerases comprise 100% of retained ohnologs in Brassicaceae, 
Cleomaceae as well as Glycine. These groups of gene copies are due to duplication of a distinct 
ancestral singleton (“duplicate groups”) but encode enzymes involved in different terpenoid 
functional modules, working together by catalyzing neighboring reactions and isomerization of 
intermediate products (IPP or MVA/MEP modules). According to the gene balance hypothesis, 
duplicate loci are preferentially retained when functioning together in a dosage-dependent way 
[6,135]. In this context, we showed an asymmetric ohnologs distribution among the modules acting 
up- and downstream of core terpene scaffold synthesis.  
Based on those findings, we hypothesize a two-step mechanism for the rapid plant pathway- and 
trait diversification observed in nature. This proposed mechanism depends on both gene- and 
genome duplication and affects different groups of genes at different times. In a first step, ancient 
polyploidy plays a paramount role by mediating the described expansion of certain genetic networks 
involved in plant primary metabolism (like MEP/MVA and IDI loci, see fig. 1), thereby creating a 
certain degree of “pathway redundancy”. Due to stoichiometric effects, the following post-
polyploidy rate of plant survival depends on parallel retention of most (if not all) duplicated genes 
present in affected metabolic modules. Both functional diversification of ohnolog duplicates and/or 
incomplete module retention may lead to detrimental effects due to altered fractions of primary 
metabolite concentrations, as previously hypothesized and backed up by gene network analysis in 
context of mustard family evolution [135,136]. In a second step, more recent, short sequence 
duplications (including tandem and gene transposition duplication) creates an extended pool of 
trans-acting elements (like, for example, additional core-TPS or DXS genes). Since increased copy 
number of those genes does not lead to detrimental effects due to stoichiometry as described above, 
functional diversification may create extended capabilities to catalyze biosynthesis of extended 
product ranges (novel functions). The aforementioned polyploidy-induced primary module 
duplication created a superabundance of primary metabolites, thereby providing a “playground” for 
the evolution of novel functions catalyzed by novel gene copies due to short sequence duplicates.  
In a nutshell, our results provided evidence for a partial polyploidy-driven expansion of plant 
secondary metabolism and strongly supported the gene-balance hypothesis for the dosage-
dependent subset of involved key genes. Such trends have often been suggested for plants 
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[14,23,137], but solid evidence on a genetic level was to-date only available for glucosinolates and 
plant resistance proteins of the NB-LRR type [25,26].  
 
Duplicate gene copies of ancestral singletons diversified in metabolic function following gene and 
genome duplication: the case of DXS-like genes 
Recent analysis strongly support the concept of functional specialization following gene duplication 
as the evolutionary fate explaining retention of the duplicated gene pair DXS1/DXS2 in Arabidopsis 
[52]. Based on this approach, we performed follow-up analysis of DXS-like gene family evolution on a 
broader phylogenomics scale. In summary, we showed that certain sets of duplicate gene copies that 
descend from duplication of one ancestral singleton (i.e. duplicate groups) contain genes encoding 
different enzymes for the same pathway in Arabidopsis and tomato. Some of those convey 
pleiotropic effects due to published annotation to different traits (i.e. control of trichome density 
and terpenoid biosynthesis). Additionally, we identified common protein motifs present (a) within 
and (b) across different modules of terpenoid biosynthesis. We conclude an expansion of isoprenoid 
pathways by gene family diversification following gene and genome duplication, thereby resulting in 
the complex, modular architecture of terpenoid biosynthesis and the plethora of produced 
compounds observed across the Angiosperm clade. Because supergene clusters tend to be younger 
than genes preferentially retained after ancient polyploidy events [11,138], ohnologs are likely prone 
to acquire additional roles over time as previously described (sub- and neo-functionalization) 
[135,139,140]. 
Moreover, we have found evidence for the preferential (i.e. above-average) retention of IPP genes 
following various independent, successive polyploidy events for the Brassicaceae-Cleomaceae sister 
group system [83]. Similar to DXS-like proteins, IPP isomerases convey pleiotropic functions because 
they are relevant for the biosynthesis of other isoprenoid compounds beyond plant terpenoid 
biosynthesis. They also have been brought in connection with plant development in Arabidopsis, 
thereby mediating a check-point for primary metabolism (e.g. hormones) and different branches of 
specialized metabolism [141-143]. The observed trend of IDI over-retention is consistent for species-
specific WGT events (Th-α for Tarenaya and Br-α for Brassica) as well as for the more ancient At-α 
WGD event shared by all Brassicaceae [8,17,72,76,144]. Similarly, we observed a rising IDI gene 
counts following soybean polyploidy. We concluded a preferential retention of this gene family 
following polyploidy that might be due to reported dosage-sensitivity (see Introduction section) and 
is likely visible especially in the aforementioned genomes due to their high levels of syntenic depth 
(i.e. high levels of genome multiplicity due to more successive WGDs/WGTs compared to other 
genomes). However, the case of Arabidopsis provides an exception which might be due to its 
reductive genome state that has been previously reported for the genus of the model plant [145]. 
Furthermore, our results further support the concept of sub-functionalization among DXS-like genes 
on a broader phylogenomics scale than previously reported [52]. In addition, we assessed and 
compared the differential impact of various duplication modes (i.e. WGD and short sequence 
duplication) to functional diversification of DXS-like genes, thereby uncovering novel aspects shaping 
target gene family evolution. Similar to IDI loci, DXS-like genes have been associated with more than 
one trait. Two among three DXS-like genes in Arabidopsis comprise the retained ohnolog pair 
A15N013, dating back to the At-α that is shared by all Brassicaceae. While both DXS1 (AT4G15560) 
and DXS2 (AT3G21500) are annotated to the MEP pathway, DXS1 is also involved in plastid 
development [8,51,72,120,121]. In addition to the reported control of isoprenoid profiles, functional 
evidence for control of trichome density on the leaf surface has been made evident [51]. Initially, we 
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discovered a whole new clade of DXS-like genes with members in Solanaceae and Brassicaceae 
including Arabidopsis. Next, we scored the contribution of ohnolog retention to the set of target loci 
identified the Brassicaceae-Cleomaceae sister group system as well as the legume G. max. We 
showed that all target genes within the aforementioned four genome annotations date back to 
ancient polyploidy events, either directly by comprising ohnolog duplicate groups or indirectly by 
comprising tandem- or transposition copies of ohnologs. Furthermore, we unraveled phylogenetic 
relationships within the target gene family that groups to three clades of encoded DXS-like proteins. 
We brought those clades in connection with a expression polymorphisms following gene- and 
genome duplication in tomato and the model plant Arabidopsis, thereby elucidating another case of 
putative sub-functionalization following duplication.  
 
Modified terpenes: Future work or going beyond the plant terpenoid biosynthetic module 
Recently, Boutanaev et al. published a very conclusive investigation of core-TPS gene diversification 
across an evolutionary timeframe similar to the scope of our study (see introduction) [32]. The 
authors defined an (incomplete) “terpenome” that merely consists of (some, but not all present) 
core-TPS genes and supergene clusters that consist of both core-TPS and CYP-like genes. CYP-like 
genes encode cytochrome P450 enzymes that catalyze downstream modifications of various 
secondary metabolite core structures including alkaloids, glucosinolates and terpene post-
modification reactions [146-148]. The authors infer an important role of (micro)synteny and 
TPS/CYP-locus linkage disequilibrium for terpenoid pathway assembly in plants, and suggest a 
differential mechanism of trait diversification in monocots and dicots [32]. However, terpenoid 
biosynthesis in plants is modular because it consists of more than just the core-TPS gene family (fig. 
1). Likewise, CYP-like genes are not the only family mediating terpene post-modification reactions 
[34]. Due to our large-scale annotation of terpenoid biosynthetic genes across all pathway modules 
within 17 representative genomes, our results provide a valuable basis for future efforts to further 
investigate the role of synteny and genetic linkage disequilibrium in context of a more complete 
“terpenome”. This includes the possibility to better elucidate the effects of genetic co-segregation 
with many other gene families that convey terpene downstream modifications, similar to the 
aforementioned case study published by Boutanaev et al. [32]. Such gene families may include, for 
example, UDP glucuronosyltransferases and many other pleiotropic genes involved in biosynthesis of 
terpenoids and, beyond that, various other plant secondary metabolites [149]. Ultimately, the data 
provided in our study will facilitate a better understanding of plant secondary metabolite pathway 
assembly in Angiosperms with various implications for plant breeding and metabolic engineering in 
context of medicine, flavor, fragrance and pigment production. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  
Supplementary files 1-5 are available at PLoS ONE online (http://www.plantphysiology.org/, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014). 
 
Supplementary Table 1.— HMM-driven protein domain prediction among the extended set of 
Arabidopsis terpenoid biosynthetic genes 
 
Supplementary Table 2.— Cross-referencing of 1, 904 target genes among 17 genomes to a specific 
subset of genes acting in the terpenoid biosynthetic module 
 
Supplementary Table 3.— Species-specific relative size of terpenoid biosynthetic modules. Numbers 
are quotients of the module-wise gene count of terpenoid biosynthetic pathways and the number of 
all protein-coding genes within the whole genome. Species with highest and lowest relative pathway 
size among all analyzed species are color-coded as indicated in the legend. 
 
Supplementary Table 4.— Species-wise distribution of DXPS-like genes among three subgroups
  
Supplementary Table 5.— Comparison of genome-wide numbers of tandem/ohnolog duplicates to 
numbers among subsets of the terpenoid biosynthetic module, including p-values from Fisher's 
exact test on count data. Red indicates absence of tandem/ohnolog duplicates. Green indicates 
significant enrichment among terpenoid biosynthetic genes compared to background with threshold 
of 0.01. 
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BACKGROUND: Recent advances in DNA sequencing techniques resulted in more than forty 
sequenced plant genomes representing a diverse set of taxa of agricultural, energy, medicinal and 
ecological importance. However, gene family curation is often only inferred from DNA sequence 
homology and lacks insights into evolutionary processes contributing to gene family dynamics. In a 
comparative genomics framework, we integrated multiple lines of evidence provided by gene 
synteny, sequence homology and protein-based Hidden Markov Modelling to extract homologous 
super-clusters composed of multi-domain resistance (R)-proteins of the NB-LRR type (for 
NUCLEOTIDE BINDING/LEUCINE-RICH REPEATS), that are involved in plant innate immunity. 
RESULTS: To assess the diversity of R-proteins within and between species, we screened twelve 
eudicot plant genomes including six major crops and found a total of 2,363 NB-LRR genes. Our 
curated R-proteins set shows a 50% average for tandem duplicates and a 22% fraction of gene copies 
retained from ancient polyploidy events (ohnologs). We provide evidence for strong positive 
selection and show significant differences in molecular evolution rates (Ka/Ks-ratio) among tandem- 
(mean = 1.59), ohnolog (mean = 1.36) and singleton (mean = 1.22) R-gene duplicates. To foster the 
process of gene-edited plant breeding, we report species-specific presence/absence of all 140 NB-
LRR genes present in the model plant Arabidopsis and describe four distinct clusters of NB-LRR 
“gatekeeper” loci sharing syntenic orthologs across all analyzed genomes. 
CONCLUSION: By curating a near-complete set of multi-domain R-protein clusters in an eudicot-wide 
scale, our analysis offers significant insight into evolutionary dynamics underlying diversification of 
the plant innate immune system. Furthermore, our methods provide a blueprint for future efforts to 
identify and more rapidly clone functional NB-LRR genes from any plant species. 
KEYWORDS: Systems biology, big data, comparative genomics, molecular evolution, innate immunity 
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INTRODUCTION 
Plants have evolved a two-layered innate immune system against microbial and other pathogens 
[271]. In a first layer of defense, transmembrane pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), usually with 
extracellular LRR-type domains, recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and 
initiate downstream signaling events including defense gene induction [272], and lead also to cell 
wall reinforcement by callose deposition and SNARE-mediated secretion of anti-microbial 
compounds [273, 274]. This is referred to as PAMP- or pattern-triggered immunity (PTI). 
Successful pathogens have evolved virulence factors (effectors) that act in the apoplast or inside the 
host cell to overcome PTI [275]. As a second layer of the innate immune response, many host plant 
lineages evolved intracellular R-proteins of the NB-LRR type that respond to virulence factors, 
either directly or through their effects on host targets [276]. Plants producing a specific R-gene 
product are resistant towards a pathogen that produces the corresponding effector gene 
product (avirulence factors encoded by Avr genes), leading to gene-for-gene resistance [277]. 
This is referred to as effector-triggered immunity (ETI). Rounds of ETI and effector-triggered 
susceptibility (ETS) due to novel Avr genes on the pathogen side can result in an evolutionary 
arms-race, generating a “zigzagzig” amplitude of host resistance and susceptibility [271]. 
R-genes play a major role in defending crops against microbial infection and thus are of great 
interest in plant breeding programs and efforts to meet increased global food production. In 
potato, for example, R-proteins of the NB-LRR type confer resistance to the oomycete 
Phytophthora infestans, a hemibiotrophic pathogen that causes late blight [278, 279]. In 
Arabidopsis, R-proteins of the NB-LRR type have been studied extensively in terms of molecular 
function, structural organization, sequence evolution and chromosomal distribution [72, 280-
282]. This superfamily is encoded by scores of diverse genes per genome and subdivides into 
TIR-domain-containing (for TOLL/INTERLEUKIN-LIKE RECEPTOR/RESISTANCE PROTEIN; TIR-NB-
LRR or TNL) and non-TIR-domain-containing (NB-LRR or NL), including coiled-coil domain-
containing (CC-NB-LRR or CNL) R-protein subfamilies [77, 283]. For example, the TNL type R-
protein RPP1 confers resistance to Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (downy mildew) in 
Arabidopsis [284]. Similarly, the RPS5 CNL type R-protein interacts in a gene-for-gene 
relationship with the avrPphB effector from Pseudomonas syringae to activate innate immune 
responses [285]. The TNL type R-protein RRS1, in concert with the TNL protein RPS4, confers 
resistance to the soil microbe Ralstonia solanacearum in Arabidopsis [286, 287]. The latter also 
contains a C-terminal WRKY transcription factor-like domain for DNA binding [288], increasing 
the number of domains common to the NB-LRR super-family to five. This number is further 
extended by cases with presence of additional, C-terminal domains mediating extended gene 
function. For example, the Arabidopsis NB-LRR locus CHILLING-SENSITIVE3 (CHS3 or DAR4) 
encodes a mutated allele of a C-terminal LIM-type domain-containing TNL protein, leading to 
constitutive activation of defense responses and increased chilling susceptibility [289]. The NB-
LRR gene ADR1-L1 encodes an N-terminal RPW8-domain whose functional importance has 
previously been reported [290]. However, many RPW8-like genes encode transmembrane 
proteins without NB-ARC-domain but impact on resistance to powdery mildew in Arabidopsis 
[291-293]. 
TIR- and non-TIR NB-LRR protein clusters share a conserved central NB-ARC-domain including 
three sub-domains (NB, ARC1, and ARC2). Together, these confer ATPase function [294]. The C-
terminal part of NB-LRR proteins harbors a leucine-rich repeat (LRR)-domain for recognition of 
intracellular effector molecules upon infection, leading to a conformational shift within the NB-
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ARC-domain [295] upon recognition of the corresponding effector or a change in the surveyed 
plant protein. In the case of the soybean (Glycine max) CNL-class R-protein RPSk-1, defense 
genes are induced upon Phytophthora sojae effector recognition. This includes differential 
regulation of transcription factor activity as previously proposed [296-298]. 
A genome-wide comparison of multi-gene families in A. thaliana Col-0 revealed a high 
frequency of gene duplication among the NB-LRR gene superfamily and impact on genomic 
distribution [299]. For example, 63% of all reported NB-LRR genes are members of tandem 
arrays in both A. thaliana (101/159) and A. lyrata (118/185) [72]. Notably, NB-LRR loci are 
subjected to positive selection [300]. In this context, [72] re-assessed rates of molecular 
evolution for both sets of tandem and non-tandem (singleton hereafter) genes and found 
significant differences in selection rates. In this study, we went a step further by distinguishing 
the frequency of tandem and ohnolog duplicates to NB-LRR gene family expansion and diversity 
within a wider phylogenomics perspective, thereby covering an evolutionary timeframe of 
approximately 100 million years (MA hereafter) that corresponds to the radiation of core 
eudicots [41, 301]. We compared the average rates of molecular evolution for singleton, 
tandem and ohnolog duplicate R-genes. We further provided evidence for strong positive, but 
significantly different, selection rates acting on all copy classes of NB-LRR duplicates, illustrating 
the impact of gene and genome duplication to the diversification of plant key traits across 
approximately 100 MA of genome evolution. 
To elucidate the dynamics underlying pathway and trait evolution across multiple lineages, it is 
of paramount importance to identify and distinguish the complete set of orthologous and 
paralogous loci present within multiple genome annotations in a phylogenetic framework [23]. 
Two homologous genes are referred to as orthologs if they descend from one locus present in 
the common ancestor lineage and diverged due to speciation [62]. By definition, orthologous 
genes are embedded in chromosomal segments derived from the same ancestral genomic 
region, thus sharing high inter-species synteny between closely related lineages [26]. In contrast, 
paralogous loci refer to homologs within one lineage and are due to, for example, tandem, 
transposition- or whole genome duplications (WGDs) [29, 100]. Large-scale synteny is not 
observed for paralogs derived from small-scale events like tandem and transposition 
duplication. In contrast, paralogs derived from WGDs are located within intra-species syntenic 
genomic blocks, and can be referred to as ohnologs or syntelogs [35, 63]. 
Recent analysis of genome-wide ohnolog distribution have revealed a common history of ancient, 
successive polyploidy events that are a common feature of genome evolution shared by all flowering 
plant linages [26]. For example, the Arabidopsis lineage underwent at least five polyploidy events 
that we know of, two preceding and three following angiosperm radiation [37]. The most recent 
WGD event for the Arabidopsis lineage is termed At-α and shared by all Brassicaceae including the 
extant sister clade Aethionemeae [43, 84]. The older At-β WGD is shared by most species in the 
order Brassicales, but occurred after the papaya lineage split [45, 46]. The more ancient At-y event is 
a whole genome triplication (WGT) that is shared by most eudicots including all Rosids, all Asterids 
(including tomato), Grape (Vitales) and more distant and basal clades such as Gunnera manicata 
(Gunnerales) and Pachysandra terminalis (Buxales) [47, 48]. In addition to ancient polyploidy events, 
more recent, species-specific WGDs/ WGTs occurred in various lineages, such as genome 
triplications in B. rapa [52] (Br-α WGT), T. hasslerania (Th-α WGT) [45, 53] and the tomato genome 
(Solanum lycopersicum) [144]. Hence, the “syntenic depth” (defined as the level of genome 
multiplicity expected from the multiplication of successive WGDs/WGTs) of the Brassica rapa 
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genome is 36x compared to the putative 1x eudicot ancestor (3x due to At-y, 2x more due to At-β, 2x 
more due to At-α and finally 3x due to Br-α). Under consideration of two polyploidy rounds at or 
near the origin of angiosperms as well as 2x at or near the origin of seed plants [37], the syntenic 
depth of the B. rapa genome would be expected to be increased to 144x (“rho-mu-delta-ploidy” 
genome). 
Polyploidy events also influence other kinds of duplication, thereby creating a network of factors 
with mutual influence. In Brassica rapa (that underwent an additional species-specific genome 
triplication event, see above), arrays of tandem duplicate (TD) genes (TAR genes) fractionated 
dramatically after the Br-α WGT event when compared either to non-tandem genes in the B. rapa or 
to tandem arrays in closely related species that have not experienced a recent polyploidy event 
[263]. Errors in DNA replication due to template slippage or unequal crossing-over can result in 
tandem duplication (TD), producing tandem arrays (TAR) of paralog genes in close genomic 
proximity [90]. It is known that TAR genes are enriched for genes functioning in biotic and abiotic 
stress [31]. For disease resistance, there are multiple taxa with an evident impact of TD to trait 
evolution, including members of Brassicaceae [92], Solanaceae [91] and Fabaceae [93]. 
Evidence is accumulating for the connection of ancient WGD events to birth and diversification of 
key biological traits. It was made evident that WGD is often followed by a genome-wide process of 
biased fractionation that preferentially targets one sub-genome to retain clusters of dosage-
sensitive genes often organized in functional modules [85, 88, 302]. In Brassicaceae, WGD shaped 
the genetic versatility of the glucosinolate pathway [44], a key trait mediating herbivore resistance 
and thus highly connected to reproductive fitness of the population. Similarly, starch biosynthesis in 
grasses, origin and diversification of seed and flowering plants as well as increased species survival 
rates on the Cretaceous–Tertiary (KT)-boundary are hypothesized to be linked to ancient polyploidy 
events [41, 86, 87, 89, 303]. 
In this study, we utilized an iterative approach by combining BLAST, HMM modeling and genomic 
contextual information provided by synteny to determine the fraction of tandem- and whole 
genome duplicate copies among all (re)annotated full-length NB-LRR genes across twelve species in 
the context of a phylogenomics perspective, based on uniform standards facilitating all comparisons. 
After utilization of duplicate classes, we assessed and compared rates of molecular evolution to 
describe a complex interplay of TD and WGD events driving R-protein superfamily extension, both of 
which expanded the evolutionary playground for functional diversification and thus potential 
novelty and success. 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
Hardware resources and software prerequisites 
All analysis were performed on a commercial Lenovo ultrabook, model Thinkpad X1 Carbon with 
8GB RAM and Intel Core i7 3667U CPU (two physical / four virtual cores). The in-house developed 
perl and python scripts required perl (strawberry v5.18) and python (v2.7) libraries including bioperl 
(v1.6.910) and biopython (v1.63) modules. The iprscan_urllib.py-script for HMM-based domain 
annotation (see below) required SOAPy, NumPy and urllib python modules. For BLAST screens, we 
employed the stand-alone command line version of NCBI BLAST 2.2.27+ 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast+/LATEST/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[66]. For platform-independent coupling and parallelization of all employed scripts and programs, 
we wrote batch wrappers using the notepad++ editor (www.notepad-plus-plus.org, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014). 
 
Genome annotations 
The Complete sets of representative genes and proteins for twelve genome annotations were 
downloaded using phytozome (www.phytozome.net, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [186]. 
We included Arabidopsis thaliana TAIR10.02 [69], Arabidopsis lyrata v107 [269], Eutrema parvulum 
v2 [304], Brassica rapa v1.1 [51], Carica papaya v0.5 [46], Citrus sinensis v1 [187], Vitis vinifera v2 
[48], Solanum tuberosum v3.2.10 [190] and Solanum lycopersicum v2.40 [144]. Aethionema 
arabicum v0.2 [43], Tarenaya hasslerania v4 [53] and Nicotiana benthamiana v0.42 [191] genome 
annotations were made available by the authors.  
 
Confirmation and extension of the NB-LRR multi-gene family in Arabidopsis thaliana  
We obtained 138 NB-LRR genes from [72] and queried them against the TAIR10 A. thaliana genome 
annotation in a BLAST screen without e-value threshold (forward run). We extracted all target 
sequences and queried them back against the A. thaliana TAIR10 genome annotation with an 
applied target sequence maximum threshold of two (reverse run). After removal of self-hits, we 
scored loci as NB-LRR genes if they were part of the target sequence pool in the forward run, and 
aligned to a NB-LRR gene as defined by [72] in the reverse run. We thereby created an extended set 
of A. thaliana NB-LRR loci.   
 
Determination of orthologous gene anchors 
In a first step for large-scale NB-LRR gene identification, we determined reciprocal best BLAST hits 
(RBH) for both (a) protein and (b) coding DNA sequences between A. thaliana Col-0 and all other 
eleven genome annotations in a BLAST screen without e-value thresholds. Since NB-LRR loci can 
comprise up to seven different domain types connected by partially conserved linkers, the RBH 
approach can result in false positives due to short but highly conserved alignments of highest-
scoring sequence pairs (HSPs) in functionally non-relevant (i.e. structural) parts of the protein. 
Therefore, we developed a python script to discard RBH pairs with a query/target sequence length 
ratio below 0.5 and above 2.0. We determined (c) additional, length-filtered RBH pairs for these loci 
within the aforementioned length ratio scope to form a third line of evidence for orthologous gene 
detection. 
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Syntelog/ohnolog determination 
Calculation of pairwise syntenic blocks within and between genomes is based on integer 
programming [194] but implemented to an easy-to-use web interface termed CoGe package for 
comparative genomics (www.genomevolution.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [26]. 
Within all genome assemblies, we determined genes sharing the same genomic context to 
counterparts in the A. thaliana Col-0 genome annotation (defined as ohnologs or syntelogs) using 
the DAGchainer [195] and Quota-Align [194] algorithms implemented to the “SynMap” function 
within CoGe. To mask noise generated by successive duplication(s) of ohnolog blocks, we applied 
Quota-Align ratios for the “coverage depth”-parameter that are consistent with the syntenic depth 
calculated for each genome annotation (defined as the level of “genome multiplicity” expected from 
the multiplication of successive WGDs/WGTs). For merging of adjacent syntenic blocks, we applied a 
threshold of n = 350 gene spacers. For ohnolog gene pairs, we calculated rates of synonymous 
substitutions (Ks-values) using CodeML of the PAML package [305] implemented to SynMap and 
applied Ks-value thresholds for ancient WGD events as previously described [35]. For determination 
of within-species ohnologs (comprising ohnolog blocks due to autopolyploidy events), we proceeded 
similar with the difference that we queried the target genomes against themselves instead of against 
Arabidopsis, using the “SynMap” function within the CoGe package for comparative genomics 
(parameters: gene order = relative/minimum cluster size = 5 genes/maximum chaining distance = 20 
genes/scoring function = collinear). The latter parameter enforces, together with the maximum 
chaining distance, scoring dense arrangement of collinear gene pairs as previously described [26, 34] 
and provides a de facto density cutoff. Note that gene density cutoffs per Kb/ Mb would not be 
consistent between different synteny runs since values vary greatly across genomes, or even across 
different regions within the same genome as previously described [26, 34]. For the lineage-specific 
WGD events known for B. rapa, T. hasslerania, S. tuberosum and S. lycopersicum, we set maximum 
thresholds for Ks value averages of ohnolog blocks (1.5) to eliminate noise of recent duplication 
events. Due to minimum requirements on assembly quality that apply for usage of SynMap, it was 
not possible to determine the fraction of ohnolog duplicates for the current gene-space assemblies 
of Aethionema, Carica, Citrus, Vitis and Nicotiana with the available algorithms. Synteny of genes 
within and between lineages was visualized using the GEvo function implemented to the CoGe 
package for comparative genomics (see above). 
 
Determination of anchor paralogs and generation of extended multi-gene family cluster pool 
We defined the orthologous gene sets as sum of three groups of RBH pairs (first group: based on 
length-filtered protein pairs; second group: based on non-length-filtered protein pairs; third group: 
based on non-length-filtered CDS pairs; see above for length filter criteria). We merged the 
orthologous gene sets with the ohnolog genes set to create a set of putative homologous loci 
anchoring all A. thaliana gene families in all other analyzed genome annotations (“anchor pool”). In 
a next step, we performed a BLAST search without e-value threshold to query all homologous anchor 
genes against all twelve genomes to determine putative paralogs of the anchor genes set (forward 
run). We extracted all target sequences and queried them against the A. thaliana Col-0 TAIR10 
genome annotation with a target sequence maximum threshold of two (reverse run). After removal 
of self-hits, we scored loci as NB-LRR if they aligned to any member of the extended NB-LRR locus 
family in A. thaliana (see above). We defined all members of this pool as anchor paralogs if they are 
not present within the set of homologous anchor genes (see above), thereby creating a highly 
accurate super-cluster of NB-LRR genes across twelve genomes. 
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Hidden Markov modeling and prediction of protein domains 
The above-mentioned extended multi-gene family pool of NB-LRR genes is based on both sequence 
homology and genomic location of its members. However, we observed an erosion of synteny across 
lineages relative to their phylogenetic distance. Furthermore, DNA sequence homology decreases 
with phylogenetic distance due to wobble rules for the third codon position. Likewise, the protein 
sequence homology between distant multi-gene family members can decrease due to synonymous 
substitutions of amino acids belonging to the same chemical class (i.e. aliphatic, aromatic or indolic). 
Therefore, we applied a final filtering step to remove false-positives from the extended NB-LRR gene 
pool across all genomes. Using the iprscan_urllib.py script provided by the European Molecular 
Biology Laboratory (EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany) (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ 
Tools/webservices/services/archive/pfa/iprscan_rest, last accessed on December 13th, 2014), we 
queried every member of the extended NB-LRR pool to 14 algorithms that apply Hidden Markov 
Models for (protein domain) signature recognition (BlastProDom, FPrintScan, HMMPIR, HMMPfam, 
HMMSmart, HMMTigr, ProfileScan, HAMAP, PatternScan, SuperFamily, SignalPHMM, TMHMM, 
HMMPanther and Gene3D) [196]. We overcame the one-sequence-at-a-time limitation of the EMBL 
server by writing batch wrappers for 25x-fold parallelization. To form a second layer of control we 
additionally tested all target genes for an encoded LRR-domain using the “LRRfinder”-algorithm 
version 2.0 available online (http://www.lrrfinder.com, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [306]. 
As a result, we mapped all protein domains present in the putative multi-gene family pool onto their 
genes in less than a day, and discarded all false positive genes (i.e. genes not coding for at least one 
cluster-common domain). Final referencing of proteins with both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains was 
performed using a multi-vlookup array function in MS excel 2013. 
 
Determination of tandem duplicate gene copies 
To determine the fraction of tandem duplicate gene copies, we queried the complete protein 
annotation of every genome assembly against itself in a BLAST screen without any e-value threshold 
and filtered our final set of target sequences from above outside a window of n = 10 allowed gene 
spacers in both directions from the query sequence as previously described [31]. Likewise, we have 
filtered hits with genomic location on distant chromosomes/scaffolds/contigs to avoid false-positive 
scoring of transposition duplicates. 
 
Multiple protein alignments 
To generate multiple alignments of protein sequences, the stand-alone 64-bit version of MAFFT v7 
was employed (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[121]. First, all NB-LRR proteins were aligned species-wise together with the HMM-generated 
consensus sequence of the NB-ARC-domain (available at http://niblrrs.ucdavis.edu/At_RGenes/, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014) as well as the LRR-domain (available at 
http://smart.embl.de/smart/do_annotation.pl?DOMAIN=SM00370, last accessed on December 13th, 
2014) using the command line mafft.bat –anysymbol –thread 4 –threadit 0 –reorder –auto input > 
output. Mesquite v2.75 (http://mesquiteproject.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) was 
used with multi-core preferences to trim MAFFT multiple alignments down to the NB-ARC- and LRR-
domain blocks. Trimmed blocks were re-aligned using MAFFT with the command line mafft.bat –
anysymbol –thread 4 –threadit 0 –reorder –maxiterate 1000 –retree 1 –localpair input > output. 
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Codon alignments and determination of substitution rates 
Re-aligned NB-ARC- and LRR-domain blocks were transferred to codon alignments using the CDS 
sequence counterparts and the pal2nal.pl script v14 (http:// 
www.bork.embl.de/pal2nal/distribution/pal2nal.v14.tar.gz, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[307]. Gaps were allowed but manually edited wherever necessary. We allowed unusual symbols (i.e. 
ambiguous base pair positions) and manually edited mismatches between CDS and protein 
sequences wherever necessary. Synonymous and non-synonymous substitution rates were 
determined using the “KaKs_Calculator“ software (https:// code.google.com/p/kaks-
calculator/wiki/KaKs_Calculator, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [308] including ten 
substitution rate estimation methods (model averaging was applied). Divergence rates are generally 
determined between pairwise alignments of homologous sequences. For determination of average 
divergence rates among singletons (i.e. non-TD non-ohnolog loci), we aligned singleton NB-LRR loci 
with the best non-self BLAST hit among all target genes within one species. For determination of 
average divergence rates among retained ohnolog duplicates, we aligned all ohnolog NB-LRR loci 
with the best non-self BLAST hit among all ohnologs within one species. In case of ohnolog triplets, 
we only considered the highest-scoring sequence pair (HSP). For determination of average 
divergence rates among arrays of tandem duplicate NB-LRR genes, we aligned the first with the last 
member of every array, thereby covering the majority of all tandem arrays (see Results section). In a 
control step, we determined average divergence rates for all pairwise combinations within the 
largest tandem array in every species and did not find significant deviations (data not shown). 
 
Generation and graphical editing of figures 
Ideograms of plant chromosomes/scaffolds/contigs were generated using the circos package 
(http://circos.ca/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [124]. Histograms and Venn-diagrams 
were generated using the matplotlib package (http://matplotlib.org/, last accessed on December 
13th, 2014). Other figures were generated with MS office and graphically edited using the GIMP 
package (http://www. gimp.org/, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RESULTS 
Determination of protein domain-specific sub-clusters  
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Encoded architecture of NB-LRR loci in plants is variable and can comprise up to seven different 
domains in Arabidopsis (fig. 1). In contrast to previous studies [282], we defined functional NB-LRR 
proteins as composite units sharing both the NB-ARC-domain and a LRR-domain signal due to at 
least one repeat. Hence, TIR-NB-, LRR-only, NB-only or TIR-only proteins are not assigned as NB-LRR 
proteins by definition. To determine the number of NB-LRR loci within a given genome annotation, 
we combined layers of information provided by sequence homology, protein identity as well as 
genomic context of target genes in a custom, iterative approach using batch programming (fig. 2). 
In the first step, we identified putative orthologous (defined as size-filtered reciprocal best BLAST 
hits for both protein and DNA sequences, see Materials & Methods section) and/or syntenic (based 
on conserved genomic context, see Materials & Methods sections) “anchor” genes (a) present in the 
most up-to-date genome annotations of (1) A. lyrata, (2) B. rapa, (3) E. parvulum, (4) Ae. arabicum, 
(5) T. hasslerania, (6) C. papaya, (7) C. sinensis, (8) V. vinifera, (9) N. benthamiana, (10), S. 
lycopersicum and (11) S. tuberosum as well as (b) aligning to any gene present in the (12) A. thaliana 
Col-0 TAIR10 genome annotation. This step resulted in an ortholog genes dataset anchoring every 
gene family present in Arabidopsis to all of the aforementioned lineages, hence providing valuable 
means for gene identification with any kind of target trait known in core-eudicot plants. 
Subsequently, we screened for genes encoding (i) an LRR-domain, (ii) a NB-ARC-domain or (iii) a TIR-
domain (extended set of target genes defined in this study, see Materials & Methods section) 
(supplementary file 1, Supplementary Material online). In a second step, we screened for anchor 
gene paralogs present in every aforementioned genome annotation to form an extended cluster of 
homologous genes containing at least one of the aforementioned domains (fig. 2). In a third step, we 
applied multiple machine learning methods (see Materials & Methods section) to filter false-
positives to obtain three highly accurate, functional domain cluster (NB-ARC/LRR/TIR) 
(supplementary file 2, Supplementary Material online). We performed the third (filtering) step three 
times (once for every aforementioned domain). 
We identified 8,292 genes encoding a LRR-domain in total (fig. 3). Among those, the lowest number 
of genes containing an LRR-domain is 302 for the C. papaya genome annotation v0.5. In contrast, the 
highest number of genes encoding an LRR-domain is 1,344 for the C. sinensis genome annotation v1. 
Interestingly, both annotations share a syntenic depth of 1x representing the lowest-copy genomes 
subjected to our analysis (i.e. no major evidence for WGD since At-γ). We identified 2,571 genes 
encoding a NB-ARC-domain in total (fig. 3). Likewise, the lowest number was found within the C. 
papaya genome annotation v0.5 (48 loci). Again, the highest number of genes encoding a NB-ARC-
domain was found in the C. sinensis genome annotation v1 (459 loci). We identified a pool of 1,075 
genes encoding at least one TIR-domain (fig. 3). Similar to the aforementioned domains, the C. 
papaya genome annotation v0.5 encodes the lowest number of TIR-like loci (16 genes). In contrast 
to the aforementioned cases, the A. lyrata annotation v1.07 (but not C. sinensis) contains the highest 
number of encoded TIR-domains (170 loci). Notably, the syntenic depth of A. lyrata is double that of 
papaya or orange. 
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FIG. 1.— Domain composition overview for NB-LRR proteins (adapted from [77]). The NB-LRR multi-gene 
family comprises five common and one C-terminal variable domain. Four gene clusters in Arabidopsis are 
defined in this study based on domain compositions. Left: Frequent domain combinations. Middle: Well-
characterized class representative in Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0. Right: relative abundance of target NB-LRR 
locus class in Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0. In case of RRS1, "X" refers to a WRKY TF-like DNA binding domain. In 
case of DAR4 (CHS3), "X" refers to a LIM-domain. 
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FIG. 2.— Custom flowchart showing the integrated approach for the identification of conserved multi-domain 
protein clusters. A bi-directional BLAST screen between a reference genome and n target genomes marks the 
entry point to the pipeline (grey box in the upper middle). Grey indicates BLAST screens. Red indicates filtering 
steps. White boxes indicate pools of FASTA-formatted sequences. Purple indicates Hidden Markov Modelling 
steps to predict and map protein domains. Green refers to the CoGe package for comparative genomics (see 
Materials & Methods section). Ochre indicates custom python scripts. Flowchart starts with two-per-genome 
bidirectional BLAST screens (middle) and ends with highly accurate functional protein clusters (black, bottom 
right). 
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FIG. 3.— Results overview of plant Resistance (R)-gene domain (re)annotation. Shown left are phylogenetic 
relationships among all analyzed plant lineages and rough placement of whole-genome duplication events. 
Shown right are numbers of target genes per domain cluster and information on annotation build. 
 
Determination of NB-LRR multi-gene family size by overlapping domain-specific sub-clusters  
For every analyzed plant species, we determined the multi-gene family size of all annotated NB-LRR 
candidate genes by overlaying each filtered domain clusters. Note that statements about target loci 
missing or flawed within the gene annotations are beyond the scope of this section, but can likewise 
be considered in silico by applying sequence scaffolds/contigs instead of gene models to our 
customized pipeline (see Discussion section). For the A. thaliana Col-0 TAIR10 genome annotation, 
we have found 140 non-redundant NB-LRR loci (fig. 4A). Previous studies found 166 [309], 178 [282], 
174 [310, 311] and 138 [72] NB-LRR loci present in the model plant. In contrast, TAIR10 domain 
annotation efforts reported 127 target loci [69]. The differences in our study resulted from usage of 
the updated TAIR10.02 annotation and more stringent criteria; namely the exclusive combination of 
machine learning with sequence identity and consideration of the genomic context (e.g. synteny). 
For example, we focus on protein-coding genes only and ignore non-functional (i.e. pseudogenized) 
loci due to the scope of this study to provide information relevant for breeding of gene-edited crops. 
Moreover, we defined NB-LRR proteins as sharing both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains, whereas many 
previous studies score anything as a NB-LRR gene that partially aligns to any one domain common to 
the cluster (i.e. TIR-only, NB-only, LRR-only genes). 
For the A. lyrata genome annotation v0.2, we identified 166 non-redundant NB-LRR loci (fig. 4B). 
Previous studies reported evidence for 182 [311] and 138 [72] NB-LRR loci present in the A. lyrata 
genome assembly. Chen et al. score pseudogenes as well as loci that do not contain both NB- and 
LRR-domains, leading to the higher number of target genes than reported in this study [311]. The 
difference between our results and those of [72] is likely due to false-negative target genes with a 
divergence level that cannot be recognized by their applied HMM-generated NB-ARC consensus 
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sequence . We were able to score these more divergent loci using synteny data anchoring locus 
determination and subsequent de novo domain prediction using a combination of 14 HMM 
algorithms (see Materials & Methods section). For example, the A. lyrata locus 
fgenesh1_pg.C_scaffold_8000651 displays only moderate homology (e-value: 1e-34) to the closest 
related sequence in A. thaliana, a P-loop-containing nucleoside triphosphatase that is not defined as 
NB-LRR locus. However, we found both encoded NB-ARC- and LRR-domains within that gene in A. 
lyrata. 
For the crop plant B. rapa (genome annotation v1.1), we found 167 non-redundant NB-LRR 
candidate genes (fig. 4D), while previous studies reported a sum of 92 [312] and 206 [313] target loci. 
The latter number includes proteins without an LRR-domain (for example TIR-NB or CC-NB). 
Removing those, [313] identified 139 genes encoding both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains, 28 less than 
we proposed. This differences may be due to our consideration of synteny and application of 14 
different HMM algorithms, whereas [313] employed HMMER V3.0 only. Note that [312] did not have 
the whole genome assembly available, and hence identified R-proteins based on 1,199 partially 
redundant BAC clones mostly from a single chromosome. The authors acknowledge a significant 
degree of sequence redundancy within the available dataset that covers 19-28% of the B. rapa 
genome only. Likewise, [312] performed ab-initio gene annotation based on the fgenesh algorithm 
only [314], and solely use protein sequence homology (based on BLASTP) for R-protein homolog 
identification. In contrast, we used the whole gene-space assembly (including every to-date 
annotated protein-coding gene) as well as three layers of information for homolog identification (see 
Materials & Methods section). 
To our knowledge, we performed the first analyses of R-proteins for E. parvulum, Ae. arabicum, T. 
hasslerania and N. benthamiana. For the extremophile saltwater cress E. parvulum (previously 
known as Thellungiella parvula, genome annotation v2), we found 72 non-redundant NB-LRR loci (fig. 
4C). For Ae. arabicum, the extant sister lineage to all other mustard family members (genome 
annotation v0.2), we identified 112 non-redundant NB-LRR loci (fig. 4E). For the T. hasslerania 
genome annotation v4 (previously known as Cleome spinosa), we identified 59 non-redundant NB-
LRR loci for this species (fig. 4F), that underwent a lineage-specific genome triplication event (fig. 3) 
and has been established as the mustard family outgroup [45, 53, 54]. For the Solanaceae and 
tobacco relative N. benthamiana, we identified 233 non-redundant NB-LRR proteins (fig. 4J). Notably, 
N. benthamiana is widely used as system for transient over-expression and silencing of various genes 
involved in plant innate immunity to elucidate downstream signaling events after PAMP-mediated 
priming. In this context, our results provide accurate mapping of all NB-LRR-like sequences encoding 
functions characterized in A. thaliana down to the Nicotiana gene-space assembly (supplementary 
file 2, Supplementary Material online), thereby facilitating adjusted planning of aforementioned 
experiments and better understanding of results in the Solanaceae. 
For the crop plant C. papaya (genome annotation v0.5), we identified 44 non-redundant R-proteins 
of the NB-LRR type (fig. 4G). Among all species we have analyzed so far, the papaya gene-space 
assembly encodes the lowest number of R-gene candidates. We again acknowledge the possibility of 
incomplete gene annotations in this context (see Discussion section). However, the low gene count 
of the NB-LRR locus family was previously revealed for the available papaya genes set [315]. The 
authors found 54 target loci using a combination of TBLASTX [66] and the pfam HMM algorithm to 
search for the pfam NB (NB-ARC) family PF00931 domain [244]. The difference in gene-family size 
estimates is due to an updated genome annotation we have used, as well as more stringent criteria 
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for target gene scoring (i.e. NB-LRR proteins are defined as sharing both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains, 
see above). 
Our analysis revealed 455 non-redundant loci of the NB-LRR type for the crop plant C. sinensis 
(orange) (fig. 4H). Evidence for the high R-gene count in orange has been noted previously. For 
example, the plant resistance gene database (prgdb) lists 3,230 R-genes (including LRR-domain-
containing receptor-like kinases/proteins) for this crop plant [316], many of which are redundant. To 
our knowledge, our study comprises the first efforts to cross-reference both NB-ARC- and LRR-
domains among R-genes in orange. 
For grape (V. vinifera), we found 294 non-redundant R-proteins sharing both NB-ARC- and LRR-
domains (fig. 4I). Previous efforts identified 300 target genes [310]. The differences are due to an 
updated genome assembly as well as more stringent criteria for NB-LRR locus definition. 
In addition, we subjected the potato crop (S. tuberosum Group Phureja DM1-3) genome annotation 
v3.2.10 to our customized pipeline for identification of homologous gene clusters. We identified 402 
encoded non-redundant NB-LRR proteins within the potato genome (fig. 4K). Previous efforts 
identified 438 target genes [317] from the annotated proteins set using the MEME and MAST 
algorithms [318] as well as 755 target genes for the NB-LRR gene repertoire based on reduced 
representation analysis of DNA enriched [319] (referred to as “Renseq” hereafter [320-322]). 
Referring to [319], we acknowledge the inability of our pipeline to identify genes present in the crop 
but flawed or missing from the annotation or the assembly. The difference between our value and 
[317] results from more stringent criteria in NB-LRR locus identification. For example, at least 34 of 
the 438 genes from [317] do not contain both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains, whereas at least two do 
not contain any of the required domains. 
For tomato (Solanum lycopersicum Heinz 1706), we have found 219 non-redundant R-proteins of the 
NB-LRR type (fig. 4L). Previous studies identified 221 target genes sharing both NB-ARC- and LRR-
domains in a very conclusive approach [323]. The minor difference in numbers is due to a different 
build of the annotation based on the genome version 2.4 (fusion of loci/locus fragments) and 
illustrates the thoroughness of the corresponding authors work. In contrast, application of Renseq to 
tomato genomic and cDNA recently identified 355 NB-LRR genes, thereby highlighting further 
potential of improvement for de novo genome assembly and annotation [324]. Again, we stress that 
the error rate of our pipeline depends on the quality of the input data (i.e. genes missing in the 
assembly or annotation can’t be detected). In total, we identified 2,363 R-proteins of the NB-LRR 
type. CDS sequences are appended including translation to protein sequences (supplementary files 
3-4, Supplementary Material online). 
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FIG. 4.— Area-weighted Venn diagrams illustrating the distribution of three main functional domains common 
to the NB-LRR gene family shown for twelve species. Domain-specific sub-clusters and overlaps are color-
coded according to the legend (red: LRR-domain; green: NB-ARC- domain; blue: TIR-domain). Cartoons and 
italicized Latin names indicate target species: A. Arabidopsis thaliana B. Arabidopsis lyrata C. Eutrema 
parvulum D. Brassica rapa E. Aethionema arabicum F. Tarenaya hasslerania G. Carica papaya H. Citrus sinensis 
I. Vitis vinifera J. Nicotiana benthamiana K. Solanum tuberosum L. Solanum lycopersicum. Please note that we 
required a NB-LRR gene to harbor both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains. 
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Localization of genes with both NB-ARC- and LRR-domains and determination of tandem duplicate 
fractions  
We localized all reported NB-LRR loci onto the corresponding chromosomes/scaffolds/contigs 
present in all analyzed genome assemblies except N. benthamiana (excluded from Circos plot due to 
insufficient assembly quality, see Materials & Methods section). Application of a number of n = 10 
allowed gene spacers (see Materials & Methods section) allowed determination of a global rate of 
53% tandem duplicates (fig. 5). Notably, we have found significant differences in tandem array 
fractions between the analyzed species (up to a factor of 2.8). For example, 70 NB-LRR genes present 
in the V. vinifera genome annotation v2 are members of tandem arrays (table 1). In contrast, the N. 
benthamiana genome annotation v0.4.4 contains only one fourth of tandem duplicates among all 
present NB-LRR loci. The latter represents a fragmented gene-space rather than a genome assembly, 
leading to a likely under-estimation of tandem duplicates fraction. Hence, the global tandem 
duplicates fraction drops after inclusion of N. benthamiana loci (table 1). For the mean gene count 
per NB-LRR tandem array, Aethionema scores highest. Likewise, the extant mustard family sister 
clade contains the largest tandem array we found so far. In contrast, the largest orange (C. sinensis) 
NB-LRR tandem array comprises less than half the number of target genes, leading to a very low 
genome-wide average of NB-LRR genes per tandem array for that species (table 1). Please note that 
we required presence of both encoded NB-ARC- and LRR-domains for NB-LRR-type R-gene curation. 
Therefore, some of the aforementioned tandem arrays may be further extended due to the 
presence of partial sequences in close proximity. We do not exclude a biological significance of such 
fragments per se, but set the scope to full-length candidate genes exclusively to obtain a uniform 
dataset to facilitate comparisons of molecular evolution rates (see below). 
However, our data indicate that both aforementioned outlier situations with high (Aethionema) and 
low (Citrus) maximums for gene counts per NB-LRR tandem array are outliers beyond the average 
degree of NB-LRR gene tandem array extension. The majority of all 1,191 tandem duplicates (60%) 
are organized in arrays with two genes only. Three gene members per array occur in less than one 
fifth of all cases, whereas four, five and more than five genes per array occur with a cumulative 
frequency below 10% (fig. 6). 
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FIG. 5.— Circos ideogram with 2,363 NB-LRR loci localized on eleven genome annotations. Latin numbers refer 
to chromosome pseudo-molecules. Loose scaffolds and contigs not anchored to the genome assembly are 
shown shifted in radius but not in length scale. For genomes without assembly to the chromosome level, the 
20 largest scaffolds are displayed and named in in ascending order with Arabic numbers. Beginning at the 
bottom block in counter-clockwise orientation, shown are (1) Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0, (2) Arabidopsis lyrata, 
(3) Brassica rapa, (4) Eutrema parvulum, (5) Aethionema arabicum, (6) Tarenaya hasslerania, (7) Carica papaya, 
(8) Citrus sinensis, (9) Vitis vinifera, (10) Solanum lycopersicum and (11) Solanum tuberosum. Tandem duplicate 
gene copies are highlighted in red. Singleton genes are highlighted in dark blue. “Conserved Cluster A-D” refers 
to four distinct A. thaliana NB-LRR loci that have been coded in distant colors for easy visual distinction (A: 
AT3G14470; B: AT3G50950; C: AT4G33300; D: AT5G17860) including ohnologs in all other ten genomes. For 
genome assembly versions used in this analysis, see fig.3. Please note that due to the fragmented assembly 
status of Nicotiana benthamiana, all scaffolds of this annotation are below visible length threshold. 
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Genome-wide determination of retained ohnolog fractions and cross-referencing of NB-LRR genes  
We determined the genome-wide fraction of retained duplicate groups due to ancient polyploidy 
events (ohnologs), including all identified NB-LRR loci. Screening of pairwise synteny blocks within 
the analyzed genome assemblies was accomplished using an integer programming approach 
implemented by the CoGe package for comparative genomics (see Materials & Methods section) 
[194]. Due to technical restrictions, this was possible for seven genomes (i.e. minimum requirements 
in the N50 index, requiring a minimum of approximately 50 kb, see Materials & Methods section). 
The high degree of tandem duplicates among R-proteins in all species results in a low degree of 
retained ohnolog duplicates by definition, because ohnologs mainly comprise groups of two or three 
duplicates, whereas tandem arrays can have up to eleven members (fig. 6). Notably, the B. rapa 
genome possesses the highest syntenic depth value among all analyzed genome assemblies with 12x 
in total (fig. 3). Consistently we found the highest fraction of retained ohnolog duplicates both 
genome-wide and among NB-LRR genes present in this crop with in total (table 2). In contrast, the 
potato crop (S. tuberosum) contains the lowest fractions of retained ohnolog duplicates for both 
genome-wide average and the set of NB-LRR genes (table 2). On average, about one third of present 
in the seven analyzed genome assemblies comprise retained ohnolog duplicate groups. This fraction 
drops among all NB-LRR loci. This apparent under-representation of ohnologs among R-proteins 
highlights the high relative contribution of tandem duplication in R-protein cluster extension for the 
group of genome assemblies subjected to this analysis (table 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 1.- Arrays of Tandem Duplicate Copies among NBS-LRR  loci 
Num
ber of 
NBS-LRR genes
Num
ber of 
Tandem
 Duplicates
Fraction of Tandem
 
Duplicates
Num
ber of 
Tandem
 Arrays
Average Num
ber of
Genes per Array
Num
ber of Genes 
in largest Array
B. rapa 167 92 55% 31 2.9 8
E. parvulum 72 37 51% 13 2.8 9
A. thaliana Col-0 140 94 67% 32 2.9 8
A. lyrata 166 71 43% 23 3.1 9
Aet. arabicum 112 71 63% 21 3.4 11
T. hasslerania 59 26 44% 10 2.6 6
C. papaya 44 32 72% 10 3.2 5
C. sinensis 455 136 30% 61 2.2 5
V. vinifera 294 206 70% 62 3.3 10
N. benthamiana 233 58 25% 26 2.2 5
S. tuberosum 402 238 59% 77 3.1 8
S. lycopersicum 219 125 57% 40 3.1 7
Σ 2,363 1,186 50%* 406 2.9 7.6
* Difference of value compared to fig. 5 is due to presence on  N. benthamiana
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FIG. 6.— Gene count listing of full-length tandem duplicate NB-LRR genes observed within all 
twelve analyzed genomes. 60% of all tandem arrays comprise two duplicate gene copies. 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 2.- Retained ohnolog duplicate copies among NBS-LRR  loci 
Syntenic 
depth #
Genom
e-wide 
average
Am
ong 
NBS-LRR  loci
Ohnolog 
enrichem
ent
B. rapa 12x 53% 42% no
E. parvulum 4x 32% 29% no
A. thaliana Col-0 4x 22% 17% no
A. lyrata 4x 33% 23% no
T. hasslerania 6x 44% 27% no
S. tuberosum 2-3x 10% 5% no
S. lycopersicum 2-3x 19% 16% no
Σ 30.3% 22.7% no
# Post-γ ploidy level
* Genomes with low assembly quality are excluded from 
this analysis due to technical reasons (see methods)
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Uncovering differential patterns of selection acting on subsets of NB-LRR loci pooled according to 
duplicate origin 
We performed a genome-wide analysis of molecular evolution acting on all encoded NB-LRR 
proteins based on both the NB-ARC- and LRR-domain. In a first step, we grouped (a) members of 
tandem arrays, (b) retained ohnolog duplicates as well as (c) singleton genes (defined as non-tandem 
array genes without retained ohnolog duplicate). By analyzing non-synonymous substitutions per 
non-synonymous sites, compared to synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (Ka/Ks ratio or 
ω, dN/dS), patterns of strong positive selection were uncovered among all three groups. Strikingly, 
we also found differences in molecular evolution rates among all three groups. Members of tandem 
arrays evolved fastest with a ω mean of 1.59. In contrast, all analyzed retained ohnolog duplicates 
evolved with an intermediate rate (ω mean = 1.36). We reported the slowest rate of molecular 
evolution for singleton NB-LRR genes with a ω mean of 1.22 (fig. 7). Values for ω above one indicate 
positive or Darwinian selection, less than one implies purifying (or stabilizing) selection whereas 
ratios of one are indicative for neutral (i.e. absence of) selection [325]. 
 
 
 
FIG. 7.— Selection in action between gene pairs of three major 
duplicates categories – singletons, tandem duplicates and 
WGD duplicates (ohnologs). Strong positive selection following 
gene and genome duplication of NB-LRR loci, as indicated by 
higher Ka/Ks values. 
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Assessing structural dynamics of genomic regions with conserved NB-LRR loci 
Utilizing the wealth of NB-LRR functional and molecular data available in Arabidopsis as a reference, 
we composed a species-wide matrix of R-protein presence/absence based on sequence homology 
(i.e. filtered/non-filtered reciprocal best BLAST hits, referred to as “RBH” hereafter) and synteny 
(supplementary files 1 and 2, Supplementary Material online). Among the extended set of 140 
distinct NB-LRR loci present in the model plant (see above), we found four conserved clusters of 
“gatekeeper” genes sharing syntenic orthologs across all twelve analyzed genomes (fig. 5 and 
supplementary file 1, Supplementary Material online). Please note that genomic regions displaying 
conserved synteny across lineages (fig. 8) define evolutionary immobile parts of plant genomes [26]. 
For two among those, functional data are available in Arabidopsis, whereas members of the other 
two gene clusters have not yet been characterized in any of the analyzed plant lineages. The non-TIR 
non-CC NB-LRR (NL) class R-protein AT3G14460 is a “gatekeeper” because it forms one of four 
conserved clusters together with all of its aforementioned ohnologs (supplementary file 1, 
Supplementary Material online and “Conserved Cluster A” in fig. 5). Interestingly, there are yet no 
functional data available concerning this gene, neither in Arabidopsis nor in any of the other eleven 
analyzed genome/gene-space assemblies. For example, this NL-class “gatekeeper” AT3G14460.1 
[282, 326] forms syntenic RBH pairs with fgenesh2_kg.3__1571 (A. lyrata), Bra027333 (B. rapa), 
Tp3g12770 (E. parvulum), AA_scaffold578_71 (Ae. arabicum), Th16129 (T. hasslerania), 
supercontig_77.89 (C. papaya), GSVIVT01013307001 (V. vinifera), Solyc03g078300.1 (S. lycopersicum) 
as well as PGSC0003DMG400005046 (S. tuberosum). For C. sinensis, the RBH partner 
orange1.1g000782m is harbored by a very small scaffold (~12.6 kb) with three genes only, making 
the scoring of gene synteny impossible. However, the locus orange1.1g000782m in turn forms RBH 
pairs with the aforementioned genes supercontig_77.89 (C. papaya) as well as GSVIVT01013307001 
(V. vinifera), thereby closing the gap in a phylogenetic framework (data not shown). Likewise, the N. 
benthamiana gene NB00009911g0001.1 forms RBH pairs with the aforementioned syntenic 
orthologs in tomato and grape-vine, overcoming the lack of synteny data for this early-stage draft 
genome assembly (data not shown). Notably, the underlying locus underwent tandem duplication 
after grape-vine lineage split, leading to presence of a tandem array in all Brassicales including 
orange, but an evident singleton gene in Solanaceae and V. vinifera (fig. 8). 
The TIR-NB-LRR (TNL)-class “gatekeeper” locus AT5G17680 is anchoring another group of syntenic 
orthologs shared by all lineages (supplementary file 1, Supplementary Material online, “Conserved 
Cluster D” in fig. 5). Similarly, this locus lacks evidence on gene function in any of the analyzed plant 
lineages.  
In contrast, conserved clusters B and C are anchored by ZAR1 (HOPZ-ACTIVATED RESISTANCE 1 or 
AT3G50950) and the NB-LRR gene ADR1-L1 (ACTIVATED DISEASE RESISTANCE 1 or AT4G33300), that 
confers pleiotropic effects in Arabidopsis innate immunity (supplementary file 1, Supplementary 
Material online, “Conserved Cluster B and C” in fig. 5). ZAR1 encodes a CC-NB-LRR (CNL) class R-
protein of the FLARE group (Flagellin Rapidly Elicited, due to rapid up-regulation following exposure 
to the PAMP flg22) [327]. ZAR1 confers allele-specific recognition of the Pseudomonas syringae 
HopZ1a type III effector in Arabidopsis and acts independent of several gene products required by 
other R-protein signaling pathways [328]. In contrast, ADR1-L1 over-expression results in a dwarf 
phenotype and activation of defense-related gene expression in Arabidopsis [290, 327]. Note that 
ADR1-L1 encodes an R-protein conferring pleiotropic roles due to function as “helper” NB-LRR that 
can transduce signals subsequent to specific pattern recognition receptor activation during effector-
triggered immunity [329]. Furthermore, ADR1-L1 encodes the N-terminal RPW8-like domain, whose 
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functional importance in plant innate immunity has been previously reported [292, 330]. 
Interestingly, the Arabidopsis RPW8-like “gatekeeper” was found to be necessary and sufficient to 
confer induced resistance to powdery mildew in the distant lineage of Solanaceae (Nicotiana 
tabacum) [291]. This case excludes restricted taxonomic functionality and provides additional 
evidence for functional conservation of syntenic orthologs as defined by “gatekeepers” on a broad 
phylogenomics range.  
In summary, we found four NB-LRR genes conserved in sequence as well as linked to structurally 
immobile parts of the core-eudicot pan-genome. At least one of those confers pleiotropic effects 
and extended functions in Arabidopsis as a “helper-NB-LRR” [331]. Although both synteny and 
sequence conservation across lineages during a timeframe of approximately 250 MA provides strong 
indications for conservation in function, this may not always be the case. However, we hypothesize 
that structural stability of the harboring genomic region sup- ports evolution of pleiotropic effects 
conferred by “gate- keeper“ R-proteins (see below). 
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FIG. 8.— (B)LastZ eleven-way multiple alignment of conserved cluster A from fig. 5. Shown left is the 
phylogenetic relationship among all eleven species (Nicotiana benthamiana is excluded from this analysis due 
to technical reasons). Shown right is the genomic context of the syntenic regions (marked in black). The 
regions in focus include one NB-LRR gene that expanded to a tandem array in the Arabidopsis lineage after 
split of Solanaceae. Diamond indicates a tandem duplication event. Genes not overlapped by highest-scoring 
sequence pairs are shown in green. In case of C. sinensis, the orthologous genes are harbored by a very small 
scaffold (~12.6 kb), therefore scaled differently from other panels in GEvo. 
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DISCUSSION 
The proliferation of high-throughput DNA sequencing and genome informatics approaches enables 
an accelerated production rate of draft genomes from a wide phylogenetic sampling of plant taxa, 
highlighting a need for robust methods and a comparative framework for gene and genomic 
comparisons. We therefore have developed a custom approach to identify functional groups of plant 
proteins applying a novel and highly complementary combination of available algorithms and data- 
sets. We have applied this to R-proteins and annotated 2,363 loci of the NB-LRR type in total. This 
set contains genes that previously remained un-identified for all species except tomato and potato. 
For Solanaceae, we stress that re-sequencing approaches based on complexity reduction such as 
target gene capture have been successfully applied for a similar purpose (referred to as Renseq) [319, 
332]. However, it is not unreasonable to assume that the onset of next generation sequencing and 
genome informatics will continue with acceleration beyond Moore’s law and hence lead to more 
and better algorithms for de novo generation of gene annotations. Therefore, the added value of the 
computational pipeline shown in this study will rise with the same rate. For future references, we 
are working on customization of our approach to make it suitable for application to whole sequence 
scaffolds/contigs rather than sets of annotated genes/proteins. We intend to generate a 
computational pipeline for in silico target gene capture based on scoring of combined hits outside 
the annotated gene-space within a size window common to protein-coding genes, thereby 
overcoming the evident limitations of currently available algorithms for de novo gene annotation 
(Jupe F, personal communication). The pipeline shown in this study represents the first step towards 
this goal.  
Since tandem duplicates represent the majority of the R-gene duplicates that typically have a higher 
turnover rate, and additionally most of the R-genes have experienced high birth-and-death rate due 
to the persistent arms-race with the evolution of pathogen target effectors, most R-genes should 
have a fairly limited cross-taxonomic coverage [333, 334]. However, a limited set of R-gene clusters 
are more stable, such as the four gene clusters that we have shown here to be conserved over 100 
MA in most (if not all) core eudicot genomes. Could these gene clusters represent shared immunity 
responses to common pathogens? In addition, the genes in these clusters could also act as “helper 
NB-LRRs”, mediating signal transduction downstream of various different NB-LRR receptors for 
activation during effector-triggered immunity, thereby leveraging functional constraints as 
previously made evident for ADR1 family in A. thaliana [331, 335]. Please note that members of the 
RPW8-domain-encoding ADR1- like family have been identified across all angiosperms, providing 
hints towards relevance of “gatekeepers” in a broad phylogenomics range across the whole 
angiosperm clade [336] (Zhao and Schranz, unpublished results). More studies need to be done in 
order to unravel gene function underlying the retention of these unusually “stable” R-gene loci. This 
is stressed by the fact that (some degree of) functional evidence accumulated for two of our four 
NB-LRR “gatekeeper” functions in Arabidopsis; in at least one case ”gatekeeper” R-proteins confer 
pleiotropic effects as “helper” NB-LRRs. In contrast, such data lacks for the other two “gatekeepers”, 
notably including one TNL class R-protein. We hypothesize significant potential for extension of gene 
functional data regarding all four “gatekeeper” loci, either by gene-for-gene resistance towards yet-
undiscovered pathogen effectors or by facilitating pleiotropic effects and effector-triggered signaling 
downstream of other NB-LRR genes similar to “helper NB-LRRs”. Notably, a combination of both 
scenarios is evident in Arabidopsis and hence not unreasonable to occur in other cases. 
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We highlight the need for “uniform” standards for comparative studies, such as the method we used 
in this study that is applicable but by no means limited to R-gene families. In contrast to most past 
computational pipelines of gene identification that only employ DNA sequence similarity, our 
approach consolidates multiple tiers of evidence, including the basic protein sequence identity, 
domain compositions, and genomic context (synteny). Uniform standards also ensure that our gene 
family member counts are directly comparable with one another, making in-depth studies of the 
expansion-contraction dynamics of gene families possible. Furthermore, our method allows efficient 
screening of genome assemblies for near-complete curation of multi-domain and multi-gene family 
clusters. In the case of NB-LRR type R-genes, the resulting raw data provide a detailed overview of 
nucleotide diversity among all target genes within and between twelve lineages covering the whole 
core-eudicot clade. Utilizing the wealth of genomics and gene functional data in A. thaliana, this 
leads to species-wise mapping (presence/absence) of every NB-LRR sequence present in the model 
plant. Notably, these data can be used by breeders to identify both target loci as well as small RNA 
sequence requirements for fast and efficient migration of resistance locus A to organism B using the 
emerging techniques of genome editing in case restricted taxonomic R-gene functionality doesn’t 
apply. For example, the particular NB-LRR gene conferring the desired resistance can be selected 
from our curated dataset followed by calculation of the smallest nucleotide distance (or closest 
related) target gene in the desired organism. The sequence of the small RNA(s) necessary for 
engineering of nucleases in context of genome editing can be inferred accordingly in order to design 
a minimum set of experiments necessary and sufficient for gene-editing and thus generating an 
extended spectrum of resistance in any of the crop subjected to our analysis. However, note that 
taxonomic restrictions may apply for at least some encoded R-gene functions. Going beyond plant 
innate immunity, we provide data on a network of anchor genes present in all analyzed genome 
assemblies, thereby referencing orthologs and paralogs of every gene family present in the model 
plant Arabidopsis. We thereby excel future efforts to extract plant gene function, ultimately 
necessary for crop improvement and increased rates of global food production. 
CONCLUSION  
We highlight three major findings in this study: (a) higher frequency of tandem gene expansion in R-
genes, (b) higher selection ratio in tandem duplicates compared to ohnologs and singletons and (c) 
evolutionary stable, orthologous R-gene clusters established within structurally immobile parts of 
plant genomes. Those are likely to indicate a common functional constraint (“gatekeepers”). R-genes 
typically show an unusually high turnover rate due to strong selection to keep up in a biological arms 
race with plant pathogens [300, 311]. We suggest such R-genes follow a different evolutionary 
trajectory than genes with regulatory roles [100]. In this context, the added value of our study lies 
within the wide phylogenomics scope of the underlying approach. Although similar findings are 
available in Arabidopsis, monitoring dynamics underlying target gene evolution for approximately 
100 MA (corresponding to radiation time of the core eudicots) results in higher confidence in the 
validity of our inferences. 
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ABSTRACT  
The comparative analysis of plant gene families in a phylogenetic framework has greatly accelerated 
due to advances in next generation sequencing. In this study, we provide an evolutionary analysis of 
the L-type lectin receptor kinase and L-type lectin domain proteins (L-type LecRKs and LLPs) that are 
considered as components in plant immunity, in the plant family Brassicaceae and related outgroups. 
We combine several lines of evidence provided by sequence homology, HMM-driven protein domain 
annotation, phylogenetic analysis and gene synteny for large-scale identification of L-type LecRK and 
LLP genes within nine representative core-eudicot genomes. We show that both polyploidy and local 
duplication events (tandem duplication and gene transposition duplication) have played a major role 
in L-type LecRK and LLP gene family expansion in the Brassicaceae. We also find significant 
differences in rates of molecular evolution based on the mode of duplication. Additionally, we show 
that LLPs share a common evolutionary origin with L-type LecRKs and provide a consistent gene 
family nomenclature. Finally, we demonstrate that the largest and most diverse L-type LecRK clades 
are lineage-specific. Our evolutionary analyses of these plant immune components provide a 
framework to support future plant resistance breeding.  
KEYWORDS: Comparative genomics, polyploidy, gene duplication, Brassicaceae, L-type lectin 
receptor kinases, plant innate immunity 
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INTRODUCTION 
During plant evolution, individual genes and gene families have undergone selection for copy 
number via duplications, transpositions and/or deletions. Such events can be detected by screening 
for patterns of syntenic or collinear genes [34, 337]. Gene duplication and subsequent gene 
retention or loss (fractionation) is often attributed to recent and/or ancient whole genome 
polyploidy events, for example at the origin of seed plants and angiosperms [37]. Whole genome 
duplications (WGDs) can act as mechanism to buffer gene functions due to increased genetic 
redundancy and hence provide an important source of sub- or neo-functionalization driving genetic 
innovation [89, 338]. For example, ohnolog genes (paralogous genes derived specifically from a WGD) 
encoding structurally similar enzymes have been shown to evolve towards extended substrate 
specificities or catalysis of novel reactions, while its ancestral gene retains its designated function 
[80]. Similarly, distant genomic locations of ohnologs can lead to differential gene expression [339]. 
Hence, it has been hypothesized that WGDs contributed to species diversity by driving trait evolution 
[84]. In this context, several studies highlight the contribution of WGD to the observed diversity 
across lineages as well as to extended gene function in a variety of organisms, including mammals 
[340], amphibians [341, 342] and plants [343-345]. Large-scale synteny is not observed for paralogs 
derived from small-scale events like tandem- and gene transposition duplication (GTD).  
The Brassicaceae, also known as the mustard family, has many advantages to study and understand 
the contributions of whole genome and gene duplications on plant genome evolution. It comprises 
several species for which well-assembled genomes are available, including Arabidopsis thaliana, 
Arabidopsis lyrata, Brassica rapa, Thellungiella halophila and Aethionema arabicum [43, 51, 69, 118, 
269, 346]. Analysis of many of these genome assemblies has provided insights into patterns of gene 
evolution, retention and functionality [85]. Within the Brassicaceae family at least five polyploidy 
events can be detected that have occurred in the A. thaliana lineage, three of which have been 
studied extensively [35, 347]. This includes the “At-γ” event that occurred approximately 111 million 
years (MA hereafter) before the lineage split of A. thaliana and the common grape vine Vitis vinifera 
[348] and which is shared by all eudicots [47, 48]. The less ancient ”At-β” event occurred 
approximately 72 MA after the split of the Carica papaya and A. thaliana lineages [46], and is 
restricted to the order Brassicales [34]. The most recent polyploidy event termed “At-α” occurred 
after the split of Brassicaceae and Cleomaceae approximately 40 MA ago, and was followed by a 
lineage separation of A. thaliana and A. lyrata approximately 10 MA ago [35, 84, 269]. In addition to 
WGD events in plant genomes, local duplication events such as tandem- and gene transposition 
duplication (GTD) contributed to gene copy number variation and are currently the best understood 
drivers of gene retention and cluster expansion. Tandem duplication (TD) is a result of single unequal 
crossing over (UCO) events, and/or multiple repeats thereof during DNA repair. UCO produces 
tandem duplicate genes organized in tandem arrayed genes (TAR genes) that individually cluster 
with up to ten intervening genes [90]. This lead to copy number variation in many plant gene 
families including several involved in plant disease resistance and glucosinolate biosynthesis [44, 91, 
92, 94]. Interestingly, UCO can result in gene copies positioned in a head-to-tail direct orientation 
[282]. Alternatively, TD can also result from intra-chromosomal rearrangements between direct and 
indirect repeats, producing gene copies with opposite head-to-head orientation within a tandem 
array. Note that depending on the orientation of adjacent tandem duplicates, common promoters 
can be shared. For example, intra-chromosomal rearrangements caused the formation of the A. 
thaliana gene array RRS1 and RPS4, that function as a dual resistance gene system in defense against 
bacterial and fungal plant pathogens [287]. Similarly, TD has significantly influenced the divergence 
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of many disease resistance genes (i.e. NB-LRRs) that confer race-specific resistance in Brassicaceae 
and Solanaceae [92, 145, 349]. In contrast to TD, gene transposition duplication (GTD) results in gene 
relocation to distant genomic positions and hence induces gene family dispersion across the entire 
genome. GTD copies transpose from ancestral to novel positions with the ancestral loci having fewer 
insertions and deletions (InDels) with shorter maximum InDel lengths. In addition, ancestral GTD 
“seed” loci have longer coding-regions and exon lengths than the novel copies [350]. Overall, TD and 
GTD have been reported to frequently occur in diversified high-copy number gene families, such as 
those comprising NB-LRR disease resistance, Type I MADS-box transcription factor, F-Box, and B3 
gene families [33, 100].  
In plants, the perception of extracellular stimuli and subsequent signal transduction is often 
mediated by receptor-like kinases (RLKs), which can be divided in various subfamilies based on their 
extracellular domains [351, 352]. Plant RLKs underwent a dramatic expansion in comparison to those 
of other organisms − with at least 610 and 1100 members in A. thaliana and rice, respectively [353, 
354] −, indicating their importance during plant adaptation. Several RLKs have been shown to play 
pivotal roles as pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) to mediate basal defense. Amongst these are 
the lectin receptor kinases (LecRKs), which are membrane-spanning receptors that contain an 
extracellular lectin domain and an intracellular Ser/Thr kinase domain [355, 356]. LecRKs can be 
further subdivided based on their lectin domain composition into three categories; i.e. the G-, C- and 
L-type LecRKs [355, 357]. The G-type LecRKs, also known as S-domain RLKs (SRKs), comprise 
functions in both plant self-incompatibility and defense [358, 359]. C-type LecRKs are named after 
their extracellular calcium-dependent lectin domain. This domain is commonly found in a plethora of 
innate immune receptors in mammalians [360], but is rare in plants. The function of the C-type 
LecRKs remains thus far enigmatic [355]. The third category consists of the L-type LecRKs which 
contain an extracellular legume-like lectin domain. L-type LecRKs are ubiquitous in plants, and have 
been identified in a variety of plant species, e.g. cotton, cucumber and rice [361-363]. A. thaliana 
was shown to contain 45 L-type LecRKs, which could be divided into nine distinct clades and seven 
additional so-called singletons that group distantly (termed “ambiguous” hereafter) [355].  
Recently, evidence has accumulated pointing towards roles of L-type LecRKs in biotic stress 
responses [364-367]. LecRK-I.9, for example, was identified as a Phytophthora resistance component 
[364], while LecRK-V.5 is involved in susceptibility to bacterial pathogens [365]. In addition, Singh 
and co-workers [366] showed that LecRK-VI.2 is critical in defense against both hemibiotrophic and 
necrotrophic phytopathogenic bacteria in A. thaliana. L-type LecRKs also function in insect resistance, 
e.g. A. thaliana LecRK-I.8 was shown to play a crucial role in defense triggered by egg-derived 
elicitors of the cabbage butterfly Pieris brassicae [368]. In addition, few L-type LecRKs are thus far 
described to function in response to abiotic stimuli and plant development [367, 369-371]. 
Here, we employ several bioinformatics methods for the identification and comparison of L-type 
LecRK family members encoded in nine representative core-eudicot genomes. In a phylogenomics 
approach, we provide data to assess the differential impact of duplication modes driving L-type 
LecRK copy number expansion observed across the plant family Brassicaceae.  
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
Plant genome annotations 
Genome annotations for four Brassicaceae species: i.e. Aethionema arabicum v0.2 [43], Arabidopsis 
thaliana TAIR10 [69], Arabidopsis lyrata v1.07 [269], Brassica rapa [51] and Thellungiella halophila 
v1 [346]; one Cleomaceae species: Tarenaya hasslerania v4 [53]; one Caricaceae species: Carica 
papaya v0.5 [46]; one Malvaceae species: Theobroma cacao v1 [372] and one Vitaceae species: Vitis 
vinifera v2 [48] were obtained from Phytozome v9.1 (http://phytozome.org, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014) [186].  
 
Re-annotation of L-type LecRKs and LLPs 
Protein and gene sequences of A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs were obtained using the 
Arabidopsis Information Resource website (TAIR10, http://www.arabidopsis.org, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014). Possible pseudogenisation of A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs was 
analyzed using available ATH1 microarray datasets at TAIR (data not shown). To identify orthologous 
L-type LecRKs and LLPs across the nine plant genomes, the Reciprocal Best Blast Hits (RBH) were 
determined using both A. thaliana gene and protein sequences as queries against the remaining 
eight plant genomes using NCBI BLAST 2.2.28+ (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/news/04-05-2013-
blast-2-2-28, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [66, 373] with an e-value threshold of 1e-10. A 
total of three RBH sets (i.e., a length filtered protein pair set; a non-length filtered protein pair set, 
and a non-length coding sequence pair set with a size-filter threshold of 0.5-to-2 gene lengths) were 
retrieved after BLAST as previously described [145].  
 
Ohnolog identification and analysis 
Ohnolog (collinear or syntenic copies of genes) of all putative L-type LecRK orthologs were identified 
via analysis of gene collinearity within and between all genomes using the “SynMap” algorithm 
within the CoGe package for comparative genomics (www.genomeevolution.org, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014) [26]. Firstly, genes of each analyzed species that share syntenic orthologs to 
the A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs were determined by making use of DAGchainer [195] and 
quota align algorithms [194] within the CoGe package for comparative genomics 
(http://genomeevolution.org/CoGe/GEvo.pl, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). The following 
parameter settings were used: merging neighboring syntenic blocks, maximum distance between 
two blocks fixed at 350 genes; synonymous substitutions rates (Ks) with an average of 1.7 
determined using CoDeML of the PAML package [305] implemented in SynMap; five collinear genes 
to seed a syntenic block; maximum of 20 non-syntenic genes between syntenic genes to interrupt 
genomic blocks as previously described [34, 194]. Secondly, within-species ohnologs (i.e. paralogs 
due to polyploidy) were determined by querying the target genomes against themselves. 
Microsynteny analysis within and between genomes was performed with GEvo 
(http://genomeevolution.org/CoGe/GEvo.pl, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). The obtained 
syntenic gene set output was thereafter cleaned using a retention maximum of three ohnologs for 
each of the analyzed species. 
 
Anchor paralog identification and protein domain prediction 
Ortholog and ohnolog gene sets were combined to create a pool of homologous “anchor” genes. 
These gene sets of the analyzed target genomes were queried against the A. thaliana genome with a 
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maximum target sequence threshold of 1. Each query sequence that aligned to an A. thaliana L-type 
LecRK or LLP, but not belonging to the “anchor” gene set, was defined as an anchor paralog. With 
the above-mentioned steps a complete set of L-type LecRK and LLP-encoding homologs present in 
every analyzed target species (orthologs, paralogs and ohnologs) was created. As this approach may 
lead to false positives due to alignment of highly conserved linker sequence pairs an additional 
filtering step was applied based on HMM-driven protein domain annotation using the 
iprscan_urlib.py script 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/webservices/download_clients/python/urllib/iprscan_urllib2.py, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014) querying the EMBL server (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de, last 
accessed on December 13th, 2014) [374]. Protein motifs were determined using InterProScan 4 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [241, 242] and the 
bioinformatics tools SMART, Superfamily, ProDom, PRINTS, PROSITE, PIR, Pfam, TIGRFAMs, 
PANTHER, Profile, Gene3D, HAMAP, TMHMM and SignalP.  
 
Identification of mode of gene duplication  
Arabidopsis thaliana L-type LecRK ohnolog gene copies were obtained based on the blocks described 
by Bowers, et al. [35] and updated according to Thomas, et al.[85]. Determination of ohnolog 
duplicates in all other genomes was utilized using the “SynMap” algorithm integrated into the CoGe 
package for comparative genomics with above-described preferences. Tandem duplicate genes were 
obtained using BLASTP hits within a maximum of ten consecutive intervening gene spacers as 
previously described [31]. To identify gene transposition duplicate (GTD) partners among homolog 
genes, all non-tandem non-ohnolog duplicate target sequences were queried against the whole set 
of target genes using BLASTP with an e-value threshold of 1e-30. Closest homologs were scored as 
GTD partners. Putative transpositions were confirmed using the gene transpositional database [33]. 
Duplicated gene copies belonging to tandem-duplicated ohnologs (TD-α genes) by sharing similar 
evolutionary patterns with tandem duplicates were obtained and confirmed using the methods 
described by [350]. Statistical significance of retained ohnolog fractions among target genes 
compared to the background of genome-wide ohnolog fractions was determined using a Fisher’s 
exact test on count data integrated to the R package for statistical computing (http://www.r-
project.org, last accessed on December 13th, 2014). 
 
Coding sequence alignment and determination of Ka/Ks-values to assess divergence 
Coding sequence alignments of homologous genes were compiled in Mesquite [375] and manually 
cleaned to remove premature stop codons and gaps. Other alignments were generated using Prank 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/webprank, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [376] with 
default settings. Ka/Ks was calculated using the KaKs calculator (https://code.google.com/p/kaks-
calculator/wiki/KaKs_Calculator, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [308]. Average divergence 
rates between respective tandem, ohnologs, gene transposition duplicates and tandem-ohnolog 
homologous sequences were computed as previously described [145].  
 
Sequence annotation and alignment  
Alignments of full length protein sequences were compiled using Mesquite version 2.74 [375]. 
Removal of stop codons and sequence trimming was performed as previously described 
[145]_ENREF_77. Sequence alignment was performed using Prank relying on default settings 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/webprank, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [377].  
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Phylogenetic analysis  
Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic trees were constructed with full-length protein sequences using 
the RAxML web-server at the CIPRES portal (http://sco.h-
its.org/exelixis/web/software/raxml/index.html; last accessed on December 13th, 2014) [378]. 
Maximum Likelihood searches and estimate proportion of invariable sites were selected as 
parameters. The robustness of the phylogenetic trees was assessed by performing bootstrap 
resampling using 100 replicates. All phylogenetic trees were rooted with protein sequences of WAK1 
(AT1G21250), PERK1 (AT3G24550), the C-type LecRK AT1G52310, and the G-type LecRKs ARK1 
(AT1G65790) and CES101 (AT3G16030). MrBayes version 3.2.2 
(http://www.phylo.org/portal2/oldmrbayeshybrid_tg!input.action, last accessed on December 13th, 
2014) [201] was used to generate Bayesian trees using the following parameters: rates allowed to 
vary among four gamma categories; nucleotide state frequencies mixed (Dirichlet model); a uniform 
gamma shape parameter allowed to vary between 0 to 200 analysis to run for 50 million generations; 
each generation consisting of two independent runs for four chains each, one of which was heated 
at a temperature of 0.2 to keep the heated chain in motion; samples were taken every 5000 
generations; burn-in time was set at 12,500,000 samples. Bayesian inference trees were constructed 
by using CIPRES (http://www.phylo.org/sub_sections/portal, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) 
[202]. Convergence of the parameters and model likelihood between runs were checked in Tracer 
version 1.5 (http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk/Tracer, last accessed on December 13th, 2014) after which .p- 
and .t-files were combined as previously described [379]. Con files (.con) were generated in MrBayes 
and contained the Bayesian 50%-majority rule consensus trees. FigTree software was used to 
generate and edit the phylogenetic trees (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree, last accessed on 
December 13th, 2014). Results were scored positive once the effective sampling size (ESSs) of all 
parameters was above 100. Tree branches supported by posterior probabilities (PP) below 0.7 were 
considered as weak and above 9.0 as strong. 
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RESULTS 
Curation of A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs 
In a first step, we compiled a list of the 45 L-type LecRKs that have previously been described in A. 
thaliana (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online) [78, 355, 364]. Phylogenetic 
analysis placed 37 L-type LecRKs into nine distinct clades and identified seven singleton genes (e.g. 
no clear relationship to one distinct clade or “ambiguous” genes). We confirmed these previous 
results with our phylogenetic analysis (fig. 1A, B). Furthermore, we included the ten LLP genes 
previously identified by Armijo, et al. [380] that encode so-called Legume-like lectin proteins. LLPs 
contain a legume-like lectin domain but lack a kinase domain. In addition, we found another LLP; 
bringing the total count of A. thaliana LLPs to eleven (table 1). In summary, the A. thaliana genome 
encodes 56 proteins containing a putative legume-like lectin domain (IPR001220) (fig. 2A). For the 
eleven LLPs, we propose a uniform gene nomenclature based on their phylogenetic relationship (fig. 
1A). LLPs form two strongly supported monophyletic clades, one consisting of six and the other of 
four members. The remaining one is an ambiguous LLP because it groups distantly. In line with the 
nomenclature proposed by Bouwmeester and Govers [355], the LLP clades were named using 
Roman numerals. The largest clade of six comprises LLPs that lack a transmembrane domain, for 
which we propose the term L-type lectin proteins (Clade I: LecPs). In contrast, the other LLP 
members share in addition to the legume-like lectin domain a transmembrane domain, and are 
herewith proposed to be named L-type lectin receptor proteins (Clade II: LecRPs) (table 1, fig. 2A). 
Interestingly, our phylogenetic analysis shows that LecP-I.1 (At1g07460) groups with the LecRK-III 
clade (fig. 1A), whereas all other LecPs show a shared sequence similarity with L-type LecRKs 
belonging to clade VII (fig. 1A), and this indicates that LLPs share independent evolutionary histories 
with L-type LecRKs. 
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FIG. 1.— Phylogeny and classification of A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs.  
A. Phylogeny of 43 full-length L-type LecRKs and eleven LLPs in A. thaliana. We identified two LLP clades; LecPs 
(lacking transmembrane domains) and LecRPs (with transmembrane domains) which are highlighted in dark 
grey and ochre, respectively. Color-coding was adapted according to Bouwmeester and Govers (2009) [44]. 
Tandem duplication events are indicated by light blue stars. The tree was rooted using the A. thaliana G-type 
LecRKs CES101 and ARK1, the C-type LecRK AT1G21250 and the Wall-associated kinases WAK1 and PERK1. 
Clade-support bootstrap values range from to 0.80 to 0.94. B. Clade assignment of 309 LecRKs identified across 
nine analyzed genome annotations. Colors represent the nine clades as previously described [44]. A refers to 
ambiguous genes (singletons). 
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T A B LE 1.-  Classification of LLP loci in A. thaliana including information on encoded proteins
Proposed 
classification
Proposed 
gene name
Locus
Tandem 
duplcate
Length 
(bp)
Uniprot 
accession
Signal 
peptide
No. of TM  
motifs
Domain 
configuration
Reference
LecRP-I.1 AT3G09035 yes 1017 Q3EBA4 yes 1 Lectin_legB-(TM ) Armijo et al . (2013) 
LecRP-I.3 AT3G09190 yes 1038 Q9SS71 yes 1 Lectin_legB-(TM ) this manuscript
LecRP-S.1 AT3G54080 no 1053 Q9M 395 yes 1 Lectin_legB-(TM ) Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecRP-I.2 AT5G01090 no 1062 Q9LFC7 yes 1 Lectin_legB-(TM ) Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.1 AT1G07460 no 777 Q4PT39 no 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.2 AT1G53060 yes 729 Q9LNN1 no 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.3 AT1G53070 yes 819 Q9LNN2 yes 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.4 AT1G53080 yes 852 Q9LNN3 yes 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.5 AT3G15356 no 816 Q9LJR2 yes 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.6 AT3G16530 no 831 Q9LK72 yes 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
LecP-I.7* AT5G03350 no 825 Q9LZF5 yes 0 Lectin_legB Armijo et al.  (2013) 
* alias SAI-LLP1  (Armijo et al ., 2013)
Gene info rmatio n P ro tein info rmatio n
L
e
c
R
P
L
e
c
P
338
353
345
350
258
242
Length 
(AA)
272
283
271
276
274
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FIG. 2.— Classification of L-type LecRKs and LLPs identified in nine plant species. A. Domain composition of 
309 L-type LecRKs and 84 LLPs across Brassicaceae, Brassicales, T. cacao and V. vinifera. L-type LecRKs 
containing two kinase domains are present in all analyzed species except C. papaya. Note that the T. cacao 
lacks LLPs. B. Cladogram based on the legume-like lectin domains of Brassicaceae L-type LecRKs from A. 
thaliana, A. lyrata, B. rapa, T. halophila and A. arabicum. Further included are 63 legume-like lectin domain 
sequences from three other families: T. hasslerania (Cleomaceae), T. cacao (Malvaceae), C. papaya 
(Caricaceae) and V. vinifera (Vitaceae) with support values indicated on key nodes. Number-only IDs refer to 
expressed genes present in the “Araly1”-annotation (A. lyrata). The phylogenetic tree was rooted with the 
extracellular domains of the G-type LecRKs CES101 and ARK1, the C-type LecRK AT1G52310 and the Wall-
associated kinases WAK1 and PERK1 as outgroup sequences. Clade support bootstrap values range from 0.70 
to 0.95. For all species, the L-type LecRKs cluster to nine distinct clades (colored) corresponding to the clade 
assignment of the A. thaliana L-type LecRKs including those without clear affiliation to a distinct clade 
(ambiguous). Symbols placed on nodes represent the different duplication modes: i.e. At-α whole genome 
duplication event (orange circles), At-α ohnologs subjected to tandem duplication (TD-α genes) (orange circle 
with black square), tandem duplication event (light blue stars), gene transposition duplicates (black triangle) 
and more ancient polyploidy events: At-β (blue square) and At-γ (green circles). Symbols mark last common 
duplication events. Six of nine clades are specific to Brassicaceae, Cleomaceae and Caricaceae while the rest of 
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the clades are shared between Brassicales and Vitales. Ambiguous LecRKs are spread across the tree and 
across families. 
Duplication analysis of A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs  
To establish the relationship between gene duplication and genetic divergence, the chromosomal 
locations of the L-type LecRKs were confirmed using the A. thaliana locus codes. Results show that 
the L-type LecRKs are organized in nine gene clusters distributed over the five A. thaliana 
chromosomes, with the highest density on chromosome V followed by chromosome III [355]. All L-
type LecRKs are located to regions covered by ohnolog blocks due to the most recent ancient 
polyploidy event. Furthermore, we localized the two A. thaliana clusters possessing the highest 
target gene density at two independent tandem duplicate supergene clusters on chromosomes III 
and V. Arabidopsis thaliana clade V L-type LecRKs are located in proximity on chromosomes I, II and 
III (supplementary table 1). Notably, one large tandem array containing LecRK-V.5 (At3g59700), 
LecRK-V.6 (At3g59730), LecRK-V7 (At3g59740) and LecRK-V8 (At3g59750) was found to be specific 
for A. thaliana since orthologs in all other species were singletons (array 14 in supplementary table 
1, Supplementary Material online). Likewise, we investigated the genomic locations of the A. 
thaliana LLPs. These were predominantly located on chromosomes III and V, of which several cluster 
together with L-type LecRKs. Among these are LecRP-I.1 (At3g09035) and LecRP-I.3 (At3g09190) that 
share chromosomal location with LecRK-VI.1 (At3g08870). Moreover, LecRP-I.2 (At5g01090) and 
LecRK-VI.2 (At5g01540) are located in each other chromosomal proximity (Supplemental table 1). 
Again, this shows that that LLPs share an evolutionary history with L-type LecRKs. In this context, the 
observed degree of sequence similarity and domain conservation may be due to ancient sub- and 
neo-functionalization following gene and genome duplication. 
 
Domain conservation and ortholog retention across the Brassicaceae  
As a next step, a combination of A. thaliana L-type LecRK orthologs was obtained for eight genome 
assemblies by RBH analysis (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). Likewise, L-
type LecRK ohnologs were curated for all analyzed genomes (supplementary table 3, Supplementary 
Material online). Both datasets were merged to create a pool of “anchor” genes for every analyzed 
genome annotation. This pool of putative “anchor” genes was used in an additional BLAST analysis 
against the various genomes to screen for target gene paralogs. This additional screen was necessary 
because it became evident that ortholog assignment based on RBH only misses many true orthologs 
in lineages with duplicate-rich genomes [71]. In this way, we identified a total of 393 genes encoding 
a legume-like lectin domain, of which 309 are L-type LecRKs (fig. 2A). In line with the phylogenetic 
relationship of the A. thaliana L-type LecRKs, all Brassicaceae contain the nine clades of L-type 
LecRKs and at least four ambiguous gene family members that encode proteins with the conserved 
L-type LecRK domain composition (fig. 2). However, species-specific differences apply with increased 
phylogenetic distance. For example, T. hasslerania of the Cleomaceae is a closely related sister 
lineage to all mustard family members but its genome annotation does not contain clade III 
orthologs. The more distant species T. cacao lacks L-type LecRKs aligning to clades I, II and III, and C. 
papaya lacks target genes from clade I-V, as well as the orthologs of the two “ambiguous” target 
genes At2g32800 (LecRK-S.2) and At3g46760 (LecRK-S.3). The common grape vine V. vinifera, the 
most distant Brassicaceae outgroup analyzed in this study, lacks orthologs grouping to L-type LecRK 
clades I, II, III and V.  
 
L-type LecRK orthologs and ohnologs across the Brassicaceae and several outgroups 
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When investigating the genomic context of orthologous target gene pairs, we found that all analyzed 
genomes retained a fraction of the respective orthologs within a given syntenic region (i.e. are 
syntenic to A. thaliana L-type LecRK orthologs or ohnologs) (supplementary tables 2-3, 
Supplementary Material online). Notably, the closest related sister lineage A. lyrata has ohnologs to 
39 A. thaliana L-type LecRKs, corresponding to a retention score of 87% (supplementary table 3, 
Supplementary Material online). This score decreases with increased phylogenetic distance of 
Brassicaceae lineages, as indicated by the values for the crop B. rapa (78%), the saltwater cress T. 
halophila (62%), the early-diverged mustard A. arabicum (69%), and the closest mustard outgroup T. 
hasslerania (36%), as well as the more diverged crop species C. papaya (18%), T. cacao (29%) and V. 
vinifera (16%). These results are consistent with previous studies reporting an erosion of synteny 
across lineages relative to their phylogenetic distance [26, 145]. In addition, we investigated the 
retention of LLPs in the various Brassicaceae species. This revealed that between 91% (A. lyrata) and 
45% (A. arabicum) of all LLPs identified in A. thaliana are retained within the analyzed Brassicaceae 
species. Interestingly, the Brassicaceae outgroup T. hasslerania retained a higher fraction of LLP 
orthologs (73%) than the basal Brassicaceae A. arabicum, and this is consistent with the species-
specific genome triplication event evident for this Cleomaceae species [53]. In contrast, all other 
Brassicales as well as V. vinifera only contain one LLP gene which is orthologous to A. thaliana LecRP-
I.2 (AT5G01090), corresponding to a retention score of 10% (supplementary table 4-5, 
Supplementary Material online). 
 
Different modes of duplication affect L-type LecRK and LLP copy number variation  
In a next step, we identified both tandem- and whole genome duplication events that have 
influenced copy number variation and molecular evolution of the L-type LecRK and LLP gene families 
across all analyzed genomes. For A. thaliana L-type LecRKs and LLPs, we scored both tandem- and 
ohnolog duplicates based on previously published definitions (see Materials & Methods section) 
(table 2, supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). The obtained results revealed that 
a relatively large fraction of ohnologs (37%) was retained from ancient polyploidy events among all 
identified L-type LecRK and LLP genes within all genomes. Compared to the average of genome-wide 
ohnolog fractions across all genomes (i.e. 30%), this indicates a significant over-retention of whole 
genome duplicates among L-type LecRKs and LLPs (table 3). Note that species-specific differences 
apply. For example, B. rapa and T. hasslerania, which both underwent a lineage-specific genome 
triplication event, show higher fractions of genome-wide ohnologs compared to the other lineages 
(53% and 48%, respectively, compared to 22% for A. thaliana). In summary, statistical analysis based 
on a Fisher’s exact test revealed a significant enrichment of ohnologs among genes encoding a 
legume-like lectin domain for five of the nine genomes that we investigated (table 3). Likewise, we 
identified a 55% fraction of genes in tandem arrays among all identified L-type LecRKs and LLPs 
(table 4). All identified tandem duplicate genes group to a sum of 54 distant tandem arrays 
distributed across all analyzed genomes (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online), 
with an average of 2.9 genes per tandem array and 5.9 genes in the largest identified tandem array 
(table 4). Again, differences were detected in the species-wise tandem duplicate fractions among 
target genes, varying from 29% in A. lyrata to 68% in T. cacao (table 4). We could, however, not 
detect any tandem duplicate genes in A. arabicum. This could be due to the fact that we have used a 
draft version of the A. arabicum genome annotation that is based on large-scale integration of 
RNAseq data. This draft version may include mis-annotations of small open reading frames with 
fusions of tandem duplicates due to similar transcripts. The number of independent clusters of 
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tandem duplicates was found to vary across species; i.e. from eleven distant tandem arrays in the 
Brassicaceae species B. rapa (that underwent a species-specific genome triplication) to one tandem 
array only in the Brassicales crop C. papaya. The more distant Brassicales crop T. cacao contains the 
highest average number of genes per array, whereas tandem arrays in the most distant analyzed 
outgroup V. vinifera are lowest in gene count across all analyzed species. Assessment of gene count 
within the largest array present in all analyzed species revealed maximums of ten for B. rapa and 
minimums of three in C. papaya and V. vinifera (table 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 2. - Duplicate LLP gene pairs in A. thaliana  and mode of duplication
AGI Name AGI Name Duplication mode
AT1G53060 LecP-I.2 AT1G53070 LecP-I.3 Tandem duplication
AT1G53070 LecP-I.3 AT1G53080 LecP-I.4 Tandem duplication
AT1G53080 LecP-I.4 AT1G53070 LecP-I.3 Tandem duplication
AT3G09035 LecRP-I.1 AT3G09190 LecRP-I.3 Gene transposition duplication
AT3G09190 LecRP-I.3 AT3G09035 LecRP-I.1 Gene transposition duplication
AT3G15356 LecP-I.5 AT3G16530 LecP-I.6 Gene transposition duplication
AT3G16530 LecP-I.6 AT3G15356 LecP-I.5 Gene transposition duplication
AT5G03350 LecP-I.7 AT3G15356 LecP-I.5 Gene transposition duplication
AT3G54080 LecRP-S.1 AT5G01090 LecRP-I.2 Ohnolog duplication
AT5G01090 LecRP-I.2 AT3G54080 LecRP-S.1 Ohnolog duplication
AT1G07460 LecP-I.1 AT2G29220 LecRK-III.1 Tandem & ohnolog duplication (TD-α  genes)
Duplicate one Duplicate two
TABLE 3.- Ohnolog duplicate fractions among genes encoding a legume-like lectin domain 
Species Number of genes Ohnolog fraction LecRKs LLPs Sum Ohnolog fraction Enrichment*
Arabidopsis thaliana 27,416 22% 45 11 56 29% yes
Arabidopsis lyrata 32,670 28% 50 16 66 35% yes
Brassica rapa 40,367 53% 59 21 80 40% no
Thelungiella halophila 25,191 32% 35 8 43 40% yes
Aethionema arabicum 22,230 29% 20 5 25 56% yes
Tarenaya hasslerania 31,580 48% 22 9 31 48% no
Carica papaya 27,793 7% 14 4 18 11% no
Theobroma cacao 29,452 32% 38 2 40 33% no
Vitis vinifera 23,092 22% 26 8 34 38% yes
Σ 30% 309 84 393 37% yes
*Accoording to Fisher's exact test (p<0.01)
Genome-wide Genes encoding an L-type lectin domain
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FIG. 3.— Venn-diagrams illustrating genome-wide average and L-type LecRK gene duplication fractions. 
Tandem duplicates (red), ohnolog duplicates (green) and gene transposition duplicates (blue). A. Duplicates 
among all protein-coding genes present in the A. thaliana genome. B. Duplicates among all L-type LecRKs 
present in the A. thaliana genome.  
 
TABLE 4.- Tandem duplicate fractions among genes encoding a legume-like lectin domain
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Arabidopsis thaliana 56 31 55% 10 3.1 6
Arabidopsis lyrata 66 19 29% 8 2.4 4
Brassica rapa 80 34 43% 11 3.1 10
Thelungiella halophila 43 19 44% 7 2.7 5
Aethionema arabicum # 25 0 0% 0 0 0
Tarenaya hasslerania 31 10 32% 4 2.5 4
Carica papaya 14 3 16% 1 3.0 3
Theobroma cacao 40 27 68% 8 3.4 7
Vitis vinifera 34 11 32% 5 2.2 3
Σ 389 154 40% 54 2.9 4.57
*Tandem array refers to a locus containing one discinct cluster of tandemly arrayed genes
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Previous reports indicated that tandem duplicate gene clusters are the birthplace of transposed 
duplicate copies [100, 350]. For the A. thaliana genome, a gene transposition database has 
previously been made available [33]. These data facilitated scoring of GTD L-type LecRK copies. As a 
result, we referenced all L-type LecRK duplicates to either tandem-, ohnolog- or gene transposition 
duplication modes and compared those to the observed genome-wide fractions of duplicate classes. 
Initially, we found that 45% of all protein-coding genes in the A. thaliana genome comprise duplicate 
genes (fig. 3A). As previously reported for all A. thaliana protein-coding genes [44], ohnolog copies 
comprise 22%, whereas copies due to TD or GTD comprise 15% and 14%, respectively (4022/27416 
for TD and 3879/27416 for GTD) (fig. 3B). For the subset of L-type LecRK genes, we observed 
different trends in duplication. In A. thaliana, 34 of the 45 L-type LecRKs comprise duplicates, 
corresponding to a 76% fraction (fig. 3C). In total, we found that 26% of the L-type LecRKs in A. 
thaliana transposed at least once after the origin of the Brassicales (i.e. 12 out of 45). Note that all L-
type LecRK GTD copies are members of tandem duplicate gene clusters (fig. 3D). For the LLPs, the 
GTD fraction is 45%, i.e. 5 out of the 11 A. thaliana LLPs. (supplementary table 1, Supplementary 
Material online). Transposition times of most A. thaliana GTD copies have been estimated previously 
[33, 85]. Based on this, we estimated the transposition times for the transposed L-type LecRKs to the 
epoch of At-α (approximately 25-50 MA ago) and even earlier polyploidy events, for example At-β 
(approximately 50-72 MA ago) which are shared by Brassicales [34, 37]. Many other genes have 
been reported to have been expanded due to transposition duplication including B3, LCR and TRAF 
genes that duplicated after A. thaliana diverged from C. papaya [34]. In this context, we uncovered a 
connection of GTD and other types of duplications with consequences for molecular evolution (see 
below). 
Hereafter, we assessed the fractions of A. thaliana L-type LecRK and LLP ohnologs that have been 
subjected to tandem duplication following polyploidy, hereafter termed TD-α duplicates (table 2, 
supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). This revealed a 20% fraction of TD-α 
duplicates among A. thaliana L-type LecRK genes (nine out of 34 non-singleton genes) (fig. 3D, 
supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). This value is consistent with the 20% of TD-
α duplicates found among the glucosinolate biosynthetic genes in A. thaliana [44] (see Discussion 
section). In contrast, none of the tandem duplicates among LLPs contain ohnologs that date back to 
the At-α WGD event (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). Furthermore, our 
phylogenetic analysis revealed that TD-α genes are prone to clades I and V, and Brassicales-specific. 
These two clades are hence the most dynamic L-type LecRK clades amongst the analyzed plant 
species (fig. 1A). Here, we show that a 29% fraction of genes retained after ancient polyploidy 
events for the merged set of A. thaliana LLP and L-type LecRKs (table 3). Likewise, 55% of genes 
within this merged set comprise members of tandem arrays (table 4). Moreover, 30% of L-type 
LecRK and LLP genes transposed at least once after the origin of Brassicales, whereas the A. thaliana 
L-type LecRKs were found to belong to a GTD fraction of 26% (supplementary table 1, 
Supplementary Material online). In comparison to the genome-wide average, there is a significant 
difference in the proportions of tandem-, gene transposition- and ohnolog duplicate fractions in L-
type LecRKs (fig. 3). In addition, a clear impact of both tandem- and whole genome duplication (TD-α 
genes) was detected among the L-type LecRK genes. 
 
Molecular evolution of L-type LecRKs is impacted by different modes of duplication 
Determination of synonymous substitution rates per synonymous sites (Ks) is a common procedure 
to determine the evolutionary age and divergence level of gene copies [339, 350]. In this context, 
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comparing divergence rates provides insights into the differential impact of gene duplication modes 
[81, 318, 339]. Hence, we calculated the Ka/Ks values of the L-type LecRKs that date back to different 
duplication modes in A. thaliana. We observed differential patterns of selection following all 
analyzed duplication modes (table 5, fig. 4A). Tandem duplicate L-type LecRKs show the highest 
average rates of molecular evolution (Ka/Ks=1.23), indicating strong positive or Darwinian selection. 
Interestingly, lower rates of positive selection were determined for TD-α genes that comprise 
tandem duplicate ohnolog copies (Ka/Ks=1.13) as well as ohnolog duplicate gene pairs (Ka/Ks=1.11). 
Ka/Ks-values equal to one indicate neutral (or absence of) selection. L-type LecRK copies due to GTD 
showed the lowest rate of molecular evolution, i.e. a Ka/Ks value of 0.94, implying moderate 
purifying (or stabilizing) selection (table 5, fig. 4A). The GTD duplicate class comprises mostly 
ambiguous L-type LecRKs and members of clades V and VII (supplementary table 6, Supplementary 
Material online).  
Furthermore, we compared gene lengths of L-type LecRK copies due to different duplication events 
using gene-coding sequences (CDS). All CDS were compiled and clustered based on the duplication 
modes and the difference in coding-region lengths was estimated (fig. 4B). In this analysis, tandem 
duplicate gene copies display the lowest observed average both for coding-region length and 
variation thereof, whereas GTD copies display the highest. In contrast, coding-region length of TD-α 
duplicates display the highest variation. These findings are consistent with previous studies, 
uncovering a connection between gene length and duplicate origin [34].  
 
TABLE 5.— Molecular evolution rates following different modes of LecRK duplication 
    Duplication mode Ka* Ks
#
 Ka/Ks 
Gene transposition duplicates 2.6 2.78 0.94 
Ohnolog duplicates 2.98 2.68 1.11 
Tandem & ohnolog duplicates (TD-α genes) 2.58 2.29 1.13 
Tandem duplicates 2.72 2.42 1.23 
* Ka = non-synonymous substitutions per non-synonymous site 
# 
Ks = synonymous substitutions per synonymous site 
 
 
FIG. 4.— Analysis of divergence of L-type LecRKs based on mode of gene duplication in A. thaliana.  
A. Molecular evolution rates of L-type LecRK gene pairs based on Ka/Ks values following tandem duplication 
(red), gene transposition duplication (blue), divergence of ohnologs due to whole genome duplication (green) 
and divergence of ohnologs that have been subjected to tandem duplication (TD- α genes) (ochre).  
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B. Divergence of duplicate gene coding sequence length following the aforementioned duplication modes with 
identical color-coding. 
DISCUSSION 
As sessile organisms, plants are permanently exposed to a plethora of microbes, including plant 
pathogens. Hence, the perception of biotic stimuli is crucial for plant survival. The initial detection of 
these stress factors and subsequent induction of defense signaling is largely governed by receptor-
like kinases (RLKs). One class of RLKs considered to function as potential immune receptors are the L-
type LecRKs, which comprise an extracellular legume-like lectin domain hypothesized to perceive 
non-self-associated molecules [364-367]. Also, the LLPs that similar to L-type LecRKs contain a 
legume-like lectin domain, but are lacking a kinase domain, have been suggested to play roles in 
plant defense [357, 380]. 
In this study we used bioinformatics techniques in a comparative genomics approach to elucidate 
the evolutionary history of the superfamily of legume-like lectin domain-encoding genes in 
Brassicaceae and related families. This methodology confirmed all previously identified L-type 
LecRKs [355] and identified eleven LLP genes in A. thaliana; ten of which were described before by 
Armijo and co-workers [380] (table 4). We revealed that 37% of all target genes identified across all 
species comprise ohnolog gene copies due to whole genome duplication (WGD) events. Compared 
to the genome-wide averages of duplicates due to polyploidy in all analyzed species, we uncovered a 
significant enrichment for ohnologs among genes encoding a legume-like lectin domain (table 1). 
Investigating local duplication events, we scored tandem duplicate gene copies among L-type LecRKs 
and LLPs in all analyzed species and revealed that the majority of target genes localize to arrays of 
tandem duplicate genes in A. thaliana and T. cacao (55% and 68%, respectively). Including all other 
genome assemblies, a global 40% fraction of all identified L-type LecRKs and LLPs are organized in 
tandem arrays (table 2). Based on rates for molecular evolution (i.e. Ka/Ks values), we find that 
tandem duplicate LecRKs potentially have been subjected to stronger positive selection in 
comparison to copies resulting from other duplication modes; a characteristic that also has been 
described for NB-LRR resistance genes in Brassicaceae and Solanaceae [145]. Overall this indicates 
that the tandem duplication events drive divergence of L-type LecRK paralogs and orthologs and 
thereby could influence functional specialization in plant immunity. 
Tandem arrays exist as a result of unequal crossing over (UCO) [90], and result into duplicate genes 
positioned with a direct orientation. Nine L-type LecRK tandem arrays were detected to exhibit a 
head-to-tail orientation. The exception is the gene pair of LecRK-V.7 and LecRK-V.8, which is 
positioned in a head-to-head orientation, indicating a potentially shared promoter region. This 
phenomenon is attributed to intra-chromosomal recombination between direct and indirect repeats. 
These two L-type LecRKs fall under the fraction of tandem duplicate genes that exist as a result of 
intra-chromosomal recombination in A. thaliana [381]. Head-to-head orientation of tandem 
duplicates has been shown to be relevant for gene function. This includes genes involved in plant 
innate immunity, as previously shown for the RRS1/RPS4 gene pair that encodes a dual NB-LRR-
mediated resistance system [287]. Further functional studies to elucidate the contribution of the 
spatial orientation of LecRK-V.7 and LecRK-V.8 in plant immunity is needed, especially since LecRK-V7 
seems to play a role in defense against Phytophthora pathogens and the bacterium Pseudomonas 
syringae [367]. For the A. thaliana L-type LecRKs, our results further demonstrate a significantly 
increased fraction of gene copies due to a combination of whole genome- and tandem duplication 
(TD-α genes) compared to the genome-wide average (fig. 3). Interestingly, TD-α gene pairs evolve 
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faster than ohnologs following duplication. The majority of TD-α L-type LecRKs groups to clades I and 
V (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). Note that the largest L-type LecRK 
tandem array in A. thaliana contains ohnolog copies also while grouping to an under-fractionated 
homologous genomic region (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). Hence, 
expansion of gene copy number within the L-type LecRK clades I and V is largely due to a 
combination of whole genome- and duplication (TD-α duplication), indicating that their evolution is 
more dynamic compared to other L-type LecRK clades. We hypothesize that the underlying 
increased copy number occurred at the time of the At-α polyploidy event after the Brassicaceae and 
Cleomaceae lineage split [54, 118]. This phenomenon was also reported amongst glucosinolate 
biosynthetic genes, which show a 20% fraction of genes due to TD-α duplication [44]. Also, recent 
WGD and TD seem to have greatly influenced the expansion and retention of L-type LecRKs in clades 
I, II, III and V amongst core Brassicales, which might be related to the increased degree of functional 
divergence observed for target genes in this family. More ancient WGD events also had an impact on 
L-type LecRK cluster expansion. We determined that several L-type LecRKs duplicated due to more 
ancient WGD events dating back to the time of divergence of the A. thaliana and C. papaya lineages 
approximately 72 MA ago [46] and the divergence of A. thaliana and V. vinifera 111 MA ago, 
respectively (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online). Our comparative analysis also 
showed evidence for the impact of gene transposition duplication to L-type LecRK gene copy number 
and divergence. All ambiguous L-type LecRKs, i.e. those that do not belong to a distinct clade (fig. 
2A), showed evidence for GTD, which was confirmed in our phylogenetic analysis (fig. 2B). 
Subjection of genes to GTD may also result into fractionation of gene collinearity, thereby 
introducing target genes to a novel genomic context and thus influencing functional divergence 
across L-type LecRK clades or even genomes. 
Here, we demonstrate that L-type LecRKs have undergone all modes of duplication in their 
evolutionary history, with the highest fraction of duplicates due to WGD and TD. Recent whole 
genome and tandem duplication have by far most influenced the birth of L-type LecRKs and might be 
a factor for their functional divergence. L-type LecRKs form a family whose stability is manifested in 
the syntenic retention across Brassicaceae species and other closely related species. Earlier findings 
showed that different duplication events occurred at different times during evolution [34, 46-48, 53, 
84, 348]. However, our results demonstrate an exceptional simultaneous occurrence of whole 
genome and tandem duplication for L-type LecRKs across species. This makes the L-type LecRK family 
a highly dynamic and interesting exception amongst several other studied gene families [44, 145]. 
We also established that LLPs cluster into two clades based on sequence homology. It is likely that 
their origin is due to domain loss from L-type LecRK proteins. Hence, LLPs likely acquired novel 
functions, however future functional analysis is important to confirm this hypothesis. In this study, 
we propose a uniform nomenclature for the A. thaliana LLPs based upon two criteria: (i) clustering in 
the phylogenetic tree with PP values >0.9, and (ii) the presence or absence of a transmembrane 
domain (i.e. the LecRPs versus LecPs) (fig. 1). This was inspired by the nomenclature given to the L-
type LecRKs by Bouwmeester and Govers (2009) [355]. LLPs share an evolutionary history with L-
type LecRKs based on synteny and the monophyletic grouping with specific L-type LecRK clades. 
Overall, our findings reveal a dynamic evolutionary history of genes encoding a legume-like lectin 
domain. This divergence is attributed to a complex interplay of whole genome- and tandem 
duplication events, thus resulting into domain retention and/or loss with subsequent sub- or 
neofunctionalization. We believe that the highly dynamic birth-death and expansion of these genes 
have contributed to plant immunity.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
For thousands of years, a detailed understanding of plant biology has accelerated the continued 
growth and prosperity of mankind. In contrast to the limited area of arable land available on earth, 
human population realized a near-exponential growth curve within the last 200 years [9]. As a result, 
crop improvement is now more important than ever in order to ensure human life quality by feeding 
our planet without destroying it [5].  
Recently, a series of scientific and technological innovations facilitated the availability of Big Data 
covering many or most important crop species on a genomics level [19]. This now facilitates in-depth 
computational and comparative analysis of genes and genomes in a phylogenomics perspective, 
thereby unravelling the whole range of within- and between-species diversity present in biochemical 
pathways associated with specific traits. The work summarized in this thesis is a result of this this 
fourth or “genomics revolution” and includes a novel and efficient framework for large-scale 
identification of multi-domain and multi-gene families involved in any desired pathway present in 
the Angiosperm clade (“Genomics 4.0”). We exemplified this with the analysis of various key gene 
families involved in traits important for human health and nutrition and provide data that will 
underpin more rapid gene selection and cloning leading to faster production of more and better 
food. 
Investigating the genomic context of homologous genes summarizes the core innovation provided 
by this thesis. We highlight five major added values mediated by synteny scoring. First, this allows 
the curation of duplicate groups due to distinct chromosomal duplication events (ohnolog pairs), 
thereby revealing the contribution of polyploidy to gene family extension. For example, the results 
provided in Chapter 1 highlight a significant over-retention of ohnologs among glucosinolate 
biosynthetic and regulatory genes in Arabidopsis, thereby showing the impact of the most recent 
whole genome duplication event to innovation within the plant secondary metabolism across the 
mustard family. Furthermore, our analysis of terpenoid modular pathways summarized in Chapter 2 
confirmed the connection of genome doubling to diversification of secondary metabolite pathways 
on a broader phylogenetic scale, but also revealed a bias of ohnolog retention towards 
stoichiometry sensitive sub-modules within composite specialized pathways. 
Second, since duplicate groups due to polyploidy often contain highly diverged copies whose 
affiliation with a distinct gene family is ambiguous based on sequence homology [350], synteny 
scoring facilitates more accurate identification of all multi-gene family members. This added value is 
illustrated by the results provided in Chapter 2 (terpenoid biosynthetic genes) and Chapter 3 (NB-
LRR genes). For both gene families, we found previously un-identified loci within many species that 
have been subjected to extensive, genome-wide analysis in the past. Third, synteny scoring 
facilitates accurate determination of orthologs and distinguishing paralogs and ohnologs in a 
phylogenomics order [23]. As a consequence, the ancestral, genome-wide distribution of loci prior to 
gene family expansion can be determined, leading to clear view of multi-gene family evolution and 
genome plasticity coinciding with 250 MA of flowering plant radiation when appropriate lineages are 
selected. For example, the results provided in Chapter 3 illustrate a dramatic increase of genes 
associated with all modules of terpenoid biosynthesis, ranging from 50 loci in the basal Angiosperm 
Amborella up to 188 genes in common grapevine V. vinifera and include and overview to responsible 
key factors within all analyzed lineages. Fourth, since structural rearrangements of genomic regions 
lead to an erosion of synteny across lineages [26], between-species comparison of syntenic regions 
in a phylogenomics order allows the determination of genomic regions that remained structurally 
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immobile during flowering plant evolution [35]. In Chapter 2, we identified four ortholog groups of 
NB-LRR genes that comprise loci displaying synteny across all twelve analyzed core-eudicot species. 
Hence, these “gatekeeper” genes are conserved in structurally immobile parts of plant genomes. 
Interestingly, two of those “gatekeepers” have been shown to convey pleiotropic effects and 
extended functions in plant innate immunity [335]. In this context, our analysis highlights a 
connection of genome structural and functional evolution. Fifth, the distinction of homologs due to 
different duplication events facilitates a comparative survey of gene molecular evolution rates 
following tandem-, gene transposition- and whole genome duplication, thereby providing insights to 
the genomics basis of plant variation, innovation and success. In this context, the results provided in 
Chapter 4 show a differential impact to molecular evolution following polyploidy and short sequence 
duplication. In addition, the results of Chapter 4 illustrate a complex interplay of tandem- and whole 
genome duplication modes that forms a previously un-investigated duplication class and highlights 
its far-ranging consequences for copy number and divergence rates of L-type LecRK genes within 
various representative species. 
In summary, we took advantage of recent developments in science and technology and followed the 
mission statement of Wageningen University & Research Center to exploit the potential of nature to 
improve quality of life. First, we introduced an easy-to-use meta-method for gene identification with 
multitudes of possible applications all across the broad community of genetics and genomics 
researchers. Second, we curated data on more than 4500 loci that can underpin crop improvement 
for food production and made them available to the public domain by publication in several 
scientific high-impact open access journals. Third, we shed light upon the consequences of plant 
polyploidy to trait evolution and thereby contributed to the increased understanding of plant 
biology that has facilitated the prosperity of mankind ever since the origin of modern civilization.   
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